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t serves a dual purpose:

tanding Messages

r Networks NetScreen administrator 
e list of all the messages that the 
enerates with explanations of what the 
 what possible actions you might take 
 You can find appendices at the end of 
y severity level. In each appendix, the 
by their message type ID numbers.

ee a message with the severity level 
 ID “00001,” you can look it up in the 
s appendix, and see that message 
n page 1.

 Messages--Text Only . You can use it 
 multiple messages that have been 
���
�����������	����������� �		!"��#�"���$�������%�
&�

���$!��

This reference guide documents the log messages that appear in ScreenOS 5.0.0. I

Managing Message Log Databases

It provides a tool for categorizing and filtering messages for 
administrators using such network management tools as 
Juniper Networks NetScreen Security Manager, SNMP, 
syslog, or WebTrends. Because the book is organized by 
subject, you can quickly find all the messages related to 
particular areas and filter those into meaningful sections in 
the database.

For example, you can find all the messages related to the 
Network Time Protocol (NTP) in the NTP section. All the 
messages related to VPNs are in the VPNs section.

Unders

It provides the Junipe
with a comprehensiv
NetScreen system g
messages mean and
upon receiving them.
the book organized b
messages are listed 

For example, if you s
“Notification” and the
Notification Message
00001 is explained o

Note: A text file with only message text ships on the documentation CD: NetScreen
to cut-and-paste messages when creating scripts. You must still do some editing for
combined into a single documented entry.
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nd the terminology conventions 

sage and the options that affect 

en severity level, then message 
ject >> severity level >> 

ke, when such 

evel >> 00001 is the following:

y message type ID numbers.

e ID numbers.

e type ID numbers.

pe ID numbers.

age type ID numbers.

 message type ID numbers.

 message type ID numbers.

ted }.

address group.
���
�����������	����������� �		!"��#�"���$�������%�
&�
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The book is organized into the following sections:

• Preface – The Preface explains the purpose of this book, its organization, a
used in all Juniper Networks NetScreen documentation.

• Introduction – The Introduction examines the discrete components of a mes
how a message is displayed.

• Messages – This section contains all the messages organized by subject, th
type ID number. For example, Address >> Notification Level >> 00001 (sub
message type ID). Each entry contains the following elements:

– Message – The text of the message that appears in the log.

– Meaning – An explanation of what the message means.

– Action – One or more recommended actions for the administrator to ta
action is required.

For example, one of the messages found at Address >> Notification L

• Emergency Messages – This appendix lists all the emergency messages b

• Alert Messages – This appendix lists all the alert messages by message typ

• Critical Messages – This appendix lists all the critical messages by messag

• Error Messages – This appendix lists all the error messages by message ty

• Warning Messages – This appendix lists all the warning messages by mess

• Notification Messages – This appendix lists all the notification messages by

• Information Messages – This appendix lists all the information messages by

Message Address group <grp_name> has been { added | modified | dele

Meaning An administrator has added, modified, or deleted the specified 

Action No recommended action
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it www.juniper.net/techpubs/.

, select the Download Software 
 download Netscreen software.)

e-mail address below:
���
�����������	����������� �		!"��#�"���$�������%�
&�

	

����

To obtain technical documentation for any Juniper Networks NetScreen product, vis

To obtain the latest software version, visit: www.juniper.net/support/. After logging in
option, and then follow the displayed instructions. (You must be a registered user to

If you find any errors or omissions in the following content, please contact us at the 

techpubs@netscreen.com

http://www.juniper.net/techpubs/
http://www.juniper.net/support/
mailto:techpubs@netscreen.com
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optional and required elements, 

ear in the message.

 message.

er than the exact wording, of 

parated by a pipe ( | ). 

 (sales in this example). The 
st appear in the message.
���
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Juniper Networks NetScreen publications use the following conventions to indicate 
variables, and options:

• A parameter inside [ ] (square brackets) is optional. This element might app

• A parameter inside { } (braces) is required. This element must appear in the

• Anything inside < > (angle brackets) is a variable and denotes the type, rath
element that appears in the message.

• If there is more than one option for an element inside [ ] and { }, they are se

For example, the following three messages can appear in the log:

• Address group sales has been added.

• Address group sales has been modified.

• Address group sales has been deleted.

In this book, these three messages are combined into one and written as follows:

• Address group <grp_name> has been { added | modified | deleted }.

Note that the variable <grp_name> denotes the specific name of the address group
braces and pipes indicate that one of the elements—added, modified, deleted—mu
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recedes the message and the 
ll such log entries include the 

<ip_addr> | web <ip_addr> | the 

 been omitted to avoid 

ices configured for high 
 the Juniper Networks 

sage such as “CPU utilization 
 is involved in the event.
���
�����������	����������� �		!"��#�"���$�������%�
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��������	��������
When a message results from an administrator’s action, the administrator’s name p
location from which the administrator acted is included at the end of the message. A
following information:

<admin_name>: <message text> from { the console | scs <ip_addr> | telnet 
master | the backup | the LCD display }.

For example, messages such as the following can appear in the log:

• netscreen: Address group sales has been added from the console.

• joe: Address group sales has been modified from web 10.10.2.171.

• xo: Address group sales has been deleted from the master.

In the messages that follow in this book, the administrator’s name and location have
unnecessary repetition.

Note: The terms “master” and “backup” denote the status of NetScreen dev
availability (HA) in a redundant cluster. The LCD display is available only on
NetScreen-500.

Note: Not all messages report the results of an admin’s action. For example, a mes
has reached 90% of capacity” does not include such information because no admin
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Juniper Networks NetScreen publications use the following acronyms to represent v
standards:

Acronym Full Text

3DES Triple Data Encryption Standard

ACK Acknowledge

ACL Access Control List

AES Advanced Encryption Standard

AH Authentication Header

ARIN American Registry of Internet Numbers

ARP Address Resolution Protocol

AS Autonomous System

AS-PATH Autonomous System Path

BER Basic Encoding Rules

BGP Border Gateway Protocol

CA Certificate Authority

CERT Certificate

CN Common Name (X.509 certificate)

CR Certificate Revocation

CRL Certificate Revocation List

DER Distinguished Encoding Rule

DES Data Encryption Standard

DH Diffie-Hellmann
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DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol

DIP Dynamic IP

DN Distinguished Name

DNS Domain Name System

DOI Domain of Interpretation

DoS Denial of Service

DSA Digital Signature Authority

DSS Digital Signature Standard

EE End Entity

ESP Encapsulating Security Payload

FQDN Fully Qualified Domain Name

HA High Availability

HDLC High Level Data Link Control

HTTP HyperText Transfer Protocol

HTTPS HypterText Transfer Protocol Secure

ICMP Internet Control Message Protocol

IKE Internet Key Exchange

IP Internet Protocol

IPSec Internet Protocol Security

L2TP Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol

LDAP Lightweight Directory Access Protocol

LSA Link State Advertisement

MD5 Message Digest 5

Acronym Full Text
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MIP Managed IP

NAT Network Address Translation

NAT-T NAT-Traversal

NSM NetScreen-Security Manager

NSO Network Security Officer

NSRD NetScreen Rapid Deployment

NSRP NetScreen Redundancy Protocol

NTP Network Time Protocol

OSPF Open Shortest Path First

PFS Perfect Forwarding Secrecy

PKA Public Key Authentication

PKCS Public Key Cryptography Standards

PKI Public Key Infrastructure

PLDAP Primary Connection Lightweight Directory Access Protocol

PM NetScreen Policy Manager

PPP Point-to-Point Protocol

PPPoE Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet

RADIUS Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service

RIP Routing Information Protocol

RSA Rivest Shamir Adelman (authors of RSA security standard)

RTO Run Time Objects

SA Security Association

SCEP Simple Certificate Enrollment Protocol

Acronym Full Text
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SHA Secure Hash Algorithm

SIP Session Initiation Protocol

SMTP Simple Mail Transfer Protocol

SNMP Simple Network Management Protocol

SPI Security Parameter Index

SSH Secure Shell

SSL Secure Socket Layer

TFTP Trivial File Transfer Protocol

UDP User Datagram Protocol

UFQDN User’s Fully Qualified Domain Name

URL Uniform Resource Locator

VIP Virtual IP

VLAN Virtual Local Area Network

VOIP Voice Over IP

VPN Virtual Private Network

VSD Virtual Security Device

VSYS Virtual System

Acronym Full Text
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The messages explained in this book report events useful for system administrators
and tracing the operation of a NetScreen device. The messages provide information

•  Firewall attacks

• Configuration changes

• Successful and unsuccessful system operations

The following sections in the Introduction explain the separate components of each
display options:

• “Anatomy of a Message” on page xx

• “Traffic Log Messages” on page xxii
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All messages consist of the following elements:

• Date

• Time

• Module

• Severity Level

• Message Type

• Message Text

• The date shows the year-month-day when the event occurred.

• The time shows the hour:minute:second when the event occurred.

• The module shows the device type where the event occurred.

• The severity level places the event in one of eight levels of severity, using th
established by syslog, as shown in the following table.

• The message type displays a code number associated with the severity lev

• The message text displays the content of the event message. The event me
administrator’s login name when the administrator performed an action. In t
login name is netscreen.

Date Time Module Level Type Description

2001-9-2512:02:57 system info 00767 netscreen: System Config saved fro

Date Time
Severity 

Level
MMessage TypeModule
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g of Death attacks. For more 
ttack Detection and Defense 

ntion, such as firewall attacks and 

of the device, such as high 

e functionality of the device, such 
ith SSH servers.

nality of the device, such as a 
ilures, timeouts, and successes.

 changes initiated by an admin.
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You can find a list of message type ID numbers organized by severity level in the in

• “Emergency Messages” on page A-1

• “Alert Messages” on page B-1

• “Critical Messages” on page C-1

• “Error Messages” on page D-1

• “Warning Messages” on page E-1

• “Notification Messages” on page F-1

• “Information Messages” on page G-1

Levels Explanation of Levels

0 Emergency Messages on SYN attacks, Tear Drop attacks, and Pin
information on these types of attacks, see Volume 4, “A
Mechanisms”.

1 Alert Messages about conditions that require immediate atte
the expiration of license keys.

2 Critical Messages about conditions that affect the functionality 
availability (HA) status changes.

3 Error Messages about error conditions that probably affect th
as a failure in antivirus scanning or in communicating w

4 Warning Messages about conditions that could affect the functio
failure to connect to e-mail servers or authentication fa

5 Notification Notification of normal events, including configuration

6 Information General information about system operations.

7 Debugging Detailed information useful for debugging purposes. 
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ds is shown here.

00170 system notification-0025 
cmp proto=1 src zone=Trust dst 
0 dst=2.2.2.1 icmp type=8 
d ip=1.1.1.1 port=200

 generated.

 generated. This value is displayed 

 generated the traffic log message.

 that generated the traffic log 

ch is the 16-digit serial number 

ich generated the traffic message. 

lve the event on the device.
erely affected.
e.
n the device.
 on the device.
ge about the device.
a problem on the device.
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Message logging automatically begins when a device boots up. NetScreen 5.0.0 su
contains entries that have multiple fields in them. An example of an entry and its fiel

May 18 15:59:26 192.168.10.1 ns204: NetScreen device_id=-00290120020
(traffic): start_time=”2001-04-29 16:46:16” duration=88 policy id=2 service=i
zone=Untrust action=Tunnel(VPN_3 03) sent=102 rcvd=0 src=192.168.10.1
src_port=1991 dst_port=80 src-xlated ip=192.168.10.10 port=1991 dst-xlate

The following table breaks these fields down and describes them.

Field Example Field Name Description

May 10 Date Stamp Displays the date when the message was

15:59:26 Time Stamp Displays the time when the message was
in the following format: HH:MM:SS.

192.168.10.1 Device IP Address Displays the IP address of the device that

ns204 Device Model Displays the model number of the device
message.

NetScreen device 
id=0029012002000170

Device Serial Number Displays the ID number of the device whi
assigned to the device by NetScreen.

system notification Severity Level Displays the severity level of the event wh
Severity levels are:
Emergency: The device is unusable
Alert: Immediate action is required to reso
Critical: Functionality on the device is sev
Error: An error was reported on the devic
Warning: Functionality may be affected o
Notification: The event is seen as normal
Information: A general information messa
Debug: A message related to debugging 
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at elapsed since the traffic 

licy type that generated the traffic 

 device that generated the traffic 
ssages include ICMP, TCP, and 

h the protocol service used by the 
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e the traffic was initiated.
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ice from the detection of the error: 
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ent by the source device.
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ding the traffic.
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00257 Type ID Displays the error type in a code associat

(traffic) Type Displays the error type in a descriptive str

start_time=”2001-04-29 
16:46:16”

Start Time Displays the time and date when the traff

duration=88 Duration Displays the amount of time in seconds th
message was generated. 

policy_id=2 Traffic Policy Displays the code associated with the po
message.

service=icmp Service Displays the protocol service used by the
message. Common services for traffic me
UDP.

proto=1 Protocol Number Displays the code number associated wit
device that generated the traffic message

src zone=Trust Source Zone Displays the name of the zone from wher

dst zone=Untrust Destination Zone Displays the name of the destination zone

action=Tunnel Policy Action Displays the action that results on the dev
forward or denial.

(VPN_303) VPN ID Displays the code number that identifies t
error-generating traffic was running.

sent=102 Bytes Sent Displays the number of bytes that were s

rcvd=0 Bytes Received Displays the number of bytes that were re

src=192.168.10.10 Source IP Address Displays the IP address of the device sen

dst=2.2.2.1 Destination IP Address Displays the IP address of the device rec

src_port=1991 Source Port Displays the port number of the device se

dst_port=80 Destination Port Displays the port number of the device re

Field Example Field Name Description
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src-xlated 
ip=192.168.10.10

Translated Source IP 
Address

Displays the translated source IP address

port=1991 Translated Source Port Displays the translated source port numb

dst-xlated ip=1.1.1.1 Translated Destination 
IP Address

Displays the translated destination IP add

port=200 Translated Destination 
Port

Displays the translated port number.

Field Example Field Name Description
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at action has been made: either 
r from the LCD display (Juniper 
 availability, the message also 
 the part of a message stating 

messages listed here. For more 

rvice” on page 295

” on page 297

MP” on page 305

Hv1” on page 309

Hv2” on page 317

L” on page 327

slog and WebTrends” on page 331

stem” on page 337

ffic Shaping” on page 349

L Filtering” on page 351

er” on page 355

” on page 357

Ns” on page 359

tual Router” on page 367

ys” on page 373

ne” on page 377
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Each message text description includes an explanation of its meaning, and (when
action. The messages are grouped by message type, and then within that type by
severe to the least.

All messages reporting an administrative action include the location from which th
from the console, from an admin’s host IP address via SCS, Telnet, or the Web, o
Networks NetScreen-500). When devices are used in a redundant cluster for high
states whether the action occurred on a master or backup unit. Note that because
the source of an action is the same in all such messages, it is not included in the 
information, see “Admin Information” on page xiii.

• “Addresses” on page 1 • “IKE” on page 143 • “Se

• “Admin” on page 3 • “Interface” on page 181 • “SIP

• “Antivirus” on page 15 • “L2TP” on page 189 • “SN

• “ARP” on page 27 • “Logging” on page 197 • “SS

• “Attack Database” on page 29 • “MIP” on page 205 • “SS

• “Attacks” on page 33 • “NSM” on page 207 • “SS

• “Auth” on page 59 • “NSRD” on page 215 • “Sy

• “BGP” on page 79 • “NTP” on page 217 • “Sy

• “Device” on page 83 • “OSPF” on page 223 • “Tra

• “DHCP” on page 93 • “PKI” on page 229 • “UR

• “DIP” on page 103 • “Policies” on page 271 • “Us

• “DNS” on page 105 • “PPP” on page 275 • “VIP

• “Entitlement” on page 109 • “PPPoE” on page 277 • “VP

• “Flow” on page 113 • “RIP” on page 283 • “Vir

• “High Availability” on page 117 • “Route” on page 285 • “Vs

• “HDLC” on page 141 • “Schedule” on page 293 • “Zo
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These messages relate to the creation, modification and removal of addresses.

���
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Message Address <name_str> for { ip address <ip_addr | domain address <dom
been { added | deleted | modified }

Meaning An admin has added, deleted, or modified the address book entry with
domain name) in the named security zone. 

Action No recommended action

Message Address group <grp_name> has { added | deleted } member <mbr_na

Meaning An admin has added or deleted the specified address in the address g

Action No recommended action

Message Address group <grp_name> has been { added | deleted | modified }

Meaning An admin added, deleted, or modified the specified address group.

Action No recommended action
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These messages relate to the administration of the NetScreen device.

�1����/���230

Message ScreenOS <version>.<version>.<version> Serial# <number>: Asset re

Meaning An admin initiated an asset recovery operation for the specified Screen
with the specified serial number.

Action No recommended action

Message ScreenOS <version>.<version>.<version> Serial # <number>: Asset r

Meaning An admin has aborted an asset recovery operation for the specified S
device with the specified serial number.

Action No recommended action

Message System configuration has been erased

Meaning An admin has erased the system configuration. This may be due to a s
via a console connection, or successful execution of the unset all com

Action The system configuration must be reconfigured.
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en device automatically 

pts to illegally access the 

 login attempts, the NetScreen 
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 been changed from <string> to 
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Message Multiple login failures occurred for user <usr_str> from IP address <ip_

Meaning The user made multiple unsuccessful login attempts from the specified
(default) failed login attempts, the NetScreen device Networks NetScre
terminates the connection.

Action Investigate these login failures and determine whether they were attem
NetScreen device.

Message Multiple login failures occurred for user <usr_str>

Meaning The user made multiple unsuccessful login attempts. (After three failed
device automatically terminates the connection.)

Action Investigate these login failures and determine whether they were attem
NetScreen device.

Message Admin AUTH: Local instance of an external admin user’s privilege has
<string>

Meaning An admin modified the privileges of an external admin.

Action No recommended action
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 either a Telnet or SSH session.
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r>:<port_num> | SSH from 

 a Telnet or SSH session.
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Message Vsys admin user <usr_str> has logged { on | out } via { Telnet from <ip
<ip_addr>:<port_num> }

Meaning The Vsys admin logged on or logged out of the NetScreen device from

Action No recommended action

Message Vsys admin user <usr_str> has logged { on | out } via the console

Meaning The Vsys admin logged on or off the NetScreen device from the conso

Action No recommended action

Message Admin user <usr_str> has logged { on | out } via { Telnet from <ip_add
<ip_addr>:<port_num> }

Meaning The specified admin logged on or off the NetScreen device from either

Action No recommended action

Message Admin user <usr_str> has logged { on | out } via the console

Meaning The admin logged on or off the NetScreen device from the console.

Action No recommended action
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Message Management session via { serial console | Telnet from <ip_addr>:<por
<ip_addr>:<port_num> } for [ vsys ] admin <name_str> has timed out

Meaning The management session (established via the console, Telnet, or SSH

Action No recommended action

Message Login attempt to system by admin <name_str> via { the console | Teln
SSH from <ip_addr>:<port_num> } has failed <string>

Meaning An attempt to log in to the NetScreen device by the admin via the cons
to the specified reason.

Action Determine the reason for the failure and resolve the problem. Verify th
then the admin should try to log in again.

Message Admin user <name_str> has been forced to log out of the serial conso

Meaning The specified admin user was forced to log off the serial console sess

Action The root admin made changes to the admin’s account, cleared the act
or is performing other device management operations that caused the 
admin’s session. The admin user should try to log in again or contact t
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 on host <ip_addr>:<port_num>

ive session of the specified admin, 
NetScreen device to terminate the 
he root administrator.

on on host <ip_addr>:<port_num>

ive session of the specified admin, 
NetScreen device to terminate the 
he root administrator.

 on host <ip_addr>:<port_num>

ive session of the specified admin, 
NetScreen device to terminate the 
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Message Admin user <name_str> has been forced to log out of the SSH session

Meaning The specified admin was forced to log off the SSH session.

Action The root admin made changes to the admin’s account, cleared the act
or is performing other device management operations that caused the 
admin’s session. The admin user should try to log in again or contact t

Message Admin user <name_str> has been forced to log out of the Telnet sessi

Meaning The specified admin was forced to log off the Telnet session.

Action The root admin made changes to the admin’s account, cleared the act
or is performing other device management operations that caused the 
admin’s session. The admin user should try to log in again or contact t

Message Admin user <name_str> has been forced to log out of the Web session

Meaning The specified admin was forced to log off the Web session.

Action The root admin made changes to the admin’s account, cleared the act
or is performing other device management operations that caused the 
admin’s session. The admin user should try to log in again or contact t
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 restricts the root admin to logging 
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Message Admin user <name_str> has been rejected via the <serv_name> serve

Meaning The named admin user has been rejected by the specified server.

Action No recommended action

Message Admin user <name_str> has been accepted via the <serv_name> serv

Meaning The named admin user has been accepted by the specified server.

Action No recommended action

Message Root admin access restriction through console only has been { enable

Meaning The named root admin has either enabled or disabled the feature that
in to the device through the console only.

Action No recommended action
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Message Single use password restriction for read-write administrators has been
<name_str>

Meaning An admin enabled or disabled the single use password restriction for 

Action No recommended action

Message Root admin password restriction of minimum <number> characters ha
admin <name> 

Meaning The named root admin has either enabled or disabled the feature tha
the root admin’s password.

Action No recommended action

Message Maximum failed login attempts from before administrative session dis
<number1> to <number2> by admin <name_str>

Meaning An admin changed the maximum number of failed login attempts allow
terminates the connection.

Action No recommended action
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Message Admin user “<name_str>” logged in for Web ({ http | https }) managem
<ip_addr>:<port_num>.

Meaning The named admin logged on to the WebUI at the specified port numbe
specified IP address and port number.

Action No recommended action

Message Admin user “<name_str>” login attempt for Web ({ http | https }) manag
<ip_addr>:<port_num> failed.

Meaning The named admin failed to log on to the WebUI at the specified port nu
the specified IP address and port number.

Action No recommended action

Message Admin user “<name_str>” login attempt for Web ({ http | https }) manag
<ip_addr>:<port_num> failed due to an incorrect client ID.

Meaning The named admin failed to log on to the WebUI at the specified port n
because of an incorrect ID.

Action Verify whether the admin user name and password are correct.
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Message Admin user “<name_str>” logged out for Web ({ http | https }) manage
<ip_addr>:<port_num>.

Meaning The named admin logged out of the WebUI at the specified port numb
specified IP address and port number.

Action No recommended action

Message The console timeout value changed from <number1> to <number2> m

Meaning An admin has changed the console idle timeout value. If there is no ac
time, the console session terminates.

Action No recommended action

Message The console page size changed from <number1> to <number2>

Meaning An admin has changed the number of pixels that comprise the console

Action No recommended action
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Message The serial console has been { enabled | disabled } by admin <name_s

Meaning An admin has enabled (or disabled) serial console connectivity.

Action No recommended action

Message The console debug buffer has been {enabled | disabled }

Meaning An admin has enabled (or disabled) the console debug buffer.

Action No recommended action

Message Admin name for account <name_str> has been modified to <name_str

Meaning An admin changed the account name.

Action No recommended action

Message Admin password for account <name_str> has been modified

Meaning An admin changed the password for the specified account.

Action No recommended action
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Message Admin account created for <name_str>

Meaning An admin created a new account.

Action No recommended action

Message Admin account deleted for <name_str>

Meaning An admin deleted the specified account.

Action No recommended action

Message Admin account modified for <name_str>

Meaning An admin modified the specified account.

Action No recommended action

Message Management restriction for <ip_addr> subnet <mask> has been { adde

Meaning An admin has either restricted access to admins logging in from the sp
such a restriction. If the restriction is removed, admins can manage th
address. This is the default setting.

Action No recommended action
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Message Management restriction was removed from all IPs and subnets 

Meaning An admin has removed all management restrictions. Admins can mana
IP address. 

Action No recommended action

Message System IP has been changed from <ip_addr1> to <ip_addr2>

Meaning An admin has changed the system IP address.

Action No recommended action

Message { SSH | Telnet | HTTP } port has been changed from <port_num1> to <

Meaning An admin has changed the number of the port used for managing the 

Action No recommended action

Message Web admin authentication idle timeout value has been changed from <

Meaning An admin has changed the management idle timeout value from <num
minutes. If there is no activity for this specified period of time, the man

Action No recommended action
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The following messages relate to the NetScreen antivirus (AV) protection mechan
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Message SCAN-MGR: Failed to get AltServer from server.ini file.

Meaning The internal AV scanner was unsuccessful in getting information from

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message SCAN-MGR: Failed to get Version from server.ini file.

Meaning The internal AV scanner was unsuccessful in getting information from

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message SCAN-MGR: Failed to get Path_GateLockCE from server.ini file.

Meaning The internal AV scanner was unsuccessful in getting information from

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
http://www.netscreen.com/cso
http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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Message SCAN-MGR: Zero pattern size from server.ini.

Meaning The internal AV scanner was unsuccessful in getting information from 

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message SCAN-MGR: Pattern size from server.ini is too large: <number> (bytes

Meaning The pattern size specified in the server initialization file exceeds the m

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message SCAN-MGR: Pattern URL from server.ini is too long: <number>; max 

Meaning The pattern URL specified in the server initialization file exceeds the m

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message SCAN-MGR: Failed to retrieve server.ini file: <string> <number>; http 

Meaning The internal AV scanner was unsuccessful in downloading the server 

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
http://www.netscreen.com/cso
http://www.netscreen.com/cso
http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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 file.
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Message SCAN-MGR: Failed to write pattern into a RAM file.

Meaning The internal AV scanner was unsuccessful in downloading the pattern

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message SCAN-MGR: Check Pattern File failed: code from VSAPI: <number>

Meaning The internal AV scanner was unsuccessful in validating the pattern file

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message SCAN-MGR: Failed to write pattern into flash.

Meaning The internal AV scanner was unsuccessful in downloading the pattern

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message SCAN-MGR: Failed to retrieve pattern file: <string>(<number>); http s

Meaning The internal AV scanner was unsuccessful in downloading the pattern
system memory is low while processing other tasks such as scanning 

Action If the problem persists, and you are not able to update the pattern file, c
support by visiting www.netscreen.com/cso. (Note: You must be a reg

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
http://www.netscreen.com/cso
http://www.netscreen.com/cso
http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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Message SCAN-MGR: Internal error while setting up for retrieving server.ini file.

Meaning The internal AV scanner was unsuccessful in downloading the server 

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message SCAN-MGR: Internal error while setting up for retrieving pattern file.

Meaning The internal AV scanner was unsuccessful in downloading the pattern

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message SCAN-MGR: TMIntCPVSInit failed: Err: <number>.

Meaning The internal AV scanner was unsuccessful initializing the scan engine

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message SCAN-MGR: TMIntCPVSInit failed due to returned NULL VSC Handle

Meaning The internal AV scanner was unsuccessful initializing the scan engine

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
http://www.netscreen.com/cso
http://www.netscreen.com/cso
http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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Message SCAN-MGR: Attempted Pattern Creation Date(<date1>) is after AV Ke

Meaning The internal AV scanner was unsuccessful in downloading the pattern
has expired.

Action Renew AV License Key and re-attempt to update the pattern file.

Message SCAN-MGR: TMIntCPVSQuit failed: Err: <number>.

Meaning The internal AV scanner was unsuccessful in finalizing the scan engin

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message SCAN-MGR: TMIntSetDecompressLayer failed: Layer: <number>, Err

Meaning The internal AV scanner was unsuccessful in setting the decompressio

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message SCAN-MGR: TMIntGetCurrentVersion failed: Err: <number>.

Meaning The internal AV scanner was unsuccessful in obtaining the scan engin

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
http://www.netscreen.com/cso
http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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Message SCAN-MGR: TMIntSetExtractFileSizeLimit failed: Limit: <number>, Er

Meaning The internal AV scanner was unsuccessful in setting the scan engine f

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message SCAN-MGR: TMIntScanFile failed: ret: <number>; cpapiErrCode: <nu

Meaning The internal AV scanner was unsuccessful scanning file contents.

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message SCAN-MGR: VSAPI resource usage error. Left usage: <number>.

Meaning The internal AV scanner was unsuccessful managing resources due to

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
http://www.netscreen.com/cso
http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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Message SCAN-MGR: Set decompress layer to <number>.

Meaning An admin successfully set the number of layers that the internal AV sc
scanning content.

Action No recommended action.

Message SCAN-MGR: Set maximum content size to <number>(kb).

Meaning An admin successfully set the maximum content size (in kilobytes) of a
AV scanner can scan.

Action No recommended action.

Message SCAN-MGR: Set maximum number of concurrent messages to <numb

Meaning An admin successfully set the maximum number of messages that the
concurrently.

Action No recommended action.
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Message SCAN-MGR: Set drop if maximum number of concurrent messages ex

Meaning An admin successfully set the internal AV scanner to drop content if it 
messages concurrently.

Action No recommended action.

Message SCAN-MGR: Set Pattern URL to <url_str>; update interval is <number

Meaning An admin successfully set the pattern URL and update interval that the
download new pattern files.

Action No recommended action.

Message SCAN-MGR: Unset Pattern URL; Pattern will not be updated automati

Meaning An admin successfully unset the pattern URL. This prevents any furthe

Action No recommended action.

Message SCAN-MGR: New pattern updated: version: <number>, size: <number

Meaning The internal AV scanner successfully update the pattern file.

Action No recommended action.
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Message AV: Suspicious client <ip_addr1>:<port_num1>-><ip_addr2>:<port_nu
AV resources, which exceeded the max of <number2> percent.

Meaning When the NetScreen device attempted to forward traffic for antivirus (A
from the specified source address exceeded the amount permitted fro

The maximum amount of traffic from one source that the NetScreen de
scanner is a percent of the total amount of traffic.

Action No recommended action

Message AV <name_str> has been removed

Meaning An admin has deleted the named external AV scanner object.

Action No recommended action

Message AV <name_str> has been enabled

Meaning An admin has enabled the named AV scanner.

Action No recommended action
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 1.5 on a Trend Micro InterScan 
er in parentheses.

port transmissions of multiple data 

If the version does not support 
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the NetScreen device of this in its 
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Message AV scanner version is not v1.5 (number).

Meaning The AV scanner is not using Content Scanning Protocol (CSP) version
VirusWall server. The incompatible CSP version appears as the numb

Action Change the CSP version on the InterScan VirusWall server to 1.5.

Message AV scanner does not support overlapping transmissions.

Meaning The AV scanner using Content Scanning Protocol (CSP) does not sup
chunks without waiting for responses from the AV scanner.

Action Check the version of code running on the InterScan VirusWall server. 
overlapping transmissions, change it to one that does.

Message AV: Configured not to scan <ip_addr1>:<port_num1>-><ip_addr2>:<p

Meaning An admin configured the Trend Micro InterScan VirusWall antivirus (A
between these addresses and port numbers. The AV scanner notified 
Content Scanning Protocol (CSP) scan-response message to a scan-r

Action Check the configuration of the AV scanner.
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Message AV: VIRUS FOUND! <ip_addr1>:<port_num1>-><ip_addr2>:<port_nu
message:<string>.

Meaning The specified antivirus (AV) scanner detected a virus in traffic between
port numbers. The AV scanner composes the message string that app
forwards it to the NetScreen device. The message indicates the name
detected.

Action No recommended action

Message AV: No scanner is available for flow <ip_addr1>:<port_num1>-><ip_ad

Meaning The external AV scanners are operating at maximum capacity. Conse
between the specified IP addresses and port numbers.

Action If this message appears frequently, consider adding another AV scann

Message AV: Exceeded max concurrent connections (<number>).

Meaning The NetScreen device was unable to forward new traffic to the externa
the maximum number of concurrent connections between the NetScre
had already been reached.

Action If this message appears frequently, consider adding another AV scann
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Message AV <name_str> has been { attached to | detached from } policy ID <id_

Meaning An admin either added an antivirus (AV) scanning component—referen
the specified policy, or he or she removed such a component from the

Action No recommended action
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The following messages relate to the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP).
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Message { arp req | arp reply } detects a duplicate virtual security device group m
address <mac_addr> on interface <interface>

Meaning An ARP request detected a second virtual security device master IP a

Action Check your current NSRP configuration.

Message { arp req | arp reply }, detect IP conflict (<ip_addr>), mac: <mac_addr>

Meaning An ARP request (or reply) reveals that the specified NetScreen device
address as another network device, which creates a conflict.

Action Change the IP address of one of the devices.

Message Address Resolution Protocol detected ip conflict; IP address <ip_addr
<interface> to interface <interface>

Meaning The interface mapped to the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) servi
<interface2>. This could cause future ARP errors.

Action Map ARP to the correct interface.
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Message Static ARP entry { added to | deleted from } interface <interface> with I
address <mac_addr>

Meaning A static Address Resolution Protocol entry was added to or removed fr
address and MAC address.

Action No recommended action

Message ARP always on destination enabled

Meaning An admin enabled the feature that directs the NetScreen device to alw
learn a destination MAC address.

Action No recommended action

Message ARP always on destination disabled

Meaning An admin disabled the feature that directs the NetScreen device to alw
learn a destination MAC address.

Action No recommended action
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The following messages relate to the attack object database that stores the attac
Inspection.
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Message Attack database version <version> has been saved to flash.

Meaning An admin has saved the specified version of the Deep Inspection attac

Action No recommended action

Message Cannot parse attack database [ header info ]

Meaning After successfully downloading the Deep Inspection attack object data
unable to parse the database or the header information at the top of th
the .dat or .bin file was corrupted.

The NetScreen device first parses the header information. If that is corr
parsing and generates the message that it was unable to parse the he
device successfully parses the header information, but discovers that 
generates the message that it was unable to parse the attack databas

Action Download another database to the NetScreen device. If the problem p
technical support by visiting www.netscreen.com/cso. (Note: You mus
customer.)

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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Message Cannot switch to attack database version <version>

Meaning The NetScreen device was unable to change the Deep Inspection attac
version to the specified.

When the NetScreen device changes from one attack database to ano
protection of all active sessions to which policies with a Deep Inspectio
firewall/Deep Inspection to firewall-only. Depending on the number of 
NetScreen device might have insufficient RAM to complete the databa

Action Enter the get memory  command to see how much RAM has been all
available. If there appears to be insufficient available RAM, switch the 
traffic lessens and more RAM is available.

Message Cannot save attack database version <version>

Meaning The NetScreen device was unable to save the specified Deep Inspect
memory, possibly because of insufficient RAM.

Action Enter the get memory  command to see how much RAM has been all
available. If there appears to be insufficient available RAM, load the da
lessens and more RAM is available.
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Message Cannot download attack database from <url_str> (error <error_code>)

Meaning The NetScreen device was unable to download the attack object datab
indicated by the error code identifier.

Action Confirm that the NetScreen device has network connectivity to the atta

Message Deep Inspection update key has expired.

Meaning The license key permitting attack object database updates has expired

Action Obtain and load a new license key.
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The following messages concern reports of attacks detected through the applicati
Inspection. Messages related to SCREEN and Deep Inspection settings are also 

8+��"���-�/�����0

Message SYN flood! From <src_ip>:<src_port> to <dst_ip>:<dst_port>, proto TC
<interface_name>). Occurred <number> times.

Meaning The NetScreen device has detected an excessive number of SYN pac
interface from the specified source IP address and port, destined for th
and using Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). The number of times
many consecutive times per second the internal timer detected SYN p
alarm threshold.

Action First determine if a valid SYN flood attack triggered the alarm. If the tra
of consistently fixed IP addresses or was destined for a popular serve
case, you might want to adjust the SYN flood alarm threshold. If the tr
noncontiguous IP addresses or was bound for IP addresses that do no
was probably an attack. In that case, contact your network security off
service provider to resolve the issue.
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Message Teardrop attack! From <src_ip>:<src_port> to <dst_ip>:<dst_port>, pr
(zone <zone_name>, int <interface_name>). Occurred <number2> tim

Meaning The NetScreen device has detected a Teardrop attack at the specified
source IP address and port, destined for the specified IP address and 
protocol. (Note: If the protocol is not TCP or UDP, the source and dest
included in the message.) The number of times the attack occurred ind
fragmented packets per second the NetScreen device received and w
of discrepant fragment sizes and offset values.

A Teardrop attack exploits the reassembly of fragmented packets, alte
recombining fragments so that the target device cannot successfully co
A flood of such packets can force the target device to expend all its re
fragmented packets, causing a denial-of-service (DoS) for legitimate tr

Action Investigate the source IP address by checking a service such as the A
Numbers (ARIN) in the United States and performing a Whois lookup 
address raises suspicion, notify your network security officer (NSO).
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Message Ping of Death! From <src_ip> to <dst_ip>, proto 1 (zone <zone_name>
<number> times.

Meaning The NetScreen device has detected an attempted Ping of Death attack
specified source IP address, destined for the specified IP address, and
The number of times the attack occurred indicates how many consecut
(or PINGs) per second the NetScreen device received.

When encountering a Ping of Death attack, the NetScreen device dete
packets and rejects them.

Action Investigate the source IP address by checking a service such as the A
Numbers (ARIN) in the United States and performing a Whois lookup 
address raises suspicion, notify your network security officer (NSO).

Message WinNuke attack! From <ip_addr1>:<port_num1> to <ip_addr2>:139, p
<interface_name>). Occurred <number> times.

Meaning The NetScreen device has detected and corrected the overlapping off
Service (port 139) packet from the specified source IP address and po
specified address, using TCP, and arriving at the specified interface. T
consecutive times per second the internal timer detected tampered Ne
packets.

Action Investigate the source IP address by checking a service such as the A
Numbers (ARIN) in the United States and performing a Whois lookup 
address raises suspicion, notify your network security officer (NSO).
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Message IP spoofing! From <ip_addr1>:<port_num1> to <ip_addr2>:<port_num
<number1> } (zone <zone_name>, int <interface_name>). Occurred <

Meaning The NetScreen device has detected and rejected a packet having a so
interface that conflicts with the NetScreen route table. (Note: If the proto
and destination port numbers are not included in the message.) The n
consecutive times per second the internal timer detected incidents of s

Action If the IP spoofing continues long enough and you consider it worth the
service provider to initiate a backtracking operation, basically tracking 
from router to router back to their actual source. After locating the sourc
the instigator or merely an innocent and unwitting pawn hosting a “zom
device.
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Message Source Route IP option! From <src_ip>:<src_port> to <dst_ip>:<dst_p
<number1> } (zone <zone_name>, int <interface_name>). Occurred <

Meaning The NetScreen device has detected and blocked a packet having the 
header. The packet came from the specified source IP address and po
destination address and port number, using the specified protocol, and
(Note: If the protocol is not TCP or UDP, the source and destination po
message.) The number indicates how many consecutive times per sec
packets with the source route option enabled in their headers.

In IP, the source route option can contain routing information that spec
than that in the packet header. The NetScreen device rejects any pack

Action Investigate the source IP address by checking a service such as the A
Numbers (ARIN) in the United States and performing a Whois lookup 
address raises suspicion, notify your network security officer (NSO).
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Message Land attack! From <ip_addr1>:<port_num> to <ip_addr2>:<port_num>
int <interface_name>). Occurred <number2> times.

Meaning The NetScreen device has detected and blocked SYN packets whose
spoofed to be the same as the destination addresses. The packets use
interface. The number indicates how many consecutive times per seco
incidents of spoofed IP packets with identical source and destination IP

By combining elements of the SYN flood defense and IP Spoofing dete
any attempted attacks of this nature.

Action If the attack continues long enough and you consider it worth the effor
provider to initiate a backtracking operation, basically tracking packets
router to router back to their actual source. After discovering the sourc
the instigator or merely an innocent and unwitting pawn hosting a “zom
device.
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o requests arriving at the specified 
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raffic originated from a small 
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 If the traffic came from a wide 
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Message ICMP flood! From <ip_addr1> to <ip_addr2>, proto 1 (zone <zone_na
Occurred <number> times.

Meaning The NetScreen device has detected an excessive number of ICMP ech
interface from the specified source IP address, and destined for the sp
indicates how many consecutive times the internal timer detected ICM
ICMP attack alarm threshold.

Action First determine if a valid ICMP flood attack triggered the alarm. If the t
number of consistently fixed IP addresses or was destined for a popula
In that case, you might want to adjust the ICMP flood alarm threshold.
range of noncontiguous IP addresses or was bound for IP addresses t
traffic, it was probably an attack. In that case, contact your network se
upstream service provider to resolve the issue.
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 threshold.
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Message UDP flood! From <ip_addr1>:<port_num1> to <ip_addr2>:<port_num2
<zone_name>, int <interface_name>). Occurred <number> times.

Meaning The NetScreen device has detected an excessive number of UDP pac
interface from the specified source IP address and port, destined for th
and using User Datagram Protocol (UDP). The number indicates how 
internal timer detected UDP packets in excess of the UDP attack alarm

Action First, determine if this was indeed a UDP flood attack by checking whe
Voice-over-IP (VoIP) or Video over IP (H.323) traffic, which can appea
traffic.

Second, determine if this was an attack by checking if the traffic origin
consistently fixed IP addresses or was destined for a popular server. I
you might want to adjust the ICMP flood alarm threshold. If the traffic c
noncontiguous IP addresses or was bound for IP addresses that do no
was probably an attack. In that case, contact your network security off
service provider to resolve the issue.
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, proto { TCP | UDP | <number1> } 
es.

s arriving at the specified interface 
d IP address, and using the 
 and destination port numbers are 
pears in the message is the one in 
 indicates how many times the 

verify that it is not infected with a 
rk security officer (NSO) and 

ll inbound denied packets are 
to check for patterns of activity and 
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Message Port scan! From <ip_addr1>:<port_num1> to <ip_addr2>:<port_num2>
(zone <zone_name>, int <interface_name>). Occurred <number2> tim

Meaning The NetScreen device has detected an excessive number of port scan
from the specified source IP address and port, destined for the specifie
specified protocol. (Note: If the protocol is not TCP or UDP, the source
not included in the message. Also, the destination port number that ap
the packet that triggered the port scan detection feature.) The number
event was logged.

Action Investigate the source IP address. If the address belongs to a server, 
port-scanning worm. If the address raises suspicion, notify your netwo
resolve the issue with the owner of the address.

Note: If you enable logging on your basic inbound “deny any” policy, a
logged in the logging table associated with that policy. This allows you 
more easily discern suspicious activity from innocent.
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_name>, int <interface_name>). 

ss scans arriving at the specified 
 ICMP protocol. (Note: The 
acket that triggered the address 
e times per second the internal 
weep alarm threshold.

verify that it is not infected with a 
rk security officer (NSO) and 
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to check for patterns of activity and 
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Message Address sweep! From <ip_addr1> to <ip_addr2>, proto 1 (zone <zone
Occurred <number> times.

Meaning The NetScreen device has detected an excessive number of IP addre
interface from the specified source IP address and port, and using the
destination IP address that appears in the message is the one in the p
sweep detection feature.) The number indicates how many consecutiv
timer detected IP addresses being scanned in excess of the address s

Action Investigate the source IP address. If the address belongs to a server, 
port-scanning worm. If the address raises suspicion, notify your netwo
resolve the issue with the owner of the address.

Note: If you enable logging on your basic inbound “deny any” policy, a
logged in the logging table associated with that policy. This allows you 
more easily discern suspicious activity from innocent.
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ort Protocol (HTTP) packet with a 
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ckets with such malicious URL 
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Message Malicious URL! From <ip_addr1>:<port_num1> to <ip_addr2>:<port_n
<zone_name>, int <interface_name>). Occurred <number> times.

Meaning The NetScreen device has detected and rejected a HyperText Transp
URL containing a malicious string used to attack Web servers. The pa
source IP address and port number, bound for the specified destinatio
the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), and arriving at the specified
how many consecutive times per second the internal timer detected pa
strings.

Action No recommended action
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rt_num2>, proto { TCP | UDP | 
number2> times.

rom the same source IP address, 
te: If the protocol is not TCP or 
message.) The number indicates 
ckets in excess of the session 

he address that happened to be in 

ting. If the address belongs to a 
ight exceed the threshold. In that 

scanning worm (which can quickly 
er (NSO).

m>, proto TCP (zone 

ments arriving at the specified 
nd the internal timer detected 
nation IP addresses.

the address by checking a service 
ed States and performing a Whois 
our network security officer (NSO).
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Message Src IP session limit! From <ip_addr1>:<port_num1> to <ip_addr2>:<po
<number1> } (zone <zone_name>, int <interface_name>). Occurred <

Meaning The NetScreen device has detected an excessive number of packets f
using the specified protocol, and arriving at the specified interface. (No
UDP, the source and destination port numbers are not included in the 
how many consecutive times per second the internal timer detected pa
threshold. The destination IP address that appears in this message is t
the packet that reached the source IP session threshold.

Action Investigate the source IP address and check the session threshold set
server with a high number of sessions, valid traffic from the address m
case, you might want to adjust the threshold.

If the source address raises suspicion, check if it is infected with a port-
generate thousands of sessions) and notify your network security offic

Message SYN fragment! From <ip_addr1>:<port_num> to <ip_addr2>:<port_nu
<zone_name>, int <interface_name>). Occurred <number2> times.

Meaning The NetScreen device has detected and blocked fragmented SYN seg
interface. The number indicates how many consecutive times per seco
incidents of fragmented SYN segments with identical source and desti

Action If this occurs repeatedly from the same source IP address, investigate 
such as the American Registry of Internet Numbers (ARIN) in the Unit
lookup on the address. If the source address raises suspicion, notify y
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2>, proto { TCP | UDP | 
number2> times.

e flags field. The packet came 
pecified destination address and 
 interface. The number indicates 

P packets without any flags set.

the address by checking a service 
ed States and performing a Whois 
our network security officer (NSO).

_num>, proto <number1> (zone 

own protocol (with a protocol 
r indicates how many consecutive 
 protocol with identical source and 

the address by checking a service 
ed States and performing a Whois 
our network security officer (NSO).
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Message No TCP flag! From <ip_addr1>:<port_num1> to <ip_addr2>:<port_num
<number1> } (zone <zone_name>, int <interface_name>). Occurred <

Meaning The NetScreen device has detected a TCP packet with no bits set in th
from the specified source IP address and port number, bound for the s
port number, using the specified protocol, and arriving at the specified
how many consecutive times per second the internal timer detected TC

Action If this occurs repeatedly from the same source IP address, investigate 
such as the American Registry of Internet Numbers (ARIN) in the Unit
lookup on the address. If the source address raises suspicion, notify y

Message Unknown protocol! From <ip_addr1>:<port_num> to <ip_addr2>:<port
<zone_name>, int <interface_name>). Occurred <number2> times.

Meaning The NetScreen device has detected and blocked traffic using an unkn
number of 135 or greater) arriving at the specified interface. The numbe
times per second the internal timer detected packets using an unknown
destination IP addresses.

Action If this occurs repeatedly from the same source IP address, investigate 
such as the American Registry of Internet Numbers (ARIN) in the Unit
lookup on the address. If the source address raises suspicion, notify y
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m2>, proto { TCP | UDP | 
number2> times.

 in the IP datagram header is 
P address and port number, bound 
fied protocol, and arriving at the 
s per second the internal timer 
.

the address by checking a service 
ed States and performing a Whois 
our network security officer (NSO).
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Message Bad IP option! From <ip_addr1>:<port_num1> to <ip_addr2>:<port_nu
<number1> } (zone <zone_name>, int <interface_name>). Occurred <

Meaning The NetScreen device detected a packet in which the list of IP options
incomplete or malformed. The packet came from the specified source I
for the specified destination address and port number, using the speci
specified interface. The number indicates how many consecutive time
detected TCP packets with an incomplete or malformed IP options list

Action If this occurs repeatedly from the same source IP address, investigate 
such as the American Registry of Internet Numbers (ARIN) in the Unit
lookup on the address. If the source address raises suspicion, notify y
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rt_num2>, proto { TCP | UDP | 
number2> times.

o the same destination IP address, 
te: If the protocol is not TCP or 
message.) The number indicates 
ckets in excess of the session 
ddress that happened to be in the 

 setting. If the address belongs to 
ght exceed the threshold. In that 

 officer (NSO).

num2>, proto { TCP | UDP | 
number2> times.

 .zip file from the specified source 
 protocol, and arriving at the 
 and destination port numbers are 
utive times per second the internal 
p files.
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Message Dst IP session limit! From <ip_addr1>:<port_num1> to <ip_addr2>:<po
<number1> } (zone <zone_name>, int <interface_name>). Occurred <

Meaning The NetScreen device has detected an excessive number of packets t
using the specified protocol, and arriving at the specified interface. (No
UDP, the source and destination port numbers are not included in the 
how many consecutive times per second the internal timer detected pa
threshold. The source IP address that appears in this message is the a
packet that reached the destination IP session threshold.

Action Investigate the destination IP address and check the session threshold
a server with a high number of sessions, valid traffic to the address mi
case, you might want to adjust the threshold.

If the destination address raises suspicion, notify your network security

Message ZIP file blocked! From <ip_addr1>:<port_num1> to <ip_addr2>:<port_
<number1> } (zone <zone_name>, int <interface_name>). Occurred <

Meaning The NetScreen device has detected and blocked a packet containing a
IP address, to the specified destination IP address, using the specified
specified interface. (Note: If the protocol is not TCP or UDP, the source
not included in the message.) The number indicates how many consec
timer detected packets from and to the same addresses containing .zi

Action No recommended action
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ort_num2>, proto { TCP | UDP | 
number2> times.

 Java applet from the specified 
pecified protocol, and arriving at 
urce and destination port numbers 
nsecutive times per second the 
ining Java applets.

_num2>, proto { TCP | UDP | 
number2> times.

n .exe file from the specified 
pecified protocol, and arriving at 
urce and destination port numbers 
nsecutive times per second the 
ining .exe files.
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Message Java applet blocked! From <ip_addr1>:<port_num1> to <ip_addr2>:<p
<number1> } (zone <zone_name>, int <interface_name>). Occurred <

Meaning The NetScreen device has detected and blocked a packet containing a
source IP address, to the specified destination IP address, using the s
the specified interface. (Note: If the protocol is not TCP or UDP, the so
are not included in the message.) The number indicates how many co
internal timer detected packets from and to the same addresses conta

Action No recommended action

Message EXE file blocked! From <ip_addr1>:<port_num1> to <ip_addr2>:<port
<number1> } (zone <zone_name>, int <interface_name>). Occurred <

Meaning The NetScreen device has detected and blocked a packet containing a
source IP address, to the specified destination IP address, using the s
the specified interface. (Note: If the protocol is not TCP or UDP, the so
are not included in the message.) The number indicates how many co
internal timer detected packets from and to the same addresses conta

Action No recommended action
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:<port_num2>, proto { TCP | UDP 
<number2> times.

n ActiveX control from the 
sing the specified protocol, and 
DP, the source and destination 
 how many consecutive times per 
esses containing ActiveX controls.

_name>, int <interface_name>). 

et came from the specified source 
l 1, and arriving at the specified 
nd the internal timer detected 
ddresses.

the address by checking a service 
ed States and performing a Whois 
our network security officer (NSO).
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Message ActiveX control blocked! From <ip_addr1>:<port_num1> to <ip_addr2>
| <number1> } (zone <zone_name>, int <interface_name>). Occurred 

Meaning The NetScreen device has detected and blocked a packet containing a
specified source IP address, to the specified destination IP address, u
arriving at the specified interface. (Note: If the protocol is not TCP or U
port numbers are not included in the message.) The number indicates
second the internal timer detected packets from and to the same addr

Action No recommended action

Message ICMP fragment! From <ip_addr1> to <ip_addr2>, proto 1 (zone <zone
Occurred <number> times.

Meaning The NetScreen device detected a fragmented ICMP packet. The pack
IP address, bound for the specified destination address, using protoco
interface. The number indicates how many consecutive times per seco
fragmented ICMP packets between the same source and destination a

Action If this occurs repeatedly from the same source IP address, investigate 
such as the American Registry of Internet Numbers (ARIN) in the Unit
lookup on the address. If the source address raises suspicion, notify y
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one_name>, int 

s. The packet came from the 
s, using protocol 1, and arriving at 

imes per second the internal timer 
tination addresses.

the address by checking a service 
ed States and performing a Whois 
our network security officer (NSO).

t_num2>, proto TCP (zone 

he NetScreen device has detected 
pecified source IP address and 
ber, and arriving at the specified 
nd the internal timer detected TCP 

the address by checking a service 
ed States and performing a Whois 
our network security officer (NSO).
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Message Large ICMP packet! From <ip_addr1> to <ip_addr2>, proto 1 (zone <z
<interface_name>). Occurred <number> times.

Meaning The NetScreen device detected an ICMP packet larger than 1024 byte
specified source IP address, bound for the specified destination addres
the specified interface. The number indicates how many consecutive t
detected fragmented ICMP packets between the same source and des

Action If this occurs repeatedly from the same source IP address, investigate 
such as the American Registry of Internet Numbers (ARIN) in the Unit
lookup on the address. If the source address raises suspicion, notify y

Message SYN and FIN bits! From <ip_addr1>:<port_num1> to <ip_addr2>:<por
<zone_name>, int <interface_name>). Occurred <number2> times.

Meaning Both the SYN and FIN flags are not normally set in the same packet. T
a packet with both SYN and FIN flags set. The packet came from the s
port number, bound for the specified destination address and port num
interface. The number indicates how many consecutive times per seco
packets with both SYN and FIN flags set.

Action If this occurs repeatedly from the same source IP address, investigate 
such as the American Registry of Internet Numbers (ARIN) in the Unit
lookup on the address. If the source address raises suspicion, notify y
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rt_num2>, proto TCP (zone 

The NetScreen device has 
in the flags field. The packet came 
pecified destination address and 
 interface. The number indicates 

P packets that do not have both 

the address by checking a service 
ed States and performing a Whois 
our network security officer (NSO).

dr2>:<port_num2>, proto TCP 
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ns in excess of the SYN-ACK-ACK 
ss and were destined for the same 
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e times per second the internal 
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Message FIN but no ACK bit! From <ip_addr1>:<port_num1> to <ip_addr2>:<po
<zone_name>, int <interface_name>). Occurred <number2> times.

Meaning TCP packets with the FIN flag set normally also have the ACK bit set. 
detected a packet in which the FIN flag is set but the ACK bit is not set 
from the specified source IP address and port number, bound for the s
port number, using the specified protocol, and arriving at the specified
how many consecutive times per second the internal timer detected TC
FIN flag and ACK bit set.

Action If this occurs repeatedly from the same source IP address, investigate 
such as the American Registry of Internet Numbers (ARIN) in the Unit
lookup on the address. If the source address raises suspicion, notify y

Message SYN-ACK-ACK Proxy DoS! From <ip_addr1>:<port_num1> to <ip_ad
(zone <zone_name>, int <interface_name>). Occurred <number> time

Meaning The NetScreen device has created a number of SYN-ACK-ACK sessio
proxy threshold. The sessions initiated from the same source IP addre
destination IP address. They used TCP and arrived at the specified int
security zone mentioned. The number indicates how many consecutiv
timer detected packets in excess of the SYN-ACK-ACK proxy threshol

Action Investigate the source IP address and notify your network security offi
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rt_num2>, proto { TCP | UDP | 
number2> times.
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e.
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Message Fragmented traffic! From <ip_addr1>:<port_num1> to <ip_addr2>:<po
<number1> } (zone <zone_name>, int <interface_name>). Occurred <

Meaning An admin has enabled the SCREEN option that allows the NetScreen 
fragments that it receives at interfaces bound to a specific security zon

Action No recommended action
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 proto { TCP | UDP }, through 

omaly from the specified source IP 
sing either Transmission Control 

cates the policy with the Deep 
w many times per second the 
ort, to the same IP address and 

one of five different severity levels. 
 the severity level of the message. 
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Message <name_str> attack! From <src_ip>:<src_port> to <dst_ip>:<dst_port>,
policy <id_num>. Occurred <number> times.

Meaning The NetScreen device has detected an attack signature or protocol an
address and port, destined for the specified IP address and port, and u
Protocol (TCP) or User Datagram Protocol (UDP). The ID number indi
Inspection component that detected the attack. The number counts ho
NetScreen device detected the attack from the same IP address and p
port, using the same protocol.

Although this message has one message type code number, it can be 
The severity level of the attack object referenced in the policy maps to
The mappings are as follows:

Action No recommended action

:

Attack Object
Severity Level – maps to –

Mes
Severi

Critical Cr

High E

Medium Wa

Low Notif

Info Infor
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Message <string> has been { enabled | disabled } on zone <name_str>

Meaning The specified SCREEN option has been enabled or disabled for the na

Action No recommended action

Message <string> has been set to <number> for zone <name_str>

Meaning An admin has set a value for the specified SCREEN option parameter

Action No recommended action

Message Malicious URL <name_str> has been { added | deleted | modified } for

Meaning An admin has added, deleted, or modified the a URL address string fo

Action No recommended action
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led | disabled }

andling options:

pass through the firewall when the 
t act as a VPN tunnel gateway but 

rough the firewall when the 
IP traffic. It is always passed, even 

nabled | disabled }

traffic destined for the NetScreen 

led | disabled } on <zone> 

ic destined for the NetScreen 
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Message { Bypass-others-IPSec | Bypass non-IP traffic } option has been { enab

Meaning An admin has either enabled or disabled one of the following packet h

• The NetScreen device permits IPSec traffic not destined for itself to 
interfaces are in Transparent mode. The NetScreen device does no
passes the IPSec packets onward to other gateways.

• The NetScreen device permits non-IP traffic, such as IPX, to pass th
interfaces are in Transparent mode. (ARP is a special case for non-
if when this feature is disabled.)

Action No recommended action

Message Logging of { dropped | IKE | SNMP | ICMP } traffic to self has been { e

Meaning An admin has enabled or disabled the logging of the specified type of 
device.

Action No recommended action

Message Logging of dropped traffic to self (excluding multicast) has been { enab
<name_str>

Meaning An admin has enabled or disabled the logging of dropped unicast traff
device itself.

Action No recommended action
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Message Attack <name_str> was { created | deleted }

Meaning An admin has either created or deleted the specified attack object.

Action No recommended action

Message Attack <name_str1> was changed to <name_str2>

Meaning An admin has changed the name of an attack object.

Action No recommended action

Message Attack [ group ] <name_str1> was { added to | removed from } <name_

Meaning An admin has either added or removed the specified attack object or a
object group.

Action No recommended action
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Message Attack group <name_str> was { created | deleted }

Meaning An admin has either created or deleted the specified attack object grou

Action No recommended action

Message Attack group <name_str1> was changed to <name_str2>

Meaning An admin has changed the name of an attack object group.

Action No recommended action
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rc_port> to <dst_ip>:<dst_port>, 
mber> times.

riving at the specified interface, 
ed IP address and port, and using 

cess the NetScreen device.

cess the NetScreen device.
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The following messages relate to user authentication.
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Message Multiple authentication failures have been detected! From <src_ip>:<s
proto TCP (zone <zone_name>, int <interface_name>). Occurred <nu

Meaning The NetScreen device has detected multiple authentication failures ar
from the specified source IP address and port, destined for the specifi
the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP).

Action No recommended action

Message Authentication for user <usr_str> was denied (long username)

Meaning An authentication attempt by a user was denied.

Action Investigate this and determine whether it was an attempt to illegally ac

Message Authentication for user <usr_str> was denied (long password)

Meaning An authentication attempt by a user was denied.

Action Investigate this and determine whether it was an attempt to illegally ac
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Message User <usr_str> at <ip_addr> has been rejected via the {RADIUS | Sec
<ip_addr>

Meaning The named firewall user has been rejected by the specified server.

Action Investigate this and determine whether it was an attempt to illegally ac

Message User <name_str> at <ip_addr> {RADIUS | SecurID | LDAP | Local } au

Meaning The NetScreen device could not make a network connection to the RA
server to authenticate a user, and the attempt has timed out.

Action Check the network cable connection, the IP address of the authenticat
NetScreen device, and the authentication settings on both the NetScre
server.

Message User <name_str> at <ip_addr> has been challenged via the {RADIUS |
<ip_addr> (Rejected since challenge is not supported for Web)

Meaning The specified server sent a challenge to the specified user.

Action No recommended action
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Message User <name_str> at <ip_addr> has been challenged via the {RADIUS |
<ip_addr> (Rejected since challenge is not supported for FTP)

Meaning The specified server sent a challenge to the specified user.

Action No recommended action

Message WebAuth user <name_str> at <ip_addr1> has been rejected/timed out
| Local } server at <ip_addr2>

Meaning The user at the specified IP address has been rejected by the specifie

Action No recommended action

Message Local authentication for WebAuth user <usr_str> was denied 

Meaning The specified WebAuth user was rejected by the NetScreen device be
the local database. 

Action No recommended action

Message Error in authentication for WebAuth user <usr_str>

Meaning The user attempted authentication via the WebAuth authentication ser
condition.

Action No recommended action
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Message Local authentication for user <usr_str> was denied 

Meaning The specified user was rejected by the NetScreen device because the
database. 

Action No recommended action

Message User <name_str> <grp_name> at <ip_addr> has been accepted via th
Local } server at <ip_addr>

Meaning The named user has been accepted by the specified server.

Action No recommended action

Message WebAuth user <name_str> at <ip_addr1> has been accepted via the {R
server at <ip_addr2>

Meaning The user at the specified IP address has been accepted by the specifi

Action No recommended action
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Message Local authentication for WebAuth user <usr_str> was successful 

Meaning The specified WebAuth user was accepted by the NetScreen device.

Action No recommended action

Message Local authentication for user <usr_str> was successful 

Meaning An authentication attempt by a user was successful. 

Action No recommended action

Message Trying primary server <serv_name>

Meaning The NetScreen device is trying to connect to the specified server.

Action No recommended action

Message Trying backup1 server <serv_name>

Meaning The NetScreen device is trying to connect to the specified server.

Action No recommended action
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Message Trying backup2 server <serv_name>

Meaning The NetScreen device is trying to connect to the specified server.

Action No recommended action

Message Backup1 <serv_name>, backup2 <serv_name>, and primary <serv_na

Meaning The connection to the specified servers failed.

Action Verify network connectivity to the specified servers.

Message Backup2 <serv_name>, primary <serv_name>, and backup1 <serv_na

Meaning The connection to the specified servers failed.

Action Verify network connectivity to the specified servers.

Message  Primary <serv_name>, backup1 <serv_name>, and backup2 <serv_n

Meaning The connection to the specified servers failed.

Action Verify network connectivity to the specified servers.
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Message WebAuth is set to <serv_name>

Meaning An admin configured the specified WebAuth server.

Action No recommended action

Message Auth server <serv_name> server name has been unset

Meaning An admin unset the specified name of the Auth server.

Action No recommended action

Message Auth server <serv_name> RADIUS secret has been unset

Meaning An admin unset the RADIUS shared secret of the specified auth serve

Action No recommended action

Message Auth server <serv_name> timeout has been unset to default <timeout>

Meaning An admin unset the configured timeout of the specified server. It now u

Action No recommended action
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Message Auth server <serv_name> RADIUS port has been unset to default <po

Meaning An admin unset the configured RADIUS port of the specified auth serv

Action No recommended action

Message Auth server <serv_name> type has been set to {RADIUS | SecurID | L

Meaning An admin configured the NetScreen device to use the specified auth s

Action No recommended action

Message Auth server <serv_name1> server name has been set to <serv_name

Meaning An admin replaced the server name <serv_name1> with the new serv

Action No recommended action

Message Auth server <serv_name> RADIUS secret has been changed

Meaning An admin changed the RADIUS shared secret of the specified auth se

Action No recommended action
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Message Auth server <serv_name> SecurID server name has been set to <serv

Meaning AN admin configured the SecurID server name.

Action No recommended action

Message Auth server <serv_name> SecurID auth port has been set to <port_nu

Meaning An admin set the port number that the NetScreen device uses to comm

Action No recommended action

Message Auth server <serv_name> SecurID use duress has been { enabled | d

Meaning An admin activated or deactivated duress mode. 

Action No recommended action

Message Auth server <serv_name> SecurID uses { DES | SDI } encryption 

Meaning An admin configured the NetScreen device to use the specified encryp
server.

Action No recommended action
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Message Auth server <serv_name> SecurID timeout has been set to <number>

Meaning An admin set the timeout value of the specified SecurID server on the 

Action No recommended action

Message Auth server <serv_name> SecurID client retries has been set to <num

Meaning An admin set the maximum number of retries that are sent to the Secu

Action No recommended action

Message Auth server <serv_name> SecurID backup1 server name has been se

Meaning An admin configured the primary backup server of the specified auth s

Action No recommended action

Message Auth server <serv_name> authentication timeout has been set to <num

Meaning An admin set the authentication timeout. The timeout countdown begin
authenticated session. If a user initiates a new session before the cou
threshold, then the user does not have to reauthenticate himself and th

Action No recommended action
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Message Auth server <serv_name> LDAP parameters have been set to server n
<port_num>, dn:<string>, cn:<string>

Meaning An admin set the LDAP parameters for the specified server.

Action No recommended action

Message Auth server <serv_name> RADIUS port has been set to <port_num>

Meaning An admin configured the port the NetScreen device uses to communic

Action No recommended action

Message Auth server <serv_name> has been { created | modified }

Meaning An admin created or modified the specified authentication server.

Action No recommended action

Message Auth server <serv_name> type has been unset to default RADIUS

Meaning An admin unset the authentication server that was previously configure
default auth server type, which is RADIUS.

Action No recommended action
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Message Auth server <serv_name> backup1 name has been unset

Meaning An admin unset the server name of the primary backup server.

Action No recommended action

Message Auth server <serv_name> backup2 name has been unset

Meaning An admin unset the server name of the secondary backup server.

Action No recommended action

Message Auth server <serv_name> account type has been set to <account_typ

Meaning An admin set the account type for the specified auth server to auth, XA

Action No recommended action

Message Auth server <serv_name> RADIUS retry timeout has been set to defau

Meaning An admin unset the configured RADIUS server retry timeout.

Action No recommended action
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Message Auth server <serv_name> has been deleted

Meaning An admin removed the specified server.

Action No recommended action

Message Auth server <serv_name> LDAP dn has been set to <string>

Meaning An admin set the LDAP distinguished name of the specified auth serve

Action No recommended action

Message Auth server <serv_name> LDAP cn has been set to <string>

Meaning An admin set the LDAP common name of the specified auth server.

Action No recommended action

Message Auth server <serv_name> LDAP port number has been set to <port_n

Meaning An admin set the port that the NetScreen device uses to communicate

Action No recommended action
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Message Auth server <serv_name1> backup1 server name has been set to <se

Meaning An admin modified the server name of the primary backup server.

Action No recommended action

Message Auth server <serv_name> backup2 server name has been set to <ser

Meaning An admin modified the server name of the secondary backup server.

Action No recommended action

Message Auth server <serv_name> id has been set to <id_num>

Meaning An admin set the ID of the Auth server.

Action No recommended action

Message Default firewall authentication server has been changed to <serv_nam

Meaning An admin configured the default authentication server.

Action No recommended action
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Message Admin user <usr_str> attempted to verify the encrypted password <pa
successful.

Meaning The NetScreen device successfully verified the password entered by t

Action No recommended action

Message Admin user <usr_str> attempted to verify the encrypted password <pa

Meaning The NetScreen device was unable to verify the password entered by t

Action No recommended action

Message User <usr_str> at <ip_addr1> must enter “Next Code” for SecurID <ip_

Meaning The user at the specified IP address must enter the new code to authe
the specified IP address.

Action No recommended action
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Message User <usr_str> at <ip_addr1> must enter “New PIN” for SecurID <ip_a

Meaning The user at the specified IP address must enter the new PIN to authen
the specified IP address.

Action No recommended action

Message User <usr_str> at <ip_addr1> must make a “New PIN” choice for Secu

Meaning The user at IP address <ip_addr1> must do one of the following: create
new system-generated PIN, or quit the session. The SecurID server is

Action No recommended action

Message User <usr_str> at <ip_addr1> has selected a system-generated PIN fo
<ip_addr2>

Meaning The specified user has accepted the system-generated PIN for use wi

Action No recommended action

Message The new PIN for user <usr_str> at <ip_addr1> has been { accepted | r

Meaning The SecurID server at the specified IP address has accepted or reject

Action No recommended action
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Message Access for firewall user <usr_str> at <ip_addr> (accepted at <time> fo
<serv_name> auth server) by policy id <pol_num> is now over

Meaning The time period during which the specified firewall user could access h
has expired. 

Action No recommended action

Message Access for firewall user <usr_str> at <ip_addr> (accepted at <time> fo
<pol_num> is now over

Meaning The time period during which the specified firewall user could access h
has expired.

Action No recommended action

Message Access for WebAuth firewall user <usr_str> at <ip_addr> (accepted at
the <serv_name> auth server) is now over

Meaning The time period during which the specified WebAuth user could acces
device has expired.

Action No recommended action
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Message Access for WebAuth firewall user <usr_str> at <ip_addr> (accepted at
now over

Meaning The time period during which the specified WebAuth user could acces
device has expired.

Action No recommended action

Message User <usr_str> <grp_name> at <ip_addr> has been challenged by the
Local } server at <ip_addr>

Meaning The specified server sent a challenge to the named user. The user mus
complete the authentication process.

Action No recommended action

Message The dictionary file version of the RADIUS server <string> does not ma

Meaning The dictionary file version supported by the NetScreen device does no
RADIUS server.

Action Load the correct dictionary file version on the RADIUS server or upgra
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Message User <usr_str> belongs to a different group in the RADIUS server than

Meaning The group name in the RADIUS server for the specified user does not 
the NetSCreen device.

Action No recommended action

Message The device cannot send data to the SecurID server

Meaning The device cannot send data to the SecurID server because the serve

Action Check the network connections and the configuration of the SecurID s

Message The device cannot contact the SecurID server

Meaning The NetScreen device cannot make a network connection to the Secu

Action Check that the network and authentication settings on both the NetScre
are correctly configured, and that the SecurID server has an active ph
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 configured, and that the SecurID 
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Message Cannot get route to SecurID server <ip_addr>

Meaning The NetScreen device cannot find the route to the SecurID server.

Action Check that the network settings on the NetScreen device are correctly
server has an active physical network connection. Check the route tab
SecurID server.
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The following messages relate to the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) dynamic ro
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Message The total number of redistributed routes into BGP in vrouter <vrouter>

Meaning The number of redistributed routes into BGP exceeded the limit.

Action Check the network topology and try to reduce the number of routes.

Message BGP instance created for virtual router <vrouter>

Meaning A BGP virtual routing instance was created.

Action No recommended action

Message BGP instance deleted for virtual router <vrouter_name>

Meaning A BGP virtual routing instance was deleted from virtual router <vroute

Action No recommended action
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Message BGP peer <peer_ip_addr> changed to Established state.

Meaning The address of the specified peer BGP virtual routing instance has tak
routing instance. A BGP session has been established with peer <pee

Action No recommended action.

Message BGP peer <peer_ip_addr> changed to Idle state

Meaning The state of the specified BGP peer changed from a connection state 
the instance cannot establish a connection with another routing instan

Action No recommended action.

Message <error_string> invalid error code from notification message.

Meaning The system detected an unrecognizable error code.

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message BGP peer <peer_ip_addr> enabled.

Meaning An administrator successfully enabled the connection between the loc
specified peer. 

Action No recommended action

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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Message BGP peer <peer_ip_addr> disabled.

Meaning An administrator disabled the connection between the local BGP routin

Action No recommended action

Message <notification_error><error_string>

Meaning A BGP routing message error occurred that was either the result of a b
message, or an updated message. Each error type can result from a v
following table details each condition with the message error indicated

Action Verify both local and peer BGP configuration.

• Connection not Synchronized (message 
header)

• Bad Message Length (message header)

• Bad Message Type (message header)

• Unsupported Version Number (open 
message)

• Bad Peer Autonomous System (open 
message)

• Bad BGP Identifier (open message)

• Unsupported Optional Parameter (open 
message)

• Authentication Failure (open message)

• Unacceptable Hold Time (open message)

• Malformed Attribute List (update message)

• Unrecognized
message)

• Missing Well-
message)

• Attribute Flag

• Attribute Leng

• Invalid Origin

• Autonomous 
message)

• Invalid NextH

• Optional Attri

• Invalid Netwo

• Malformed AS
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Message BGP peer <peer_ip_addr> {created | removed}.

Meaning An administrator either successfully added or removed the specified B

Action No recommended action
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The following messages concern NetScreen device events. The device generates
problems or processes that occur at the hardware or ScreenOS level.
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Message Fatal error. The NetScreen device was unable to upgrade the file syst
damaged.

Meaning Device file system is damaged.

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message Fatal error. The NetScreen device was unable to upgrade the loader, 

Meaning System loader is damaged.

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message System memory is low (<number1> bytes allocated out of total <numb

Meaning The system is using more than its normal threshold of allocated memo

Action If the memory alarm threshold was set too low, use the set alarm thresh
the threshold. (The default is 95% of the total memory.) Check if a fire
ways to reduce traffic.

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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Message The NetScreen device was unable to upgrade the file system due to a

Meaning A low-level ScreenOS problem occurred.

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message The NetScreen device was unable to upgrade the file system, but the 

Meaning A low-level ScreenOS problem occurred during upgrade, but with no fi

Action  Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscree
registered Juniper customer.) Before calling, you can get the device ru
previous firmware.

Message The Netscreen device was unable to upgrade due to an internal conflic

Meaning A low-level ScreenOS problem occurred.

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
http://www.netscreen.com/cso
http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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Message The NetScreen device was unable to upgrade the loader, but the load

Meaning The upgrade loader failed, perhaps due to insufficient device resource

Action You can get the device running again by reloading the previous firmwa
Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen.com/cso. (Note:
customer.)

Message The { primary | secondary } power supply is now functioning properly.

Meaning The specified power supply, which had malfunctioned, has returned to

Action No recommended action

Message The { primary | secondary } power supply is not functioning properly.

Meaning The primary or secondary power supply is incorrectly seated, unplugge
way.

Action Check to see if the specified power supply is fully seated, that the pow
power supply and an active power source, and that the power cord is u
replace the power supply.

Message All power supplies are now functioning properly.

Meaning At least one power supply that had malfunctioned has returned to norm

Action No recommended action

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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Message At least one power supply is not functioning properly.

Meaning At least one power supply is incorrectly seated, is unplugged, or is ma

Action Check to see if the power supplies are fully seated, that the power cor
supplies and plugged in to active power sources, and that the power c
problem persists, replace the faulty power supply.

Message All fans are now functioning properly.

Meaning At least one fan that had malfunctioned has returned to normal operat

Action No recommended action

Message At least one fan is not functioning properly.

Meaning At least one fan assembly is incorrectly seated, or malfunctioning in so

Action First check that the fan assembly is properly in place and that nothing 
the problem persists, replace the fan assembly.

Message Battery is now functioning properly.

Meaning The battery that had malfunctioned has returned to normal operation.

Action No recommended action
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Message Battery is not functioning properly.

Meaning The battery is incorrectly seated, unplugged, or malfunctioning in som

Action Check to see if the battery is fully seated, that the power cords are plug
plugged in to active power sources, and that the power cords are unda
replace the faulty battery.

Message System’s temperature: (<number1> Centigrade, <number2> Fahrenhe

Meaning The system temperature has exceeded the alert threshold.

Action First check that the fan assembly is functioning properly. If it is function
restricting air flow to the fans. If it is not functioning properly, check tha
seated. If the problem persists, replace the fan assembly.

Also, remove power from the device and wait until it cools. After it reac
range, reconnect the device to a power source and evaluate device co
board) to see if it runs too hot. Report your findings to the network adm

Message System temperature (<number1> Centigrade, <number2> Fahrenheit)

Meaning The system temperature has exceeded the alarm threshold.

Action First check that the fan assembly is functioning properly. If it is function
restricting air flow to the fans. If it is not functioning properly, check tha
seated. If the problem persists, replace the fan assembly.

Also, remove power from the device and wait until it cools. After it reac
range, reconnect the device to a power source and evaluate device co
board) to see if it runs too hot. Report your findings to the network adm
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Message System’s temperature (<number1> Centigrade, <number2> Fahrenhe

Meaning The system temperature which had risen sharply has returned to its no

Action No recommended action

Message LCD control keys have been locked.

Meaning An admin has locked the LCD control keys on a NetScreen device.

Action No recommended action

Message LCD display has been turned off and the LCD control keys have been 

Meaning An admin has locked the LCD control keys and turned off the LCD dis

Action No recommended action

Message LCD display has been turned on.

Meaning An admin has turned on the LCD display on a NetScreen device.

Action No recommended action
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Message LCD display has been turned on and the LCD control keys have been 

Meaning An admin has turned on the LCD display and unlocked the LCD contro

Action No recommended action

Message The NetScreen device file system upgrade operation was successful.

Meaning Upgrade operation complete.

Action No recommended action

Message The NetScreen device file system is already upgraded.

Meaning A file system upgrade was unsuccessful.

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message The NetScreen device was unable to complete the upgrade of the file 

Meaning Upgrade already done.

Action No recommended action

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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Message The NetScreen device loader upgrade operation was successful.

Meaning Loader upgrade succeeded.

Action No recommended action

Message The NetScreen device loader is already upgraded.

Meaning Loader upgrade already done.

Action No recommended action

Message The NetScreen device was unable to complete the upgrade of the load

Meaning System loader upgrade was unsuccessful.

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message Modem <name_str> is connected. Phone number: <phone_number>, 
Status <string>

Meaning A RAS user successfully established a session via a modem.

Action No recommended action

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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Message Modem <name_str> has been disconnected.

Meaning A RAS user successfully terminated a session via a modem.

Action No recommended action

Message Failed to initialize modem <name_str>, <modem_token_str>

Meaning A modem unsuccessfully attempted to establish a session through the

Action No recommended action

Message Modem <name_str> failed to dial <phone_number>, <modem_token_

Meaning A modem unsuccessfully attempted to dial the specified number throu

Action No recommended action
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The following messages relate to DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol). S
as a DHCP server or relay agent. Some NetScreen devices can also act as a DH
messages are divided into two sections: The first is for DHCP server and relay ag
DHCP client messages.
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Message IP pool of DHCP server on interface <interface> is full. Unable to { com
<mac_addr>

Meaning The DHCP server on the specified interface does not have any more I
hosts.

Action Increase the DHCP server pool for the interface.

Message DHCP server set to OFF on <interface> (another server found on <ip_

Meaning An admin disabled the DHCP server on the specified interface. The de
server (at <ip_addr>).

Action Enable the interface for DHCP locally, or for using the external DHCP
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Message IP pool of DHCP server on interface <interface> is more than 90% allo

Meaning The interface, acting as a DHCP server, has allocated over 90% of its 
hosts.

Action Enlarge the DHCP address pool designated for the interface.

Message DHCP client has been { enabled | disabled } on interface <interface>

Meaning An admin enabled or disabled DHCP client on the specified interface.

Action No recommended action
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Message DHCP server shared IP has been { enabled | disabled }

Meaning An admin has enabled a reserved IP address to be assigned dynamica
registered MAC address.

Action No recommended action

Message DHCP server has been { enabled | disabled }

Meaning An admin has either enabled or disabled the NetScreen device to act a

Action No recommended action

Message DHCP server options have been been { changed | removed }

Meaning An admin has changed or removed one or more of the DHCP options th
IP addresses of the DNS servers, and the gateway IP address or the l

Action Confirm that the action was appropriate, and performed by an authoriz
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Message DHCP server IP address pool has changed.

Meaning The NetScreen device, acting as a DHCP server, has offered, committe
in its DHCP address pool.

Action No recommended action

Message DHCP relay agent settings on <interface> have been { set | unset}

Meaning The NetScreen device has been configured to function as a DHCP rela
removed one or more of the DHCP settings for the specified interface.

Action Confirm that the action was appropriate, and performed by an authoriz

Message DHCP client server-update has been { enabled | disabled }

Meaning An admin enabled or disabled DHCP server updating.

Action No recommended action

Message DHCP client auto-config has been { enabled | disabled }

Meaning An admin enabled or disabled DHCP client auto-config.

Action No recommended action
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Message DHCP client lease time has been set to default value.

Meaning An admin reset the DHCP client least time to the default value.

Action No recommended action

Message DHCP client lease time has been set to <number> minutes.

Meaning An admin changed the DHCP client lease time to the specified numbe

Action No recommended action

Message DHCP client server IP address has been reset.

Meaning An admin reset the client server IP address to the default value.

Action No recommended action

Message DHCP client server IP address has been set to <ip_addr>

Meaning An admin set the client server IP address to the specified value.

Action No recommended action
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Message DHCP client vendor identifier has been reset.

Meaning An admin reset the vendor ID to the default value.

Action No recommended action

Message DHCP client vendor identifier has been set to “<string>”

Meaning An admin set the vendor ID to the specified value.

Action No recommended action

Message IP address <ip_addr> has been assigned to <mac_addr>

Meaning An admin assigned an IP address (<ip_addr>) to an entity with MAC a

Action No recommended action

Message IP address <ip_addr> has been released from <mac_addr>

Meaning An admin has manually released an IP address that the NetScreen de
client. (The client then automatically requests another IP address.)

Action No recommended action
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Message DHCP server has assigned or released an IP address.

Meaning The NetScreen device, acting as a DHCP server, assigned an IP addr
existing IP address from a host.

Action No recommended action

Message One or more IP addresses have expired.

Meaning The NetScreen device, acting as a DHCP server, has expired at least 

Action No recommended action

Message MAC address <mac_addr> has declined address <ip_addr>

Meaning The DHCP client has detected an IP address conflict and has declined
DHCP client has been offered an IP address and before it accepts it, th
host using the same address. If the client does not find a conflict, it ac
conflict, it rejects it.)

Action No recommended action

Message DHCP server has released an IP address.

Meaning The NetScreen device, acting as a DHCP server, has released an IP a

Action No recommended action
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Message DHCP server on interface <interface> received DHCPDISCOVER from
out-of-scope IP address <ip_addr>/<mask>

Meaning The NetScreen device, acting as a DHCP server, received a DHCPDIS
outside of the address range specified for the server.

Action No recommended action

Message DHCP client is unable to get IP address for interface <interface>

Meaning The NetScreen device, acting as a DHCP client, was unable to obtain 
existing IP address from a host.

Action No recommended action

Message DHCP client lease for <ip_addr> has expired.

Meaning The specified DHCP client IP address is no longer valid. (The NetScre
another IP address from the DHCP server.)

Action No recommended action
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Message DHCP server <ip_addr> has assigned interface <interface> with IP ad
<number> minutes).

Meaning The specified DHCP server has assigned an IP address to the named 
time.

Action No recommended action

Message An IP address conflict has been detected and the DHCP client has de

Meaning The DHCP client has detected an IP address conflict and has declined
DHCP client has been offered an IP address and before it accepts it, th
host using the same address. If the client does not find a conflict, it ac
conflict, it rejects it.)

Action No recommended action

Message DHCP client IP address <ip_addr> for interface <interface> has been 

Meaning An admin has manually released the specified IP address assigned to
DHCP client.

Action No recommended action
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Message DHCP client on interface <interface> was offered IP <ip_addr>/<mask
DHCPREQUEST. Reason -- <string>

Meaning The NetScreen device, acting as a DHCP client, did not continue with 
specified.

Action No recommended action

Message System auto-config of file <filename> from TFTP server <ip_addr> has

Meaning The NetScreen device successfully loaded the designated configuratio
server.

Action No recommended action

Message System auto-config of file <filename> from TFTP server <ip_addr> has

Meaning The NetScreen device made unsuccessful attempt to load the designa
designated TFTP server.

Action Check your TFTP server connection.
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The following message relate to dynamic IP (DIP) addresses.
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Message DIP IP pool <ip_addr1>-<ip_addr2> has been { added | modified | dele

Meaning An admin has created, modified, or deleted the DIP pool consisting of
addresses.

Action No recommended action

Message DIP IP pool <id_num1> was removed from DIP group <id_num2> from

Meaning An admin removed a DIP pool (<id_num1>) from a DIP group (<id_nu
consists of a range of IP addresses.

Action No recommended action

Message DIP group <id_num> was removed

Meaning An admin deleted a DIP group (<id_num>).

Action No recommended action

Message DIP group <id_num> was created

Meaning An admin created a DIP group (<id_num>).

Action No recommended action
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Message DIP pool <id_num1> was added into DIP group <id_num2>

Meaning An admin added a DIP pool (<id_num1>) to a DIP group (<id_num2>)

Action No recommended action

Message DIP port-translation stickness was [ enabled | disabled ]

Meaning An admin has enabled or disabled the DIP-sticky feature. Stickiness e
assigns the same IP address from a DIP pool to a host for multiple con
assigning a different source IP address for each session.

Action No recommended action
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The following messages concern Domain Name System (DNS) settings and even
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Message DNS server is not configured.

Meaning The DNS server currently has no specified IP addresses.

Action Consult the documentation for your DNS server to correct any IP addr

Message Connection refused by the DNS server.

Meaning The DNS server is not responding to the DNS request.

Action Consult the documentation for your DNS server.

Message Unknown DNS error.

Meaning An unspecified error occurred on the DNS server.

Action Consult the documentation for your DNS server to correct any current
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Message { Primary | Secondary } DNS server IP has been changed.

Meaning An admin has changed the IP address of the primary or secondary DN

Action No recommended action

Message DNS cache table has been cleared.

Meaning An admin has cleared the DNS entries stored in the cache.

Action No recommended action

Message Daily DNS lookup has been disabled.

Meaning An admin has disabled the automatic daily lookup of entries in the DN

Action To refresh the DNS table, an admin must manually invoke the DNS loo

Message Daily DNS lookup time has been changed to start at <hour>:<minutes
hours.

Meaning An admin has changed the time when the NetScreen device performs
domain names with IP addresses in its DNS table.

Action No recommended action
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Message DNS has been refreshed.

Meaning The NetScreen device has just performed a DNS lookup and refreshe
IP address mappings. Each domain name has an IP address that iden
domain name does. The device stores both the domain name and the
and continually updates the cache by obtaining new domain name and
the device. This information is made available for checking by perform

Action No recommended action

Message DNS entries have been { manually | automatically } refreshed.

Meaning An admin has refreshed the entries in the DNS table, or the NetScreen
through a scheduled operation.

Action No recommended action

Message DNS entries have been refreshed by HA.

Meaning HA has refreshed the entries in the DNS table.

Action No recommended action
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Message DNS entries have been refreshed as a result of DNS server address c

Meaning The NetScreen device refreshed the entries in the DNS table because
the DNS server.

Action No recommended action
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The following sections provide descriptions of and recommended action for Scree
subscription and entitlement-related events.

In the messages described below, the variable <string> may be any of the followi

• “manual retrieval”

• “auto retrieval at two months before expiration”

• “auto retrieval at one months before expiration”

• “auto retrieval at two weeks before expiration”

• “auto retrieval at expiration”

• “auto retrieval at 30 days after expiration”

�1����/���230

Message License key <key_num> is due to expire in a month.

Meaning The specified license key will expire in a month.

Action Renew the subscriptions key for your device.

Message License key <key_num> has expired.

Meaning The specified license key expired, and is no longer valid.

Action Renew the subscriptions key for your device.
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Message License key <key_num> is due to expire in 2 months.

Meaning The specified license key will expire in two months.

Action Renew the subscriptions key for your device.

Message License key <key_num> is due to expire in 2 weeks.

Meaning The specified license key will expire in two weeks.

Action Renew the subscriptions key for your device.

Message License key <key_num> expired after 30-day grace period.

Meaning The thirty-day grace period for the specified license key expired, and t

Action Renew the subscriptions key for your device.

Message Request to retrieve license key failed to reach server by <string>. Serv

Meaning A network administrator unsuccessfully attempted to download a licen

Action Make sure the device can connect to internet, and that the url is correc
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Message <number> license keys were updated successfully by <string>

Meaning A network administrator successfully retrieved a specified license key 

Action No recommended action

Message Received identical license key by <string>

Meaning A host attempted to download a license key that already exists on the 

Action No recommended action

Message No license key is available for retrieval by <string>

Meaning A network administrator unsuccessfully attempted to download a licen

Action Try to retrieve the key (or keys) again later, or contact Juniper Network
immediate assistance.
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The following messages relate to data flow processes.
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Message Transparent virtual wire mode has been { enabled | disabled }

Meaning An admin enabled or disabled transparent virtual wire mode. In this mo
can perform active/active redundancy as Layer-2 switches.

Action No recommended action

Message High watermark for early aging has been changed to the default (<num

Meaning The low-watermark value has been changed to the default. A waterma
aggressive aging out of processes starts. The high-watermark value d
begins. This value can be from 1 to 100 and indicates a percent of the 
The default is 100, or 100%. The low-watermark value when the aging
to 10, and indicates a percent of the session table capacity in 10% un

Action If aging out starts or ends too quickly or too slowly, reset high- or low-
command set flow aging early-ageout.
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Message Low watermark for early aging has been changed to the default (<num

Meaning The low-watermark value has been changed to the default (100). The l
at which the aging-out of processes ends. This value can be from 1 to 
session table capacity. The default is 100.

Action If aging out ends too quickly or too slowly, reset low-watermark value u
aging { high-watermark | low-watermark }.

Message The aggressive ageout value has been changed to the default (<numb

Meaning The aggressive ageout value was changed to the default value (2). Th
shortens default session timeouts by the amount you specify. The agg
between 2 and 10 units, where each unit represents a 10-second inter
setting can be between 20 and 100 seconds).

Action If you need to adjust the aggressive timeout option, use the CLI comm

Message High watermark for early aging has been changed from <number1> to

Meaning The high watermark was changed to a different value. A watermark is 
aggressive aging out of processes starts. The high-watermark value s
begins. This value can be from 1 to 100 and indicates a percent of the 
The default is 100, or 100%.

Action If aggressive aging starts too quickly or too slowly, reset the high-wate
command set flow aging high-watermark.
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Message Low watermark for early aging has been changed from <number1> to 

Meaning The low watermark was changed to a different value. A watermark is a
aggressive aging out of processes starts. The low-watermark value se
ends. This value can be from 1 to 10 and indicates a percent of the se
The default is 10, or 100%.

Action If aggressive aging ends too quickly or too slowly, reset the high-water
command set flow aging high-watermark.

Message Aggressive ageout value has been changed from <number1> to <num

Meaning The aggressive ageout value has been changed. This value shortens 
amount you specify. The aggressive ageout value can be between 2 a
represents a 10-second interval (that is, the aggressive ageout setting
seconds). The default value is 2.

Action If you need to adjust the aggressive timeout option, use the CLI comm
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rations using the NetScreen 
ided into the following sections

nOS messages displayed for 

evice and the peer device.

nchronized with the peer device 

y are configured to be peers. Also, 
ual synchronization.

ctive or inactive.

able is unplugged, the cable is not 
lectrical short. Also, check the port 
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The following messages concern high availability (HA) settings, features, and ope
Redundancy Protocol (NSRP), and the related functionality of IP tracking. It is div

• “HA and NSRP” on page 117

• “IP Tracking” on page 134

=��!�&�����

The following sections provide descriptions of and recommended action for Scree
NSRP-related events.

��
�
�!1�/�����0

Message The NSRP configuration is out of synchronization between the local d

Meaning The local device to which the administrative session is linked is not sy
(the other device in the NSRP cluster). 

Action Review the NSRP configuration between the two devices and see if the
check to make sure cables are connected properly and perform a man

Message NSRP <ha_link_state>

Meaning The physical link used for NSRP communications has either become a

Action Try to determine why the link went down. Typical reasons include the c
seated in the port correctly, or the cable is faulty, possibly due to an e
to see if you can establish a link with it.
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annel>

SRP cluster. This message 
 channel.

e <device_id> changed from 

s in the down state. A mirror group 
ach other for backup purposes. 
 (direction=out) and which device 
r group is unidirectional, therefore 
ntify this group.

e local device from <old state> to 

d is in the up state. A mirror group 
ach other for backup purposes. 
 (direction=out) and which device 
r group is unidirectional, therefore 
ntify this group. 
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Message NSRP link channel <channel_name>changed to link channel <new ch

Meaning An NSRP link channel is a path or connection between devices in an N
indicates that the channel connecting NSRP devices changed to a new

Action No recommended action

Message RTO mirror group <group_ip> with direction <direction> on peer devic
<old_state> to down state.

Meaning  This message indicates that the current RTO mirror group failed and i
refers to the two devices in an NSRP cluster that exchange RTOs to e
You can set a direction that determines which device transmits a copy
receives the copy (direction=in) of the RTOs. The specified RTO mirro
both a group ID and a directional attribute are required to uniquely ide

Action No recommended action

Message RTO mirror group <group_ip> with direction <direction> changed on th
up state, it had peer device <device_id>

Meaning This message indicates that the current RTO mirror group is active an
refers to the two devices in an NSRP cluster that exchange RTOs to e
You can set a direction that determines which device transmits a copy
receives the copy (direction=in) of the RTOs. The specified RTO mirro
both a group ID and a directional attribute are required to uniquely ide

Action No recommended action
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 <device_id>, detected a duplicate 

s the one on the local device. A 
e RTOs to each other for backup 
its a copy (direction=out) and 

ed RTO mirror group is 
 required to uniquely identify this 

 RTO mirror group, change one of 
ing direction on it.

e NSRP device cluster.

 cluster, check the cable 
re powered up.

roup <vsd_group_id> changed 

anged.
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Message RTO mirror group <group_ip> with direction <direction> on local device
direction on the peer device <device_id>

Meaning This message indicates the direction on the peer device is the same a
mirror group refers to the two devices in an NSRP cluster that exchang
purposes. You can set a direction that determines which device transm
which device receives the copy (direction=in) of the RTOs. The specifi
unidirectional, therefore both a group ID and a directional attribute are
group. 

Action Check the NSRP configuration. If you detect duplicate directions on an
the directions so that the mirror group has both an incoming and outgo

Message Peer device <device_id> { disappeared | was discovered }.

Meaning The local device either could not locate or located the peer device in th

Action If the local device could not locate the peer device in the NSRP device
connections between the two devices. Also, make sure both devices a

Message The { local | peer } device <device_id> in the Virtual Security Device g
state from <old_state> to <new_state>

Meaning The state of the local or peer device in the specified VSD group has ch

Action No recommended action
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_group_id> changed state from 

 changed to initial. When a device 
l state first. 

_group_id> changed state from 

s changed to Master. The Master 
ession information to the backup.
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Message The local device <device_id> in the Virtual Secruity Device group <vsd
<old_state> to Init

Meaning The state of the local NetScreen device in the specified VSD group has
returns from the ineligible or inoperable state, it transitions to the initia

Action No recommended action

Message The local device <device_id> in the Virtual Security Device group <vsd
<old_state> to Master

Meaning The state of the local NetScreen device in the specified VSD group ha
propagates all its network and configuration settings and the current s

Action No recommended action
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_group_id> changed state from 

s changed to primary backup. The 
own.

_group_id> changed state from 

 changed to backup. A VSD group 
 and elects one of the backup 
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Message The local device <device_id> in the Virtual Secruity Device group <vsd
<old_state> to Primary Backup

Meaning The state of the local NetScreen device in the specified VSD group ha
primary backup becomes the master should the current master step d

Action No recommended action

Message The local device <device_id> in the Virtual Secruity Device group <vsd
<old_state> to Backup

Meaning The state of the local NetScreen device in the specified VSD group has
member in the backup state monitors the status of the primary backup
devices to primary backup if the current one steps down.

Action No recommended action
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_group_id> changed state from 

ible so that it cannot participate in 

_group_id> changed state from 

cause of an internal system 

.
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Message The local device <device_id> in the Virtual Security Device group <vsd
<old_state> to Ineligible

Meaning An admin has changed the state of the local NetScreen device to inelig
the election process.

Action No recommended action

Message The local device <device_id> in the Virtual Secruity Device group <vsd
<old_state> to Inoperable

Meaning The state of the local NetScreen device has changed to inoperable be
problem or a link failure.

Action Check the device. Try to reset the device once you correct the problem
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_group_id> sent 2nd path request 

 and as a result asks the master to 
. Having a secondary HA path can 
.

_group_id> received 2nd path 

ia the secondary HA path (if it is 
 failovers in the event that the first 
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Message The local device <device_id> in the Virtual Security Device group <vsd
to the peer device <device_id>

Meaning The local device registered a missed heartbeat from the master device
retransmit the heartbeat via the secondary HA path (if it is configured)
minimize the number of failovers in the event that the first HA link fails

Action No recommended action

Message The local device <device_id> in the Virtual Security Device group <vsd
request from peer device <device_id> to device <device_id>

Meaning The local device received a request to retransmit a missed heartbeat v
configured). Having a secondary HA path can minimize the number of
HA link fails.

Action No recommended action
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e HA device. This message 

se, the HA message passing 
han the receiving device expected 

ession. In this case, the HA 
crypted with a different password 
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Message The HA channel changed to interface <interface>

Meaning Each High Availability (HA) channel maps to a specified interface on th
indicates the HA channel now maps to a different interface.

Action No recommended action

Message NSRP cluster encryption password changed.

Meaning An NSRP encryption password protects an NSRP message. In this ca
between two NSRP devices was encrypted with a different password t
from it. 

Action Check the message encryption password and correct it if it is wrong.

Message NSRP cluster authentication password changed.

Meaning An NSRP authentication password protects an NSRP authentication s
authentication session exchanged between two NSRP devices was en
than the receiving device expected from it. 

Action Check the authentication password and correct it if it is wrong.
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an invalid encryption password.

xample, SESS_CR, SESS_CL, 
h one key while the corresponding 
e operation to fail.

non-preempt } mode.

a member of the specified virtual 
a device, it becomes the master of 
er from zero). If you disable this 
on (unless some other factor, such 
).

om <number> (milliseconds) to 

 of a virtual security device (VSD) 
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Message Message <message_type_name> was dropped because it contained 

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped a message of the specified type (for e
SESS_CH) because one device in an NSRP cluster was encrypted wit
device in the NSRP cluster was encrypted with another key, forcing th

Action Check the encryption password and correct it if it is wrong.

Message Virtual Security Device group <vsd_group_id> changed to { preempt | 

Meaning An admin has either enabled or disabled the preempt mode option on 
security device (VSD) group. When you enable the preempt option on 
the VSD group if the current master has a lesser priority number (farth
option, a master with a lesser priority than a backup can keep its positi
as an internal problem or faulty network connectivity, causes a failover

Action No recommended action

Message The heartbeat interval of all Virtual Security Device groups changed fr
<number> (milliseconds).

Meaning An admin has changed the interval (in milliseconds) at which members
group send VSD heartbeats.

Action No recommended action
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id> 

P cluster.

umber of members in the group 

umber of members in the group is 

old_priority> to <new_priority>

dicates how likely the device is to 
een the two VSD group members. 
 priority is 100. In this instance the 
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Message Device <device_id> { has joined | quit current } NSRP cluster <cluster_

Meaning An admin either added or removed the specified device from the NSR

Action No recommended action

Message Virtual Security Device group <vsd_group_id> was deleted, The total n
was <number>

Meaning An administrator removed the specified Virtual Security Device group.

Action No recommended action

Message Virtual Security Device group <vsd_group_id> was created, The total n
<number>

Meaning An administrator created the specified Virtual Security Device group.

Action No recommended action

Message Virtual Security Device group <vsd_group_id> priority changed from <

Meaning Each VSD in a High Availability VSD group is assigned a value that in
be elected the master in the redundancy relationship established betw
This value is known as a priority and ranges from 1 to 254. The default
priority value of the current VSD has been changed.

Action No recommended action
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2>

ecting each other, a primary path 
An admin successfully established 
n the NSRP cluster.

name> with ifnum 

ecting each other, a primary path 
 Each path maps to a specific 
hich the secondary path maps 

emoved from the secondary HA 

ecting each other, a primary path 
 This message indicates that an 
.
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Message The secondary HA path of the devices changed from <path1> to <path

Meaning A local and a peer device in an NSRP cluster can have two paths conn
and a secondary or backup path used when the primary path is down. 
a new secondary path connecting the local device with a peer device i

Action No recommended action

Message The secondary HA path of the devices was set to interface <interface_
<interface_number>

Meaning A local and a peer device in an NSRP cluster can have two paths conn
and a secondary or backup path used when the primary path is down.
interface on the device. This message indicates that the interface to w
changed. 

Action No recommended action

Message The interface <interface_name> with ifnum <interface_number> was r
path of the devices.

Meaning A local and a peer device in an NSRP cluster can have two paths conn
and a secondary or backup path used when the primary path is down.
administrator removed the interface to which the secondary path maps

Action No recommended action
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 was disabled

vices in an NSRP cluster is still 
s disabled.

<link_name> was set to <number> 

vices in an NSRP cluster is still 
age indicates that the interval has 

k <link_name> was set to 

High Availability link to detect the 
lows the probe to continuously fail. 
shold. Typically, if the network 
s a broader sampling because the 
t a lower threshold where the 
hot of its state.
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Message The probe that detects the status of High Availability link <link_name>

Meaning Probes determine whether the High Availability channel connecting de
active. This message indicates the channel connecting the devices wa

Action No recommended action

Message The interval that the probe detecting the status of High Availability link 
seconds.

Meaning Probes determine whether the High Availability channel connecting de
active. Probes poll for channel status at a specified interval. This mess
been set to the specified number of seconds.

Action No recommended action

Message The threshold that the probe detecting the status of High Availability lin
<threshold_value>

Meaning High Availability probes continually poll the interface that contains the 
state of the interface. Each interface has a limit to how many times it al
This message indicates an administrator changed the value of the thre
behavior is volatile, you may want to set a higher threshold that enable
interface state can change. If network behavior is stable, you may wan
probe needs to poll the interface less to obtain a representative snaps

Action No recommended action
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ccepted.

cal configurations on them. This 
eer device through a process 
ice cluster are periodically 

or by one device in the device pair 
es requested a synchronization 
ss.

.

cal information on them. This 
eer device through a process 
e specified device ID and another 

<direction>

ge RTOs to each other for backup 
its a copy (direction=out) and 
ge indicates the mirror group 
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Message A request by device <device_id> for session synchronization(s) was a

Meaning Both the local and peer device in an NSRP cluster need to have identi
occurs by the local device copying and transferring its settings to the p
called synchronization. Both the local and peer device in an NSRP dev
synchronized. Synchronization occurs in two ways: at preset intervals 
requesting a synchronization. This message indicates one of the devic
and the other device responded indicating that it is ready for the proce

Action No recommended action

Message The current session synchronization by device <device_id> completed

Meaning Both the local and peer device in an NSRP cluster need to have identi
occurs by the local device copying and transferring its settings to the p
called synchronization. The current synchronization by a device with th
device completed successfully.

Action No recommended action

Message Run Time Object mirror group <mirror_group_id> direction was set to 

Meaning A mirror group refers to the two devices in an NSRP cluster that exchan
purposes. You can set a direction that determines which device transm
which device receives the copy (direction=in) of the RTOs. This messa
direction was set to the specified direction.

Action No recommended action
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ror group refers to the two devices 
oses. 

tion> was unset.

ory during normal operation, for 
. In the event of a failover, it is 
d service interruption. A mirror 
s to each other for backup 
its a copy (direction=out) and 

ed RTO mirror group is 
 required to uniquely identify this 
mirror group by unsetting its 
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Message Run Time Object mirror group <mirror_group_id> was set.

Meaning This message indicates that the RTO mirror group was enabled. A mir
in an NSRP cluster that exchange RTOs to each other for backup purp

Action No recommended action

Message Run Time Object mirror group <mirror_group_id> with direction <direc

Meaning Run time objects (RTOs) are code objects created dynamically in mem
example, session table entries, ARP cache entries, and DHCP leases
critical that the current RTOs be maintained by the new master to avoi
group refers to the two devices in an NSRP cluster that exchange RTO
purposes. You can set a direction that determines which device transm
which device receives the copy (direction=in) of the RTOs. The specifi
unidirectional, therefore both a group ID and a directional attribute are
group. You have successfully removed the local device from the RTO 
direction.

Action No recommended action
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ory during normal operation, for 
. In the event of a failover, it is 
d service interruption. A mirror 
s to each other for backup 

TO mirror group with the specified 

monitoring_list_name>

aces for status changes. This 
toring list.

dated to the monitoring list of 

aces for status changes. This 
cified monitoring list or updated 
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Message RTO mirror group <mirror_group_id> was unset.

Meaning Run time objects (RTOs) are code objects created dynamically in mem
example, session table entries, ARP cache entries, and DHCP leases
critical that the current RTOs be maintained by the new master to avoi
group refers to the two devices in an NSRP cluster that exchange RTO
purposes. You have successfully removed the local device from the R
ID.

Action No recommended action

Message Interface <interface_name> was removed from the monitoring list of <

Meaning The NetScreen device and a Virtual Security Device can monitor interf
message indicates the specified interface was removed from the moni

Action No recommended action

Message Interface <interface_name> with weight <weight_value> was added/up
<monitoring_list_name>

Meaning The NetScreen device and a Virtual Security Device can monitor interf
message indicates the specified interface was either added to the spe
with new settings.

Action No recommended action
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ing_list_name>

aces for status changes. This 
g list.

o the monitoring list of 

aces for status changes. This 
ing list or updated with new 

g_list_name>

oring list for interfaces, zones, and 
lue associated with them that an 
eights of all the down entities are 
ill tolerate failure on the list.
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Message Zone <zone_name> was removed from the monitoring list of <monitor

Meaning The NetScreen device and a Virtual Security Device can monitor interf
message indicates the specified zone was removed from the monitorin

Action No recommended action

Message Zone <zone_name> with weight <weight_value> was added/updated t
<monitoring_list_name>

Meaning The NetScreen device and a Virtual Security Device can monitor interf
message indicates the specified zone was either added to the monitor
settings.

Action No recommended action

Message Monitoring threshold was modified to <threshold_value> of <monitorin

Meaning The device and Virtual Security Device (VSD) group monitor the monit
track IP objects that are down. Each of these objects have a weight va
administrator can define. After traversing the monitoring list, the total w
summed which comprises the threshold by which the device of VSD w

Action No recommended action
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nged the key.

ices in the cluster.

ice groups always exists.

.

ice groups may not exist.

.
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Message NSRP encryption key was changed.

Meaning An admin has changed the encryption password, which in turn has cha

Action No recommended action

Message NSRP data forwarding {enabled | disabled}.

Meaning An admin has either enabled or disabled traffic forwarding to other dev

Action No recommended action

Message NSRP back hole prevention enabled. Master(s) of Virtual Security Dev

Meaning This message indicates that NSRP black hole prevention was enabled

Action No recommended action

Message NSRP back hole prevention disabled. Master(s) of Virtual Security Dev

Meaning This message indicates that NSRP black hole prevention was disabled

Action No recommended action
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d | disabled}

ation among devices in an NSRP 

 cluster.

ive either succeeded or failed. If it 
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Message NSRP Run Time Object synchronization between devices was {enable

Meaning An an admin has either enabled or disabled run time object synchroniz
cluster.

Action No recommended action

Message HA: Synchronization file(s) { <filename> | all } sent to backup device in

Meaning The device created a backup of the current HA synchronization file.

Action No recommended action

Message Track IP IP address <IP_address> {failed | succeeded}.

Meaning The Track IP session to detect whether the specified IP address is act
failed, the path may be blocked.

Action No recommended action
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n the network, and the number of 

 external IP address being tracked.

ject list contains a list of all objects 
tains whether the Track IP was an 

ject list contains a list of all objects 
tains whether the Track IP was an 

e transmitted.

address.
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Message Track IP failure reaches threshold.

Meaning The NetScreen device attempted to track a specified IP address out o
failed attempts has reached a specified threshold. 

Action Verify the network connectivity between the NetScreen device and the

Message Device cannot create Track IP object list.

Meaning The device was unable to create the Track IP object list. A Track IP ob
that the NetSCreen device was able to contact. In addition, the list con
NSRP Track IP attempt or an Interface Track IP attempt. 

Action No recommended action

Message Device cannot create Track IP list.

Meaning The device was unable to create the Track IP object list. A Track IP ob
that the NetSCreen device was able to contact. In addition, the list con
NSRP Track IP attempt or an Interface Track IP attempt. 

Action No recommended action

Message No interface/route enables the Track IP IP address <IP_address> to b

Meaning The device was unable to locate a route to search for the specified IP 

Action Check the configuration of the link connection.
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> seconds, a threshold of 
g method <method_name>

s2>

ed number of seconds between 

<threshold2>

er of times the NetSCreen device 
unreachable.
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Message Track IP IP address <IP_address> added with an interval of <seconds
<threshold>, a weight of <weight>. on interface <interface_name> usin

Meaning A path was added to the Track IP list.

Action No recommended action

Message Track IP IP address <IP_address> removed.

Meaning A path was removed from the Track IP list.

Action No recommended action

Message Track IP <ip_address> interval changed from <seconds1> to <second

Meaning An admin has changed the Track IP interval value, which is the specifi
each Track IP attempt to locate an IP address. 

Action No recommended action

Message Track IP <ip_address> threshold value changed from <threshold1> to 

Meaning An admin has changed the Track IP threshold value which is the numb
attempts to locate an IP address before determining the IP address is 

Action No recommended action
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is weight value indicates the 
ing other tracked addresses.

o <interface_number2>

 interface. An admin has changed 

name1> to <method_name2>

s. Track IP has two methods of 
 Protocol (ARP) method which 
2). The other way is using the Ping 
rk layer (layer 3). 
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Message Track IP <ip_address> weight changed from <weight1> to <weight2>

Meaning An admin has changed the Track IP weight value of an IP address. Th
importance of connectivity to the specified address in relation to reach

Action No recommended action

Message Track IP <ip_address> interface changed from <interface_number1> t

Meaning Each Track IP attempt to locate an IP address originates at a specified
the originating interface for the specified tracked IP.

Action No recommended action

Message Track IP <ip_address> method changed from method name <method_

Meaning An admin has changed the method for tracking the specified IP addres
locating an IP address path. One way is using the Address Resolution
deploys a direct connection over the OSI Model Data Link layer (layer 
method which deploys a virtual connection over the OSI Model Netwo

Action No recommended action
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ault gateway | gateway IP address 
 default gateway } 

teway IP address. This message 

e Track IP default gateway. This 
he monitoring mode removed 
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Message Track_IP <ip_address> gateway was changed from { the interface def
<gateway1_IP_address> } to {<gateway2_IP_address> | the interface

Meaning This message indicates the gateway address changed.

Action No recommended action

Message Track IP default gateway updated.

Meaning Each Track IP attempt to locate an IP address traverses a specified ga
indicates the Track IP default gateway changed.

Action No recommended action

Message Track IP default gateway { enabled | disabled }.

Meaning For the interface to monitor the default gateway, you need to enable th
message indicates the Track IP default gateway was enabled or had t
(disabled).

Action No recommended action
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specified value, then the threshold 
ates the Track IP threshold was 
o more activity occurs. If this is an 

y over to a backup interface.

higher Track IP threshold value. If 
ck its link connection.

threshold value.

eight value <number> was 

 higher than the weight threshold 
.
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Message Track ip failed because it exceeded the threshold set to <number>.

Meaning If the value of the summed weights of all failed Track IPs surpasses a 
has been exceeded and the Track IP attempt fails. This message indic
exceeded. If this is an interface Track IP attempt, the attempt fails and n
NSRP Track IP attempt, then the attempt fails, but transfers the activit

Action If you believe the IP address is reachable, you may want to provide a 
you believe the IP address may have a problem associated with it, che

Message Track IP threshold disabled.

Meaning A configured Track IP threshold changed back to the default Track IP 

Action No recommended action

Message Track IP object <track_ip_object_name> failed because the Track IP w
exceeded.

Meaning The Track IP attempt failed because the weight value of the entry was
allowed. Because of this, the attempt failed over to a backup interface

Action No recommended action
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efault weight value was exceeded.

 higher than the default weight 
e.
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Message Track IP object <track_ip_object_name> failed because the Track IP d

Meaning The Track IP attempt failed because the weight value of the entry was
threshold. Because of this, the attempt failed over to a backup interfac

Action No recommended action
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The following messages relate to HDLC (High-Level Data Link Control) configuratio
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Message Dialup HDLC PPP failed to establish a session. No IP address assign

Meaning The device did not establish a HDLC/PPP (High-Level Data Link Cont
session with a host device, and did not assign an IP address to the se

Action No recommended action

Message Dialup HDLC PPP session has been successfully established.

Meaning The device successfully established a HDLC/PPP (High-Level Data Li
Protocol) session with a host device, and the device has a dynamicall

Action No recommended action

Message Dialup HDLC PPP failed to establish a session: <string>.

Meaning The device did not establish a HDLC/PPP (High-Level Data Link Cont
session with a host device. <string> indicates reasons for failure.

• LCP CHAP/PAP IPCP Fail

• LCP Keepalive

• CHAP/PAP Authentication

Action Check user name and password. Verify cable connectivity.
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f the three main components of 
ication Header (AH) protocols. 
ic keys and the negotiation of 

sh an IPSec VPN.

certificate supported by the Policy 
g an IPSec VPN tunnel with the 

cket with a bad SPI. 
r1>, SEQ <number2>

ty parameters index (SPI) number 
l notation) arriving at the specified 
ses of the outer packet header and 
ncapsulating Security Payload 
PI number and the sequence 

d the packet, and if it found a valid 
ation was enabled, it also sent an 

 with a bad SPI number, this 
ant the NetScreen device to make 
 set firewall log-self ike 
use the logging can become 
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The following messages relate to the Internet Key Exchange (IKE) protocol, one o
IPSec—the other two are the Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) and Authent
IKE provides a secure means for the distribution and maintenance of cryptograph
the parameters constituting a secure communications channel.

�1����/���260

Message IKE <ip_addr>: Policy Manager’s default CA is used by peer to establi

Meaning The specified IKE peer has used the default certificate authority (CA) 
Manager (PM) component of NetScreen-Global PRO when establishin
local NetScreen device.

Action Use a different CA certificate.

Message IPSec tunnel on int <interface> with tunnel ID <id_num> received a pa
<src_ip_addr>-><dst_ip_addr>/<pckt_len>, { ESP | AH }, SPI <numbe

Meaning The local NetScreen device received a packet with an incorrect securi
through the IPSec tunnel with the specified ID number (in hexadecima
interface. The message indicates the source and destination IP addres
the packet length (in bytes). The packet was either formatted for the E
(ESP) or Authentication Header (AH) protocol, and had the specified S
number—both in hexadecimal notation. The NetScreen device droppe
VPN configuration for the source IP address and Initial Contact notific
Initial Contact Notify message to that address.

Note: By default, when the NetScreen device detects multiple packets
message appears in the log once every 10 seconds per tunnel. If you w
a log entry for every detected packet with a bad SPI number, enter the
command; however, Juniper Networks does not recommend this beca
excessive.

Action If the problem persists, notify the admin of the remote peer gateway.
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<number>! From <src_ip_addr> to 
er2>.

t the specified interface through 
n). The message indicates the 
e packet length (in bytes). The 

SP) or Authentication Header (AH) 
—both in hexadecimal notation.

ackets on a VPN tunnel, this 
etScreen device to make a log 
ike command; however, Juniper 
excessive.

ck, the NetScreen device has 
pect that it is not an attack, 
 performing a traceroute to 
ect where the packet duplicates 
et, this approach is probably not 
���
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Message Replay packet detected on IPSec tunnel on <interface> with tunnel ID 
<dst_ip_addr>/<pckt_len>, { ESP | AH }, SPI <number1>, SEQ <numb

Meaning The NetScreen device detected and rejected a replay packet arriving a
the IPSec tunnel with the specified ID number (in hexadecimal notatio
source and destination IP addresses of the outer packet header and th
packet was either formatted for the Encapsulating Security Payload (E
protocol, and had the specified SPI number and the sequence number

Note: By default, when the NetScreen device detects multiple replay p
message appears in the log once every 10 seconds. If you want the N
entry for every detected replay packet, enter the set firewall log-self 
Networks does not recommend this because the logging can become 

Action This message might indicate an attack or a network loop. If it is an atta
successfully blocked it, and you need take no further action. If you sus
investigate the network for a network loop. For example, you might try
determine the nodes along the data path, and then use a sniffer to det
itself. If the data path flows through a public network such as the Intern
possible, but other options might be available.
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 ID <string> has been { added | 

 remote IKE gateway.

ith ID [default peer id]”. When a 
 peer’s IP address. When 
lly-qualified domain name (FQDN).

roup { 0 | 1 | 2 | 5 }, ESP { NULL | 
-1 }, and lifetime <number> has 

dified at least one of the following 

S) encryption algorithm

yption Standard (AES) 
rithm

eader (auth) protocol

t version 5 (MD5) hash 

gorithm-1 (SHA-1) hash 

r in seconds, minutes, 
���
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Message Gateway <name_str> at <ip_addr> in { Main | Aggressive } mode with
modified | deleted }

Meaning An admin has added, modified the settings for, or deleted the specified

Note: If no peer IKE ID was set for the gateway, the message states “w
preshared key is used for authentication, the default peer IKE ID is the
certificates are used for authentication, the default peer IKE ID is its fu

Action No recommended action

Message P1 proposal <name_str> with { Preshared | RSA-sig | DSA-sig }, DH g
DES | 3DES | AES128 | AES192 | AES256 }, auth { NULL | MD5 | SHA
been { added | modified | deleted }.

Meaning An admin has added or deleted the specified Phase 1 proposal, or mo
Phase 1 proposal attributes:

Action No recommended action

• Preshared Key

• RSA signature

• DSA signature

• Diffie-Hellman group 1, 2, or 5

Note: “DH group 0” indicates that a DH 
group is not employed because the proposal 
does not contain Perfect Forwarding 
Secrecy (PFS).

• Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) 
protocol

• Data Encryption Standard (DES) encryption 
algorithm

• Triple DES (3DE

• Advanced Encr
encryption algo

• Authentication H

• Message Diges
algorithm

• Secure Hash Al
algorithm

• Lifetime (numbe
hours, or days)
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c { NULL | DES | 3DES | AES128 
ber> sec/<number> KB) has been 

dified at least one of the following 

ressive | Main } mode.

r Aggressive mode or Main mode 
_addr2>).

S) encryption algorithm

yption Standard (AES) 
rithm

t version 5 (MD5) hash 

gorithm-1 (SHA-1) hash 

er in seconds, minutes, 
and number in kilobytes
���
�����������	����������� �		!"��#�"���$�������%�
&�
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Message P2 proposal <name_str> with DH group { 0 | 1 | 2 | 5 }, { AH | ESP }, en
| AES192 | AES256 }, auth { NULL | MD5 | SHA-1 }, and lifetime (<num
{ added | modified | deleted }.

Meaning An admin has added or deleted the specified Phase 1 proposal, or mo
attributes:

Action No recommended action

Message IKE <ip_addr1> >> <ip_addr2> Phase 1: Initiated negotiations in { Agg

Meaning The local NetScreen device has initiated Phase 1 negotiations in eithe
from the the outgoing interface (<ip_addr1>) to the specified peer (<ip

Action No recommended action

• Diffie-Hellman group 1, 2, or 5

Note: “DH group 0” indicates that a DH 
group is not employed because the proposal 
does not contain Perfect Forwarding 
Secrecy (PFS).

• Authentication Header (AH) protocol

• Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) 
protocol

• DSA signature

• Data Encryption Standard (DES) encryption 
algorithm

• Triple DES (3DE

• Advanced Encr
encryption algo

• Message Diges
algorithm

• Secure Hash Al
algorithm

• Lifetime—numb
hours, or days; 
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negotiations.

otiations in either Main or 
as begun its response.

 the local NetScreen device noted 
sk exists.

se 1 negotiations are completed.

ations with a <number>-second 

sfully completed Phase 1 
f the Phase 1 security association 
���
�����������	����������� �		!"��#�"���$�������%�
&�

Message IKE <ip_addr> Phase 1: Responder starts { Main | Aggressive } mode 

Meaning The remote peer at the specified IP address has initiated Phase 1 neg
Aggressive mode, and the local NetScreen device (the “Responder”) h

Action No recommended action

Message IKE <ip_addr>: The initial contact task is already in the task list. 

Meaning Before adding the initial contact task to the task list, the IKE module in
that the task was already in the task list. This can occur if a pending ta

The device sends the initial contact notification message after the Pha

Action No recommended action

Message IKE <ip_addr> Phase 1: Completed { Aggressive | Main } mode negoti
lifetime.

Meaning The NetScreen device and the specified remote gateway have succes
negotiations in either Aggressive mode or Main mode with the lifetime o
(SA) defined in seconds.

Action No recommended action
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sfully completed Phase 1 

ed within 5 seconds after the first.

the peer at the specified address 
second initial packet.

 the local logs and request the 
ifficulty in completing the Phase 1 

re currently <number1> 

 peer at the specified address 

ght be lower.
���
�����������	����������� �		!"��#�"���$�������%�
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Message IKE <ip_addr> Phase 1: Completed for user <name_str>.

Meaning The NetScreen device and the specified remote IKE user have succes
negotiations.

Action No recommended action

Message IKE <ip_addr> Phase 1: Discarded a second initial packet, which arriv

Meaning The local NetScreen device received two initial Phase 1 packets from 
within a five-second interval. As a result, the local device dropped the 

Action Verify if the packets came from a legitimate peer gateway. If so, check
remote gateway admin to check his logs to uncover the cause of the d
negotiations.

Message IKE <ip_addr> Phase 1: Discarded peer’s P1 request because there a
sessions--max is <number2>.

Meaning The local NetScreen device rejected an initial Phase 1 packet from the
because the number of concurrent sessions was too high.

Action The peer can try again at a later time when the number of sessions mi
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 2 negotiations to the specified 

st message [ from user 

h sent the first message for Phase 

st the transmission of an initial 

ifth message (when the device is 
ode message exchanges. When 
otiations are completed.
���
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Message IKE <ip_addr> Phase 2: Initiated negotiations.

Meaning The local NetScreen device has sent the initial message for IKE Phase
peer.

Action No recommended action

Message IKE <ip_addr> Phase 2 msg ID <id_num>: Responded to the peer’s fir
<name_str> ].

Meaning The local NetScreen device has responded to the specified peer, whic
2 IKE negotiations.

Action No recommended action

Message IKE <ip_addr>: Added the initial contact task to the task list.

Meaning The IKE module in the local NetScreen device has added to the task li
contact notification message for the Phase 1 SA being negotiated.

The device sends the initial contact notification message in either the f
the initiator) or the sixth message (when it is the responder) of Main m
using Aggressive mode, it sends the notification after the Phase 1 neg

Action No recommended action
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d a Phase 2 negotiation task to its 
 the specified peer.

 tasks that the Phase 1 security 
erform Phase 2 negotiations. If 
other Phase 2 SA request to the 
 to its task list, it will discover that 
ate.

 completed.

tart a Phase 2 session with the 

th SPI <number1>, tunnel ID 

ssion with the specified peer. The 
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Message IKE <ip_addr>: Phase 2 negotiation request is already in the task list. 

Meaning The IKE module in the local NetScreen device, when attempting to ad
task list, discovered that the list already contained an identical task for

When beginning Phase 1 negotiations, the NetScreen device adds the
association (SA) must do to its Phase 1 task list. One such task is to p
Phase 1 negotiations progress too slowly, local traffic might initiate an
IKE module. If so, before the NetScreen device adds the Phase 2 task
an identical task is already in the list and refrain from adding the duplic

Action Check if the IKE Phase 1 negotiations with that peer have successfully

Message IKE <ip_addr>: Added Phase 2 session tasks to the task list. 

Meaning The IKE module in the local NetScreen device has added the task to s
specified peer to the task list for the Phase 1 SA being negotiated.

Action No recommended action

Message IKE <ip_addr> Phase 2 msg ID <number>: Completed negotiations wi
<number2>, and lifetime <number3> sec/<number> KB.

Meaning The local NetScreen device has successfully negotiated a Phase 2 se
Phase 2 session consists of the specified attributes.

Action No recommended action
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_str>.

sfully completed Phase 2 

 <number>.

ved a transaction exchange 
g TRNXTN_XCHG payload types: 

 <ip_addr2:port_num2>. Cookies: 

rface from the specified source IP 
s and port number. The message 

r (<string2>) involved in the IKE 

ch logging through the set firewall 
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Message IKE <ip_addr> Phase 2 msg ID <number>: Completed for user <name

Meaning The NetScreen device and the specified remote IKE user have succes
negotiations.

Action No recommended action

Message IKE <ip_addr>: Received a TRNXTN_XCHG packet with payload type

Meaning After Phase 1 negotiations are completed, the NetScreen device recei
(TRNXTN_XCHG) packet with a number indicating one of the followin
request, reply, set, ack.

Action No recommended action

Message Received an IKE packet on <interface> from <ip_addr1:port_num1> to
<string1>, <string2>.

Meaning The NetScreen device has received an IKE packet on the indicated inte
address and port number bound for the specified destination IP addres
also includes the cookies for the initiator (<string1>) and the responde
negotiation process.

The NetScreen device logs this information if an admin has enabled su
log-self ike  command.

Action No recommended action
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 to <dst_ip_addr>:<dst_port>, with 

t is one of the following:

 preexisting session from the 

o KE payload for PFS

does not support the ID payload 
>, <id_num>

es not have an application SA 

figuration was found for the 
E ID type: { IP Address, 1 | 
-FQDN, 3 | ASN1_DN, 9 }

sed did not match the exchange 
ted: <value>

d responder cookie does not 

nt a duplicate message

ayload was missing

e modes did not match

ed an unsupported exchange 
ber>

ed an invalid IKE header format. 
th: <number>

nt a nonexistent cookie pair

nt a malformed payload: 
umber>
���
�����������	����������� �		!"��#�"���$�������%�
&�

Message Rejected an IKE packet on <interface> from <src_ip_addr>:<src_port>
cookies <string1> and <string2> because <reason>

where the <reason> that the NetScreen device rejected the IKE packe

1. an initial Phase 1 packet arrived from an 
unrecognized peer gateway.

2. there were no acceptable { Phase 1 | 
Phase 2 } proposals

3. no VPN tunnels reference the gateway 
<name_str>

4. the peer sent the incorrect IKE ID payload 
type: { IP Address | FQDN | U-FQDN | 
ASN1_DN }

5. the peer sent the incorrect IKE ID payload: 
<string>

6. the peer sent a packet with a message ID 
before Phase 1 authentication was done

7. an { encrypted | unencrypted } packet 
unexpectedly arrived

8. Phase 1 negotiations failed. (The preshared 
keys might not match.)

9. the IKE { INFO | QM | Transaction } 
exchange mode hash payload was invalid

10. a Phase 2 packet arrived while XAuth was 
still pending

11. the peer did not send a proxy ID

12. the peer sent a proxy ID that did not match 
the one in the SA config

13. there was a
same peer

14. there was n

15. NetScreen 
type: <string

16. the VPN do
configured

17. no user con
received IK
FQDN, 2 | U

18. the format u
mode indica

19. the specifie
exist.

20. the peer se

21. a required p

22. the exchang

23. the peer us
mode: <num

24. the peer us
Packet leng

25. the peer se

26. the peer se
<string>, <n
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ed interface from the specified 
 IP address and port number. The 

 responder (<string2>) involved in 

e packet. An explanation of each 
ar in this message—each one 
llowed by its corresponding action:

packet from a source that was not 

ould be an IKE peer, check the 
he VPN configuration there.

ase 1 or Phase 2 proposals that 

al configuration to accept at least 
tact the remote peer’s admin and 
e at least one mutually acceptable 

 for which there was a gateway 
PN tunnel configuration.

acket came from a legitimate peer. 
t that end as well.

n error when sending a reply to 

ket length was inconsistent
���
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&�

Meaning 
and 
Action

The NetScreen device rejected the IKE packet that arrived on the nam
source IP address and port number bound for the specified destination
message also includes the cookies for the initiator (<string1>) and the
the IKE negotiation process.

This message includes a reason why the NetScreen device rejected th
reason follows. Because of the large number of reasons that can appe
requiring you to take a different action—each reason is immediately fo

1. Meaning: The NetScreen device received an initial IKE Phase 1 
one of its IKE peers.

Action: If you suspect that the packet came from a source that sh
local VPN configuration, and contact the remote admin to check t

2. Meaning: The NetScreen device did not accept any of the IKE Ph
the specified IKE peer sent.

Action: Check the local VPN configuration. Either change the loc
one of the remote peer’s Phase 1 and Phase 2 proposals, or con
arrange for the IKE configurations at both ends of the tunnel to us
Phase 1 and Phase 2 proposal.

3. Meaning: The NetScreen device received a packet from a source
configuration; however, that gateway was not referenced in any V

Action: Review the local VPN configurations to determine if the p
Also, contact the remote admin to check the VPN configuration a

27. there was an error when processing the 
payload <string>, <number>

28. the notify message was in clear text: 
<string>, <number>

29. there was a
the socket

30. the IKE pac
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 type than what the NetScreen 
pes:

juniper.net

_DN), such as cn=ns100, ou=eng, 

cal configuration to match the IKE 
him to use an IKE ID payload type 

the NetScreen device expected.

cal configuration to match the IKE 
 for him to send an IKE ID payload 

ified IKE peer sent a packet with a 

te peer sends does not reach the 
ly disregard this message. 
, and contact the peer to 

r any reason why the NetScreen 
ffic or high CPU usage.

r In cipher text (encrypted ) when 

tion. If the configuration is valid, 
nd the local NetScreen device, 
t conform to the RFCs.
���
�����������	����������� �		!"��#�"���$�������%�
&�

Meaning 
and 
Action

4. Meaning: The specified IKE peer used a different IKE ID payload
device expected. NetScreen supports the following four IKE ID ty

• IP address, such as 209.157.66.170

• Fully qualified domain name (FQDN), such as www.juniper.net

• User’s fully qualified domain name (U-FQDN), such as jsmith@

• Abstract Syntax Notation, version 1, distinguished name (ASN1
o=juniper, l=santa clara, s=ca, c=us

Action: Review the local VPN configuration. Either change the lo
ID type sent, or contact the remote peer’s admin and arrange for 
that is mutually acceptable to you both.

5. Meaning: An IKE peer sent a different IKE ID payload than what 

Action: Review the local VPN configuration. Either change the lo
ID payload sent, or contact the remote peer’s admin and arrange
that is mutually acceptable to you both.

6. Meaning: Before Phase 1 negotiations were completed, the spec
message ID, which is only used during Phase 2 negotiations.

Action: This can happen if the last Phase 1 packet that the remo
local NetScreen device. If this event occurred once, you can safe
However, if this occurs repeatedly, investigate the problem locally
investigate the problem at that end. When investigating, check fo
device might repeatedly drop packets, such as heavy network tra

7. Meaning: The NetScreen device received a packet that was eithe
it expected it to be in clear text (unencrypted) or vice versa.

Action: Ask the remote peer’s admin to check his VPN configura
there might be a compatibility issue between the remote device a
possibly because the remote peer’s VPN implementation does no
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because the preshared keys were 

 admin to review his configuration. 
me preshared key. (Mismatched 
essage.)

 NetScreen device at a central site 
ed key on the fly. For details, refer 
enOS Reference Guide.

, or Transaction exchange mode 
e integrity of the data. 

ttack or a VPN implementation at 
 an attack, the NetScreen device 
 take no further action. If it is an 

tuation.

d IKE peer sent a Phase 2 packet. 

 peer sends does not reach the 
ly disregard this message. 
, and contact the peer to 

r any reason why the NetScreen 
ffic or high CPU usage.

evice and the local NetScreen 
 does not conform to the 
en does.

e 2 negotiations.

re that there is a proxy ID for this 
���
�����������	����������� �		!"��#�"���$�������%�
&�

Meaning 
and 
Action

8. Meaning: IKE Phase 1 negotiations were unsuccessful, possibly 
different.

Action: Review the local configuration and ask the remote peer’s
In particular, confirm that both ends of the tunnel are using the sa
preshared keys are a common cause for the occurrence of this m

Note that Group IKE IDs use a preshared key seed value that the
combines with the remote peer’s full IKE ID to generate a preshar
to volume 5 “VPNs” in the NetScreen Concepts & Examples Scre

9. Meaning: The hash payload for the IKE INFO, Quick mode (QM)
was invalid. Negotiating entities use the hash payload to verify th

Action: The occurrence of this event might indicate a deliberate a
the remote site that does not conform to IKE-related RFCs. If it is
has successfully deflected it by rejecting the packet and you need
implementation issue, contact the remote admin to discuss the si

10. Meaning: Before the XAuth operation had completed, the specifie
(XAuth must be finished before Phase 2 can start.)

Action: This can happen if the last XAuth packet that the remote
local NetScreen device. If this event occurred once, you can safe
However, if this occurs repeatedly, investigate the problem locally
investigate the problem at that end. When investigating, check fo
device might repeatedly drop packets, such as heavy network tra

Alternatively, there be a compatibility issue between the remote d
device, possibly because the remote peer’s VPN implementation
IKE-related RFCs or interprets the RFCs differently than NetScre

11. Meaning: The specified peer did not send a proxy ID during Phas

Action: Ask the remote admin to check the configuration to ensu
VPN tunnel.
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otiations, but it did not match the 

tes match exactly by checking the 
e VPN configuration at that end.

ess when the peer sent this packet 

 for Phase 2, the IKE peer did not 
 key.

 implementation at the remote site 
tion issue, contact the remote 

 payload types, which NetScreen 
pe value—see RFC 2407:

t NetScreen supports:

nge>, 8

>, 10
���
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Meaning 
and 
Action

12. Meaning: The specified peer sent a proxy ID during Phase 2 neg
proxy ID in the security association (SA) configuration.

Action: Ensure that the proxy IDs at both the local and remote si
local VPN configuration and asking the remote admin to check th

13. Meaning: A session from the same IKE peer was already in progr
during Phase 2 negotiations.

Action: No recommended action

14. Meaning: Although Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS) was specified
send a Key Exchange (KE) payload to start negotiations for a new

Action: The occurrence of this event might indicate that the VPN
that does not conform to IKE-related RFCs. If it is an implementa
admin to discuss the situation.

15. Meaning: The specified IKE peer sent one of the following IKE ID
does not support. The ID payload content is followed by the ID ty

Action: Ask the remote admin to use one of the IKE ID types tha

• IP address (ID type 1)

• Fully qualified domain name (2)

• User’s fully qualified domain name (3)

• Abstract Syntax Notation, version 1, distinguished name (9)

• <ipv4_addr_subnet>, 4

• <ipv6_addr>, 5

• <ipv6_addr_subnet>, 6

• <ipv4_addr_range>, 7

• <ipv6_addr_ra

• <der_asn1_gn

• <key_id>, 11
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 remote IKE gateway and a VPN 
nced in a policy—for a 
sed VPN. Consequently, the 
is tunnel.

nel in a policy or bind it to a tunnel 
ely.

 a remote IKE user but was unable 
sage includes the IKE ID type and 

ocal configuration is correct, 
at he sends. If the local 
he local configuration. (Note: If no 
e default IKE ID. If this is the case, 
rce IP address of the packet.)

if an admin has enabled such 

ve mode—requires a different 

te the cause of this behavior. The 
the required format.
���
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Meaning 
and 
Action

16. Meaning: The NetScreen device has a valid configuration for the
tunnel referencing that gateway. However, the tunnel is not refere
policy-based VPN—or bound to a tunnel interface—for a route-ba
NetScreen device does not have a security association (SA) for th

Action: Check the configuration, and either reference the VPN tun
interface for a policy-based VPN or a route-based VPN respectiv

17. Meaning: The NetScreen device received a Phase 1 packet from
to find a configuration using the IKE ID that the user sent. The mes
value that the remote user sent:

• IP Address, 1

• FQDN, 2

• U-FQDN, 3

• ASN1_DN, 9

Action: Check the configuration on the NetScreen device. If the l
instruct the remote user to change the IKE ID type and content th
configuration is incorrect, change the IKE ID type and content in t
IKE ID is specified in the configuration, the IP address becomes th
check that the IP address of the remote gateway matches the sou

The NetScreen device logs messages with the following reasons only 
logging through the set firewall log-self ike command:

18. Meaning: The exchange mode—such as Main mode or Aggressi
packet format than what the NetScreen device received.

Action: Contact the remote peer’s admin and ask him to investiga
peer used the correct exchange mode, but the packet was not in 
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ice received during Phase 1 or 2 

device, the remote peer might still 
 cleared it from its cache. If that is 

 case, this message might indicate 
ate IKE peer in an attempt to 
the NetScreen device has 
e no further action. If it is an 
tuation.

 from the specified source IP 

s expecting a packet from the local 
 received a packet if it was lost in 
eavy traffic conditions at either or 
ceives retransmitted packets from 

vestigation.

e rejected packet. For information 

tion. If the configuration is valid, 
nd the local NetScreen device, 
t conform to the IKE-related RFCs.

ge mode after beginning the 

ttack or a VPN implementation at 
 an attack, the NetScreen device 
 take no further action. If it is an 

tuation.
���
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Meaning 
and 
Action

19. Meaning: The specified responder cookie that the NetScreen dev
did not match the responder cookie that the peer sent previously.

Action: If this event occurred after resetting the local NetScreen 
have been using a cookie pair that existed before the local device
the case, you can safely disregard this message. If this is not the
an attack from someone spoofing the source address of a legitim
uncover a weakness in the ScreenOS firmware. If it is an attack, 
successfully deflected it by rejecting the packet and you need tak
implementation issue, contact the remote admin to discuss the si

20. Meaning: The NetScreen device received a retransmitted packet
address.

Action: This message might appear because the remote peer wa
NetScreen device that it never received. The peer might not have
transit, dropped by the peer while processing it, or if there were h
both ends of the tunnel. If the local NetScreen device frequently re
the same address, consider the above possibilities during your in

21. Meaning: At least one required IKE payload was missing from th
regarding the required payloads, refer to RFC 2407.

Action: Ask the remote peer’s admin to check his VPN configura
there might be a compatibility issue between the remote device a
possibly because the remote peer’s VPN implementation does no

22. Meaning: The remote entity sent a packet for one type of exchan
exchange with another type.

Action: The occurrence of this event might indicate a deliberate a
the remote site that does not conform to IKE-related RFCs. If it is
has successfully deflected it by rejecting the packet and you need
implementation issue, contact the remote admin to discuss the si
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hange mode (indicated by its type 
al NetScreen device does not 
s:

 ID value: 2

tion); type ID value: 4

he exchange modes that 

g UDP port 500, but the IKE 
SAKMP header format, refer to 
em packet when troubleshooting.

rt 500 for a service other than IKE. 
onfiguration. (You can determine 
erican Registry of Internet 
kup on the address.)

 that was not previously in use.

device, the remote peer might still 
 cleared it from its cache. If that is 

 case, this message might indicate 
ate IKE peer in an attempt to 
the NetScreen device has 
e no further action. If it is an 
tuation.
���
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Meaning 
and 
Action

23. Meaning: The specified IKE peer attempted to use the type of exc
ID value) to perform Phase 1 or Phase 2 negotiations, but the loc
support it. NetScreen supports the following exchange mode type

• Main mode (Phase 1 negotiations with identity protection); type

• Aggressive mode (Phase 1 negotiations without identity protec

• Informational mode (for Notify messages); type ID value: 5

• Transaction Exchange (for XAuth); type ID value: 6

• Quick mode (Phase 2 negotiations); type ID value: 32

Action: Contact the IKE peer and arrange for him to use one of t
NetScreen supports.

24. Meaning: The host at the specified IP address sent a packet usin
header format was invalid. For information regarding the proper I
RFC 2408. The packet length is provided to help locate the probl

Action: The host at the source IP address might be using UDP po
Contact the owner of that IP address and ask him to change his c
the owner of an IP address by checking a service such as the Am
Numbers (ARIN) in the United States and performing a Whois loo

25. Meaning: The host at the specified IP address sent a cookie pair

Action: If this event occurred after resetting the local NetScreen 
have been using a cookie pair that existed before the local device
the case, you can safely disregard this message. If this is not the
an attack from someone spoofing the source address of a legitim
uncover a weakness in the ScreenOS firmware. If it is an attack, 
successfully deflected it by rejecting the packet and you need tak
implementation issue, contact the remote admin to discuss the si
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ormed payload for one of the 
r to RCF 2408):

ttack or a VPN implementation at 
 an attack, the NetScreen device 
 take no further action. If it is an 

tuation.

essing one of the following 

e of processing error might occur. 
t be that the payload type was 
 that does not conform to 

ASH) – 8

e (SIG) – 9

ONCE) – 10

on (N) – 11

) – 12

D (VID) – 13

ASH) – 8

e (SIG) – 9

ONCE) – 10

on (N) – 11

) – 12

D (VID) – 13
���
�����������	����������� �		!"��#�"���$�������%�
&�

Meaning 
and 
Action

26. Meaning: The specified IKE peer sent a packet containing a malf
following types (for information on ISAKMP payload formats, refe

Action: The occurrence of this event might indicate a deliberate a
the remote site that does not conform to IKE-related RFCs. If it is
has successfully deflected it by rejecting the packet and you need
implementation issue, contact the remote admin to discuss the si

27. Meaning: The NetScreen device encountered an error when proc
payload types:

Action: First, check memory usage. If it is unusually high, this typ
If memory usage does not appear to be the problem, then it migh
incompatible and that the VPN implementation at the remote site
IKE-related RFCs.

• Security Association (SA) – 1

• Proposal (P) – 2

• Transform (T) – 3

• Key Exchange (KE) – 4

• Identification (ID) – 5

• Certificate (CERT) – 6

• Certificate Request (CR) – 7

• Hash (H

• Signatur

• Nonce (N

• Notificati

• Delete (D

• Vendor I

• Security Association (SA) – 1

• Proposal (P) – 2

• Transform (T) – 3

• Key Exchange (KE) – 4

• Identification (ID) – 5

• Certificate (CERT) – 6

• Certificate Request (CR) – 7

• Hash (H

• Signatur

• Nonce (N

• Notificati

• Delete (D

• Vendor I
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owing notify messages in clear 
.

tion. If the configuration is valid, 
nd the local NetScreen device, 
t conform to the RFCs.

46

ion 47

n 48

g 49

50

ted 51

y 52

tion 53

d 54

55

56

57

ble 58

nge type 59

ngths 60

24577

24578
���
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Meaning 
and 
Action

28. Meaning: The specified IKE peer erroneously sent one of the foll
text. Note that the notify message type is followed by its ID value

Error Types

Status Types

Action: Ask the remote peer’s admin to check his VPN configura
there might be a compatibility issue between the remote device a
possibly because the remote peer’s VPN implementation does no

Invalid payload type 31

DOI not supported 32

Situation not supported 33

Invalid cookie 34

Invalid major version 35

Invalid minor version 36

Invalid exchange type 37

Invalid flags 38

Invalid message ID 39

Invalid protocol ID 40

Invalid SPI 41

Invalid transform ID 42

Attributes not supported 43

No proposal chosen 44

Bad proposal syntax 45

Payload malformed

Invalid key informat

Invalid ID informatio

Invalid cert encodin

Invalid certificate

Cert type unsuppor

Invalid cert authorit

Invalid hash informa

Authentication faile

Invalid signature

Address notification

Notify SA lifetime

Certificate unavaila

Unsupported excha

Unequal payload le

Connected 16384

Responder lifetime 24576

Replay status

Initial contact
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ding a reply to the socket.

r routing problem, check network 

t whose stated length did not 

th might have been in conflict 
dified in transit. If this event 
ancies in subsequent packets from 
blem persists, ask the peer to 
ssible, at other points along the 
 from the actual packet length.

 user with the specified ID.

 failed.

cified peer has failed. The session 

 to consult the event log on the 
���
�����������	����������� �		!"��#�"���$�������%�
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Meaning 
and 
Action

29. Meaning: The NetScreen device encountered an error when sen

Action: Because this message typically results from a network o
connectivity and route tables.

30. Meaning: The host at the specified IP address sent an IKE packe
match its actual length.

Action: The packet length stated in the header and its actual leng
when the remote host initially created it, or it might have been mo
occurred only once and there are no further packet-length discrep
that IP address, you can safely disregard this message. If the pro
resend the packet and use a sniffer at the remote site—and, if po
data path—to determine where the stated packet length diverges

Message IKE: User <name_str> with ID <number> requested a connection.

Meaning The NetScreen device has received a connection request from the IKE

Action No recommended action

Message IKE <ip_addr> Phase 1: { Aggressive | Main } mode negotiations have

Meaning The Phase 1 session initiated by the local NetScreen device to the spe
was in either Main mode or Aggressive mode.

Action Check the event log on the local device and request the remote admin
remote device to determine the cause of the failure.
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.

 the remote IKE user to check the 

ions failed.

osals sent by the specified IKE 

min of the remote peer and 
th peers participate in the next 
���
�����������	����������� �		!"��#�"���$�������%�
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Message IKE <ip_addr> Phase 1: Negotiations have failed for user <name_str>

Meaning The Phase 1 negotiations have failed for the specified IKE user.

Action Check the event log and configuration on the local device and request
configuration on the VPN client to determine the cause of the failure.

Message IKE <ip_addr> Phase { 1 | 2 }: Rejected proposals from peer. Negotiat

Meaning The local NetScreen device has rejected the Phase 1 or Phase 2 prop
peer.

Action To see the local and remote peers’ Phase 1 proposals, contact the ad
compare configurations, or enter the following CLI commands when bo
Phase 1 negotiation:

debug ike detail

clear dbuf

get dbuf stream

Check that at least one of the Phase 1 proposals for both peers match

To stop the debugger, press the ESCAPE key.
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r gateway <ip_addr> has a 

ich has a dynamically assigned IP 
 for the Phase 1 negotiations.

ed with a peer at a dynamically 

ty, or select Aggressive mode for 

ailed attempts) during Phase 1 
as not received a response.

ote peer after the first 10 failed 
 either succeeds at contacting the 

ateway admin to consult the log to 
ice did not respond.
���
�����������	����������� �		!"��#�"���$�������%�
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Message IKE <ip_addr> Phase 1: Cannot use a preshared key because the pee
dynamic IP address and negotiations are in Main mode.

Meaning When configuring an IPSec tunnel to the specified remote gateway, wh
address, an admin specified a preshared key and selected Main mode

Authentication via preshared key is not allowed when Main mode is us
assigned IP address.

Action Reconfigure the VPN using a certificate to authenticate the remote par
use with preshared key authentication.

Message IKE <ip_addr> Phase 1: Retransmission limit has been reached.

Meaning The local NetScreen device has reached the retransmission limit (10 f
negotiations with the specified remote peer because the local device h

Note: If the local device continues receiving outbound traffic for the rem
attempts, it makes another 10 attempts, and continues to do so until it
remote gateway or it no longer receives traffic bound for that gateway.

Action Verify network connectivity to the peer gateway. Request the remote g
determine if the connection requests reached it and, if so, why the dev
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limit has elapsed. 
ID <id_num>) }

ith the specified remote peer 
hase 2—has elapsed.

e is for internal use only.

nd request the remote gateway 
 out before completion.

 to a simultaneous rekey.

or the specified IKE gateway 
 at the same time.

 initiator provides, and one that the 

 her log for possible causes.
���
�����������	����������� �		!"��#�"���$�������%�
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Message IKE <ip_addr> Phase { 1 | 2 }: Aborted negotiations because the time 
{ (<p1_state_mask/p1_state>) | (<p1_state_mask/p1_state>, session 

Meaning The NetScreen device has aborted Phase 1 or Phase 2 negotiations w
because the time limit—60 seconds for Phase 1 and 40 seconds for P

The information that appears in parentheses at the end of the messag

Action Verify network connectivity to the peer gateway. Consult the local log a
admin to consult his or her log to determine why the negotiations timed

Message IKE <ip_addr>: Phase 1 SA (my cookie: <number>) was removed due

Meaning The NetScreen device deleted the Phase 1 security association (SA) f
because both the local device and the remote peer attempted to rekey

Each Phase 1 SA is identified by one of a pair of cookies—one that the
responder provides.

Action No recommended action

Message IKE <ip_addr> Phase 2 msg ID <number>: Negotiations have failed.

Meaning The specified Phase 2 negotiations to the identified peer have failed.

Action Examine the local log and request the remote admin to examine his or
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r user <name_str>.

d.

IKE user to examine the 

pected group <number2> for PFS.

ic keys with Perfect Forward 
ed a different Diffie-Hellman group 
on has failed.

in for the remote peer to change 
or PFS. 

 is not used in any VPN tunnel 

e specified remote gateway 
 VPN tunnel configurations.

ish a VPN. If so, configure a VPN 
���
�����������	����������� �		!"��#�"���$�������%�
&�

Message IKE <ip_addr> Phase 2 msg ID <number>: Negotiations have failed fo

Meaning The specified Phase 2 negotiations to the identified IKE user have faile

Action Examine the local log and VPN configuration, and request the remote 
configuration on his or her VPN client for possible causes.

Message IKE <ip_addr> Phase 2: Received DH group <number1> instead of ex

Meaning While executing a Diffie-Hellman exchange to refresh the cryptograph
Secrecy (PFS) during Phase 2 Messages 1 and 2, the remote peer us
than did the local NetScreen device. Consequently, the Phase 2 sessi

Action Change the Phase 2 configuration on the local peer or request the adm
that configuration so that both employ the same Diffie-Hellman group f

Message IKE <ip_addr>: Dropped packet because remote gateway <name_str>
configurations.

Meaning The local NetScreen device has discarded an IKE packet sent from th
because the local device does not reference that gateway in any of its

Action Verify that the packet came from a peer with whom you want to establ
using that gateway.
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ecified IP address during Phase 1 

ote peer to send the ID type.

 | FQDN <string1> | UFQDN 
QDN <string4> | UFQDN 

 the one that it was configured to 

r.net

such as cn=ns100, ou=eng, 

mote gateway devices.
���
�����������	����������� �		!"��#�"���$�������%�
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Message IKE <ip_addr>: Received incorrect ID payload: ID type mismatch.

Meaning The type of IKE ID that the local peer received from the peer at the sp
negotiations was different than that defined in the configuration.

Action Reconfigure the VPN to accept the different ID type, or request the rem

Message IKE <ip_addr>: Received incorrect ID payload: (IP address <ip_addr1>
<string2> | ASN1_DN <string3>), expecting (IP address <ip_addr2> | F
<string5> | ASN1_DN <string6>).

Meaning The NetScreen device received an incorrect IKE ID payload instead of
receive.

NetScreen supports the following four IKE ID types:

IP address, such as 209.157.66.170

Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN), such as www.juniper.net 

User’s Fully Qualified Domain Name (UFQDN), such as jsmith@junipe

Abstract Syntax Notation, version 1, distinguished name (ASN1_DN), 
o=juniper, l=santa clara, s=ca, c=us

Action Check that the IKE ID configuration is identical on both the local and re
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DN | UFQDN } SubAltName than 

E peer that contained a different 
E ID on the local device.

 NetScreen supports the following 

r.net

 or change the IKE ID in the local 

ot match the ID payload.

E peer that contained a different 

ed of a concatenation of the 
ate. The DN is the identity of the 

 that of the certificate, or use a 
the VPN.
���
�����������	����������� �		!"��#�"���$�������%�
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Message IKE <ip_addr> Phase 1: Cert received has a different { IP address | FQ
expected.

Meaning The local NetScreen device received a certificate from the specified IK
subject alternative name (SubAltName) than was configured as the IK

The SubAltName is an alternative name for the subject of a certificate.
kinds:

IP address, such as 209.157.66.170

Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN), such as www.juniper.net

User’s Fully Qualified Domain Name (UFQDN), such as jsmith@junipe

Action Recommend the peer use a certificate with the expected SubAltName
VPN configuration to match that of the certificate.

Message IKE <ip_addr> Phase 1: Cert received has a subject name that does n

Meaning The local NetScreen device received a certificate from the specified IK
subject than the IKE ID sent by the peer.

The subject of a certificate can be a distinguished name (DN) compos
common name elements listed in the request submitted for that certific
certificate holder.

Action Advise the peer to change the IKE ID in its VPN configuration to match
certificate with a subject name that matches the IKE ID configured for 
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.

sage to the specified remote 
cation message when contacting a 
ice has no previous state with it 

 a bad SPI. 

Sec traffic from the specified peer, 
.

r, if you receive a large number of 
���
�����������	����������� �		!"��#�"���$�������%�
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Message IKE <ip_addr>: Sent initial contact notification to peer to use a new SA

Meaning The local NetScreen device has sent an initial contact notification mes
gateway. After rebooting, the local device sends an initial contact notifi
peer for the first time. The message informs the peer that the local dev
and to delete any existing security associations (SAs).

Action No recommended action

Message IKE <ip_addr>: Sent an initial contact notification message because of

Meaning In response to an invalid security parameters index (SPI) number in IP
the local NetScreen device sent an initial contact notification message

Action Receiving a few messages of this kind during rekey is normal. Howeve
these messages, check the SA status.
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> <type_value> <msg_text>.

the specified Domain of 

error described. For the status 

rmed

rmation

mation

coding

te

pported

thority

formation

 failed

re

ation

me

vailable

xchange type

ad lengths

us

ct
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Message IKE <ip_addr>: Received a notification message for DOI <doi_number

Meaning The device has received one of the following notification messages in 
Interpretation (DOI):

Error Types

Status Types

Action For the error notification messages, take action as appropriate for the 
notification messages, No recommended action is necessary.

31 Invalid payload type

32 DOI not supported

33 Situation not supported

34 Invalid cookie

35 Invalid major version

36 Invalid minor version

37 Invalid exchange type

38 Invalid flags

39 Invalid message ID

40 Invalid protocol ID

41 Invalid SPI

42 Invalid transform ID

43 Attributes not supported

44 No proposal chosen

45 Bad proposal syntax

46 Payload malfo

47 Invalid key info

48 Invalid ID infor

49 Invalid cert en

50 Invalid certifica

51 Cert type unsu

52 Invalid cert au

53 Invalid hash in

54 Authentication

55 Invalid signatu

56 Address notific

57. Notify SA lifeti

58. Certificate una

59. Unsupported e

60. Unequal paylo

16384 Connected

24576 Responder lifetime

24577 Replay stat

24578 Initial conta
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e notification. 

ion message from the specified 
D.

kilobytes. The peers use the 

e { 1 | 2 } SAs.

essage from a peer and removed 

n message, it removes all Phase 1 
se 2 SAs occurs separately, the 

essage.

a peer and removed all IKE Phase 

 Phase 2 SA expires or when the 
, use the CLI command clear sa 
���
�����������	����������� �		!"��#�"���$�������%�
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Message IKE <ip_addr> Phase 2 msg ID <number1>: Received responder lifetim
(<number2> sec/<number> KB)

Meaning The local NetScreen device has received a responder lifetime notificat
peer. The Phase 2 negotiation is identified by the specified message I

The notification includes the Phase 2 SA lifetime in both seconds and 
shortest lifetime defined.

Action No recommended action

Message IKE <ip_addr>: Received initial contact notification and removed Phas

Meaning The local NetScreen device has received an initial contact notification m
all IKE Phase 1 or Phase 2 security associations (SAs) for that peer.

Note: When the NetScreen device receives an initial contact notificatio
and Phase 2 SAs. However, because the removal of Phase 1 and Pha
NetScreen device logs both removals separately.

Action No recommended action

Message IKE <ip_addr>: Removed Phase 2 SAs after receiving a notification m

Meaning The local NetScreen device has received a notification message from 
2 security associations (SAs) for that peer.

A notification to remove Phase 2 SAs can occur when the lifetime of a
peer manually deletes an SA before it expires. (To delete a specific SA
<id_number>. To delete all SAs, use the command clear ike all .)

Action No recommended action
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 in front of the { local | remote } 

 functioning as either an initiator or 
the data path either in front of itself 

IPSec/NAT incompatibilities, see 
 on both IKE participants, IPSec 
PSec header from modification by 
on via the IPSec tunnel—is 

mits it.

KE peer because there was no 

peer, verify that a policy permitting 
���
�����������	����������� �		!"��#�"���$�������%�
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Message IKE <ip_addr> Phase 1: IKE { initiator | responder } has detected NAT
device.

Meaning The local NetScreen device, with NAT-Traversal (NAT-T) enabled and
responder of Phase 1 IKE negotiations, has detected a NAT device in 
or in front of its remote peer.

There are several reasons for IPSec/NAT incompatibility. (For a list of 
draft-ietf-ipsec-nat-reqts-00.txt by Bernard Aboba.) If NAT-T is enabled
packets are encapsulated within UDP packets, protecting the original I
NAT devices. Consequently, packet authentication—and communicati
successful.

Action No recommended action

Message IKE <ip_addr>: Dropped a packet from the peer because no policy per

Meaning The local NetScreen device has dropped a packet from the specified I
policy referencing that peer.

Action If you intend to establish a security association (SA) with the specified 
traffic via that peer exists and is positioned correctly in the policy list.
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y because id-mode was set to IP 

rom the specified peer, it could not 
g was disabled.

 payload when initiating a Phase 2 
 netmask, protocol, and port 
eer cannot use the information in 

 IKE module builds an SA without 

t ike id-mode subnet) and enable 

 been disabled but multiple VPN 

ies for VPN traffic to the specified 
r traffic covered by each policy.

fic to the same gateway exist.
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Message IKE <ip_addr> Phase 2: Received a message but did not check a polic
or policy-checking was disabled.

Meaning When the local NetScreen device received an IKE Phase 2 message f
check for a policy because the id-mode was set to IP or policy-checkin

If the id-mode is set to IP, the remote peer does not send the proxy ID
session. The proxy ID consists of the local end entity’s IP address and
number; and those for the remote end entity. Consequently, the local p
the proxy ID to match the information in a local policy.

If policy-checking is disabled for IKE traffic with the specified peer, the
verifying the policy configuration.

Action Verify if this is intended behavior. If not, set the id-mode to subnet (se
policy-checking (set ike policy-checking).

Message IKE <ip_addr> Phase 2: Negotiations have failed. Policy-checking has
policies to the peer exist.

Meaning An admin has disabled policy-checking although multiple access polic
peer exist. Consequently, the IKE module cannot find the correct SA fo

Note: Policy-checking must be enabled if multiple policies for VPN traf

Action Enable policy-checking or limit one policy per remote gateway.
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Message IKE <ip_addr> Phase 2: No policy exists for the proxy ID received: loc
<protocol>, <port_num>) remote ID (<ip_addr>/<mask>, <protocol>, <

Meaning When the local NetScreen device received an IKE Phase 2 message f
that no policy exists matching the attributes specified in the proxy ID p

Action If you intend to allow IPSec traffic between the specified local and rem
necessary policy.

Message IKE <ip_addr> Phase 1: Received an invalid RSA signature.

Meaning The specified IKE peer has sent an invalid RSA signature in Phase 1 M

Action Request the peer to ensure that the RSA private key used to sign the p
in the certificate.

Message IKE <ip_addr> Phase 1: No private key exists to sign packets.

Meaning The private key needed to create an RSA or DSA signature to authent
specified IKE peer does not exist.

This situation can arise if the following conditions are met:

If the local configuration for the remote gateway specifies a local certif

If there are no local certificates in the certificate store and no local cert
gateway configuration

Action Obtain and load a certificate for use in authenticating IKE packets.
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 to use a preshared key for packet 
nd or third message (Aggressive 
cal device to use a public key (not 

packet; it drops the packet.

ote admin to check if that device 
e attacker is attempting to force 

us signature payloads.

ent by the specified IKE peer.

he public key matching the private 
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o the specified peer through the 
tions (SAs) for both Phase 1 and 

 changed or deleted the tunnel 
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Message IKE <ip_addr> Phase 1: Received an incorrect public key authenticatio

Meaning In the first and second Phase 1 messages, the IKE participants agreed
authentication. Then, in the fifth or sixth message (Main mode) or seco
mode), the remote peer sent a signature payload, which requires the lo
a preshared key) to authenticate the packet.

The NetScreen device, however, does not attempt to authenticate the 

Action Check if the remote peer is a legitimate IKE peer. If so, contact the rem
has malfunctioned. If not, this might be an ineffectual attack in which th
the NetScreen device to consume bandwidth while trying to verify bog

Message IKE <ip_addr> Phase 1: Cannot verify { RSA | DSA } signature.

Meaning The local NetScreen device cannot verify the RSA or DSA signature s

Action Contact the remote admin to check if he or she sent a certificate with t
key used to produce the signature.

Message IKE <ip_addr>: Missing heartbeats have exceeded the threshold. All P
removed.

Meaning The number of IKE heartbeats that the local NetScreen device sends t
IPSec tunnel has exceeded the failure threshold. The security associa
Phase 2 have been removed.

Action Verify network connectivity to the peer gateway. Check if the peer has
configuration or rebooted the remote gateway device.
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Message IKE <ip_addr>: Heartbeats have been lost <number> times. 

Meaning The IKE heartbeats that the local NetScreen device sends to the speci
have been lost the specified number of times.

Action No recommended action

Message IKE <ip_addr>: Changed heartbeat interval to <number>.

Meaning After detecting that the specified peer is using a shorter heartbeat inte
locally, the local device has adjusted its rate of heartbeat transmission

Action No recommended action

Message IKE <ip_addr>: Heartbeats have been disabled because the peer is no

Meaning The local NetScreen device has detected that the specified peer has n
transmission, so the local device has also disabled heartbeat transmis

Both ends of the IPSec tunnel must enable IKE heartbeat transmission
the local peer detects that the remote peer has not enabled this featur
ceases heartbeat transmission

Action No recommended action
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s unable to resolve the name to an 
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Message IKE gateway <name_str> has been enabled. The peer address <hostn
resolved to <ip_addr>.

Meaning When an administrator configured the named IKE gateway with a host
name (FQDN = host name + domain name), the NetScreen device wa
IP address. As a result, the NetScreen device has temporarily disabled

Action Check that the host name or FQDN is correct. Ensure that the NetScre
for DNS service. Also check if the NetScreen device can connect to th
server is responsive to DNS queries.

Message IKE gateway <name_str> has been disabled. The peer address< host
resolved to an IP address.

Meaning When an administrator configured the named IKE gateway with a host
name (FQDN = host name + domain name), the NetScreen device wa
IP address. As a result, the NetScreen device has temporarily disabled

Action Check that the host name or FQDN is correct. Ensure that the NetScre
for DNS service. Also check if the NetScreen device can connect to th
server is responsive to DNS queries.
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 <ip_addr> is already in use by 

 name or a fully-qualified domain 
cessfully resolved the name to an 
 has already used the same IP 
at IKE gateway.

 configurations.

teway <name_str>, username 

ed XAuth user, or the user aborted 
the XAuth user made. The timeout 

e <name_str> at <ip_addr2>.

r she successfully completed it.
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Message IKE gateway< name> has been disabled because the peer IP address
another IKE gateway on interface <interface>.

Meaning When an administrator configured the named IKE gateway with a host
name (FQDN = host name + domain name), the NetScreen device suc
IP address but then discovered that another IKE gateway configuration
address. As a result, the NetScreen device has temporarily disabled th

Action Check that the host name or FQDN is correct. Check the IKE gateway

Message IKE <ip_addr>: XAuth login { was passed | was aborted | failed } for ga
<name_str>, retry: <number> [ timeout <number>]

Meaning The NetScreen device passed or failed the login attempt by the specifi
the attempt. The number of retries indicates how many login attempts 
value only appears in the message for failed login attempts.

Action No recommended action

Message IKE <ip_addr1>: XAuth login expired and was terminated for usernam

Meaning The login operation timed out for the specified XAuth user before he o

The first IP address (<ip_addr1>) is that of the remote gateway. The s
that of the XAuth user. (On a NetScreen-Remote client, the second IP
address.)

Action No recommended action
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Message IKE <ip_addr1>: XAuth login was refreshed for username <name_str>

Meaning The NetScreen device refreshed the login for the specified XAuth user

The first IP address (<ip_addr1>) is that of the remote gateway. The s
that of the XAuth user. (On a NetScreen-Remote client, the second IP
address.)

Action No recommended action

Message IKE <ip_addr1>: XAuth login was terminated because the user logged
<ip_addr3>. Username: <name_str> at <ip_addr2>.

Meaning The NetScreen device terminated one login instance for the specified 
logged in again from a gateway with a different IP address.

The first IP address (<ip_addr1>) in the message is that of the current
address is that of the previous remote gateway (<ip_addr2>). The third
user. (On a NetScreen-Remote client, the second IP address is a virtu

Action No recommended action
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<pol_id_num>, switch to VPN 
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Message IKE <ip_addr>: New SA for VPN ID <tun_id_num1> is up. In policy ID 
ID <tun_id_num2>

Meaning The monitoring device in a redundant VPN group, having established 
targeted device with a higher priority than the currently active target, ha
from tunnel <tun_id_num1> to tunnel <tun_id_num2>. The IP address
gateway to which the VPN traffic has been redirected. The policy ID nu
references this particular redundant VPN group.

Action No recommended action

Message  IKE <ip_addr>: An SA for VPN ID <tun_id_num1> with a higher weigh
ID <tun_id_num2> in policy ID <pol_id_num>

Meaning The monitoring device in a redundant VPN group, having established 
targeted device with a higher weight (priority) than the currently active
from tunnel <tun_id_num2> to tunnel <tun_id_num1>. The IP address
gateway to which the VPN traffic has been redirected. The policy ID nu
references this particular redundant VPN group.

Action No recommended action
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The following messages relate to interface configurations.
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Message Failover to secondary untrust interface occurred.

Meaning The primary interface in a redundant interface failed, and the seconda
of traffic. (The redundant interface is bound to the Untrust zone.)

Action Check the primary physical interface for disconnection.

Message Recovery to primary untrust interface occurred.

Meaning The primary interface in a redundant interface returned to operation, a
of traffic. (The redundant interface is bound to the Untrust zone.)

Action No recommended action

Message Interface <interface> IP address { cannot | can } be used to manage th

Meaning An admin successfully or unsuccessfully specified an IP address to ac
device (with the WebUI management application).

Action Find out what the manage-ip address is for the interface. (This addres
the interface IP address.)
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Message Interface <interface> holddown time interval has been set to <number

Meaning An admin changed the holddown time interval for a physical interface.

The holddown time interval determines how long the NetScreen device
actions:

• Switching traffic to the backup interface, when the primary interface

• Switching traffic from the backup interface to the primary interface, w
becomes available again.

The default holddown interval is 30 seconds.

Action No recommended action

Message Interface <interface> has been { added to | removed from } redundant 

Meaning An admin added or removed an interface in the specified redundant in

Action No recommended action

Message Interface <interface> has been { added to | removed from } aggregate 

Meaning An admin added or removed an interface in an aggregate interface. An
two or more physical interfaces, each of which shares the traffic load d
aggregate interface. An aggregate interface increases the amount of b
address. Also, if one member of an aggregate interface fails, other me
traffic.

Action No recommended action
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Message Interface <interface> has been { added to | removed from} shared inte

Meaning An admin added or removed an interface to (or from) a shared interfac
interface shared between systems (vsys or root). For an interface to be
the root level and bind it to a shared zone in a shared virtual router. Fo
predefined untrust-vr is a shared virtual router, and the predefined Unt
Consequently, a vsys can share any root-level physical interface, subi
aggregate interface that you bind to the Untrust zone.

Action No recommended action

Message Interface <interface> IP has been changed from <ip_addr1> to <ip_ad

Meaning An admin has changed the IP address for the specified interface.

Action No recommended action

Message Interface <interface> netmask has been changed from <mask1> to <m

Meaning An admin has changed the netmask for the specified interface.

Action No recommended action

Message Interface <interface> gateway IP has been changed from <ip_addr1> 

Meaning An admin has changed the IP address of the gateway for the specified

Action No recommended action
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Message Interface <interface> operational mode has been changed to [ NAT | R

Meaning An admin has changed the operational mode for the specified interfac

Action Check access policy configurations to ensure that they function proper

Message Interface <interface> management IP has been changed from <ip_add

Meaning An admin has changed the manage IP address for the specified interfa

Action No recommended action

Message { Global-PRO | Ident-reset | Ping | SCS | SNMP | SSL | Telnet | Web } 
interface <interface>

Meaning An admin has either enabled or disabled Global PRO, SCS, SNMP, S
or ident-reset or ping functionality for the specified interface.

Action No recommended action

Message Interface <interface> in [ <vsys> | root ] with IP <ip_addr> mask <mas

Meaning An admin has created an interface for the specified virtual system. It h
netmask, and VLAN tag.

Action No recommended action
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Message Interface <interface> in [ <vsys> | root ] with IP <ip_addr> mask <mas

Meaning An admin has created an interface for the specified virtual system. It h
netmask.

Action No recommended action

Message Interface <interface> in [ <vsys> | root ] was removed.

Meaning An admin has removed the specified interface from the virtual system.

Action No recommended action

Message Interface <interface> was unbound from zone <zone>

Meaning An admin unbound the named interface from the specified zone.

Action No recommended action

Message Interface <interface> was bound to zone <zone>

Meaning An admin bound the named interface to the specified zone.

Action No recommended action
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Message Maximum bandwidth <number1> kbps on interface <interface> is less
<number2> kbps.

Meaning The specified interface bandwidth settings are insufficient for the total 
the traffic shaping option of the access policies that traverse that interf

Action Increase the interface bandwidth settings or decrease the traffic shapi
access policies.

Message Interface <interface> bandwidth has been changed to <number> kbps

Meaning An admin has changed the configured bandwidth for the specified inte

Action No recommended action

Message Interface <interface> 802.1Q tag has been removed

Meaning An admin deleted the specified interface and 802.1Q VLAN tag.

Action No recommended action

Message interface <interface> 802.1Q tag has been changed to <number> 

Meaning An admin has changed the 802.1Q VLAN tag for the specified interfac

Action No recommended action
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Message Interface <interface> 802.1Q VLAN trunking has been turned { ON | O

Meaning An admin disabled (or enabled) VLAN trunking for the specified interfa
bundle traffic from several VLANs through a single physical interface, 
VLAN identifier (VID) in their frame headers.

Action No recommended action

Message 802.1Q VLAN tag <number> has been { created | removed }.

Meaning An admin has created or deleted the specified VLAN tag.

Action No recommended action

Message Interface <interface> has been changed from local to VSI.

Meaning An admin changed an interface to a VSI. A VSI (Virtual Security Interfa
is linked to multiple layer 2 physical interfaces in a VSD group. The VS
the device acting as master of the VSD group. The VSI shifts to the phy
the VSD group if there is a failover and it becomes the new master.

Action No recommended action

Message Interface <interface> has been changed from VSI to local.

Meaning An admin changed a VSI to a local interface.

Action No recommended action
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Message Route between secondary IP addresses on interface <interface> has b

Meaning An admin has either enabled or disabled the routes to all secondary IP
interface.

Action No recommended action

Message Secondary IP address <ip_addr>/<mask> has been { added to | delete

Meaning An admin successfully added or deleted a specified IP address to a sp

Action No recommended action

Message Interface <interface> MTU has been changed to <number>

Meaning An admin changed the MTU (Maximum Transmission Unit) for the spe

Action No recommended action

Message The physical state of interface <interface> has changed to [ up | down

Meaning An interface has become active (up) or inactive (down).

Action If the interface is down, check to see if the interface is necessary for tr
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The following messages concern the configuration and operation of Layer 2 Tunn
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Message L2TP ippool is unset to default.

Meaning An admin unset the currently designated default L2TP ippool.

Action No recommended action

Message L2TP primary DNS server is unset to default.

Meaning An admin unset the currently designated primary DNS server.

Action No recommended action

Message L2TP secondary DNS server is unset to default.

Meaning An admin unset the currently designated secondary DNS server.

Action No recommended action

Message L2TP primary WINS server is unset to default.

Meaning An admin unset the currently designated secondary DNS server.

Action No recommended action
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Message L2TP secondary WINS server is unset to default.

Meaning An admin unset the currently designated secondary DNS server.

Action No recommended action

Message L2TP RADIUS server is unset to default.

Meaning An admin unset the currently designated L2TP RADIUS server.

Action No recommended action

Message L2TP RADIUS secret is unset to default.

Meaning An admin unset the currently designated L2TP RADIUS secret.

Action No recommended action

Message L2TP RADIUS port changed to <port_num>

Meaning An admin changed the L2TP RADIUS port to the designated port num

Action No recommended action
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Message L2TP default ippool changed from “<name_str1>” to “<name_str2>”

Meaning An admin changed the name of the L2TP default ippool

Action No recommended action

Message L2TP default primary DNS server changed from <ip_addr1> to <ip_ad

Meaning An admin changed the IP address of the primary DNS server.

Action No recommended action

Message L2TP default secondary DNS server changed from <ip_addr1> to <ip_

Meaning An admin changed the IP address of the secondary DNS server.

Action No recommended action

Message L2TP default primary WINS server changed from <ip_addr1> to <ip_a

Meaning An admin changed the IP address of the primary WINS server.

Action No recommended action
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Message L2TP default secondary WINS server changed from <ip_addr1> to <ip

Meaning An admin changed the IP address of the secondary WINS server.

Action No recommended action

Message L2TP default auth type changed to <string>

Meaning An admin changed the authentication type.

Action No recommended action

Message L2TP default PPP auth type changed to { PAP | CHAP | ALL }.

Meaning An admin changed the PPP authentication type.

Action No recommended action

Message L2TP default RADIUS server changed to <serv_name>

Meaning An admin changed the designated RADIUS server.

Action No recommended action
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Message L2TP default RADIUS secret changed to “<secret>”

Meaning An admin changed the RADIUS secret to the designated value.

Action No recommended action

Message L2TP default RADUIS port changed to <port_num>

Meaning An admin changed the RADIUS port number to the designated value.

Action No recommended action

Message L2TP “<name_str>”, all-L2TP-users secret “<secret>” keepalive <num

Meaning An admin changed the L2TP keepalive value for all L2TP users. The k
seconds of inactivity, the NetScreen device (LNS) waits before sendin
client (LAC).

Action No recommended action

Message L2TP “<name_str>”, { <user_name> | <grp_name> } ID <id_num> sec
has been { modified | added }

Meaning An admin changed the L2TP keepalive value for a specified user or us
defines how many seconds of inactivity, the NetScreen device (LNS) w
message to the dialup client (LAC).

Action No recommended action
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Message L2TP tunnel <name_str> created between <ip_addr1>:<port_num1> a

Meaning An admin defined an L2TP tunnel between two endpoints, each define
number.

Action No recommended action

Message Incorrect L2TP secret in tunnel auth for L2TP (<ip_addr>).

Meaning The device detected an incorrect L2TP secret during authentication fo

Action No recommended action

Message rcv StopCCN_msg, remove l2tp tunnel (<ip_addr1 - <ip_addr2>)

Meaning The peer device sent the StopCCN_msg message, which attempts to 

Action No recommended action
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Message L2TP (<ip_addr1>/<port_num1> - <ip_addr2>/<port_num2>), user aut
<ip_addr3> assigned to user.

Meaning User authentication occurred at a specified host (<ip_addr3>) for an L

Action No recommended action

Message L2TP at <ip_addr> PPP failed, error ID <id_num>

Meaning A PPP error condition occurred causing L2TP communication failure.

Action No recommended action

Message Retry time-out interval expired. L2TP call (peer at <ip_addr1>, local at
<id_num1>, call ID <id_num2>

Meaning An attempt to establish an L2TP session failed due to expiration of the

Action No recommended action

Message Retry time-out interval expired. L2TP tunnel removed (peer at <ip_add
<id_num>

Meaning An attempt to establish an L2TP session failed due to expiration of the

Action No recommended action
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The following messages relate to the event, self and traffic logs.
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Message System memory is low (<number1> allocated out of <number2> ) <nu

Meaning The number of bytes allocated for system memory has surpassed the

Action If the memory alarm threshold was set too low, use the set alarm thresh
the threshold. (The default is 95% of the total memory.) Check if a fire
ways to reduce traffic.

Message {Traffic log | Alarm log | Event log | Self log | Asset Recovery log } has

Meaning The number of entries in the specified log has exceeded the maximum

Action Clear the log entries.

Message System CPU utilization is high (<number1> > alarm threshold: <numb

Meaning CPU utilization has surpassed the alarm threshold.

Action If the CPU alarm threshold was set too low, use the set alarm thresh
threshold. Check if a firewall attack is in progress. Seek ways to reduc
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Message Cannot connect to e-mail server <serv_name>.

Meaning The NetScreen device cannot connect to the SMTP server used for se
notifications.

Action Check the IP address of the SMTP server.

Message Mail server is not configured.

Meaning The NetScreen device cannot send e-mail event alarm notifications be
configured. 

Action Use the set admin mail server-name  <ip_addr> command to configu

Message Mail recipients were not configured.

Meaning The e-mail addresses of the recipients of the event alarm notifications

Action Configure at least one recipient with the set admin mail mail-addr1 c
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Message Unexpected error from email server (state=<id_num>): <string>

Meaning An e-mail server generated an error condition with the specified ID num

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message E-mail notification has been { enabled | disabled }.

Meaning An admin has enabled or disabled e-mail notification of event alarms.

Action No recommended action

Message Mail server { IP address | domain name } has been changed.

Meaning An admin has changed the IP address or domain name of the SMTP se
alarm notifications.

Action No recommended action

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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Message E-mail address { 1 | 2 } has been changed.

Meaning An admin has changed the primary or secondary e-mail address to wh
event alarm notifications.

Action No recommended action

Message Inclusion of traffic logs with e-mail notification of event alarms has bee

Meaning An admin has enabled or disabled the inclusion of traffic logs with e-m

Action No recommended action

Message VPN management tunnel has been enabled.

Meaning An admin has configured a VPN tunnel for administrative traffic.

Action No recommended action
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Message VPN management tunnel has been disabled.

Meaning An admin has disabled a VPN tunnel for administrative traffic.

Action No recommended action

Message All logged events or alarms were cleared by admin <name_str>.

Meaning The named admin has deleted all entries from the event or alarm log.

Action Confirm that the action was appropriate, and performed by an authoriz

Message Log setting was modified to { enable | disable } <level> level by admin

Meaning The named admin has either enabled or disabled the logging of messa
emergency, alert, critical, error, warning, notification, information, or de

Action Confirm that the action was appropriate, and performed by an authoriz
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Message { Alarm | Traffic | Event | Asset-recovery | Self | System } log was revie

Meaning The named admin has viewed the entries in the specified log.

Action No recommended action

Message Log buffer was full and remaining messages were sent to external des
dropped. 

Meaning When the log buffer in the NetScreen device reached its capacity, the 
external host for storage. During the transmission process, the NetScre
and—as reported on some NetScreen devices—dropped the specified

Note: After the device transmits all log entries, it resumes receiving an

Action No recommended action

Message All {self logs | traffic logs } were cleared by admin <name>.

Meaning The named admin deleted all entries from the specified log.

Action Confirm that the action was appropriate, and performed by an authoriz
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Message  {Traffic log | Event log } has been cleared

Meaning An admin has removed all entries from the specified log.

Action No recommended action
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The following message relates to mapped IP (Mapped IP) addresses.
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Message Mapped IP <ip_addr1> - <ip_addr2> has been { added | modified | de

Meaning An admin has added, modified, or deleted the specified mapped IP ad

Action No recommended action
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The following messages relate to the NetScreen-Security Manager (NSM) centra
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Message NSM has been { enabled | disabled }.

Meaning An admin has either enabled or disabled the Agent on the NetScreen 

Action No recommended action

Message User-defined service <svc_name> has been { added to | removed from

Meaning An admin has either added or removed the specified service on the pr

Action No recommended action

Message Reporting of protocol distribution table to NSM has been { enabled | d

Meaning An admin either enabled or disabled the transmission of generated pro

Action No recommended action

Message Reporting of ethernet statistics table to NSM has been { enabled | disa

Meaning An admin either enabled or disabled the transmission of messages co

Action No recommended action
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Message Reporting of attack statistics table to NSM has been { enabled | disabl

Meaning An admin either enabled or disabled the transmission of messages co

Action No recommended action

Message Reporting of flow statistics table to NSM has been { enabled | disabled

Meaning An admin either enabled or disabled the transmission of messages co

Action No recommended action

Message Reporting of policy table to NSM has been { enabled | disabled }.

Meaning An admin either enabled or disabled the transmission of messages co

Action No recommended action

Message Reporting of traffic alarms to NSM has been { enabled | disabled }.

Meaning An admin either enabled or disabled the transmission of alarms genera
records the traffic permitted by policies.

Action No recommended action
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Message Reporting of attack alarms to NSM has been { enabled | disabled }.

Meaning An admin either enabled or disabled the transmission of attack alarms

Action No recommended action

Message Reporting of miscellaneous alarms to NSM has been { enabled | disab

Meaning An admin either enabled or disabled the transmission of alarms gener

Action No recommended action

Message Reporting of configuration logs to NSM has been { enabled | disabled 

Meaning An admin either enabled or disabled the transmission of log messages
device configuration.

Action No recommended action

Message Reporting of information logs to NSM has been { enabled | disabled }.

Meaning An admin either enabled or disabled the transmission of low-level notif
non-severe changes that occur on the device, as when an authenticat

Action No recommended action
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Message Reporting of self management logs to NSM has been { enabled | disab

Meaning An admin either enabled or disabled the transmission of log messages
(such as those denied by a policy) and traffic that terminates at the Ne
administrative traffic). 

Action No recommended action

Message Reporting of traffic logs to NSM has been { enabled | disabled }.

Meaning An admin either enabled or disabled the transmission of log messages
monitors and records the traffic permitted by policies.

Action No recommended action

Message Reporting of deep inspection alarms to NSM has been { enabled | disa

Meaning An admin either enabled or disabled the transmission of attack alarms 

Action No recommended action

Message NSM device ID was { set to <string> | unset }.

Meaning An admin either set the device ID to the specified value or unset the e
when a connection is initiated between the NetScreen device and the 

Action No recommended action
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Message NSM one-time-password was { set | unset }.

Meaning An admin either set or unset the One-Time Password (OTP). The NetS
to contact NSM.

Action No recommended action

Message NSM installer name [ (<string>) ] and password were { set | unset }.

Meaning An admin either set or unset the installer name and password, which a
configlet is uploaded to the NetScreen device.

Action No recommended action

Message NSM { primary | secondary } server with name <serv_name> was set: 

Meaning An admin set the host name and/or IP address and port of the NSM pr

Action No recommended action

Message NSM { primary | secondary } server with name <serv_name> was unse

Meaning An admin unset the specified primary or secondary NSM server.

Action No recommended action
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Message NSM keys were deleted.

Meaning An admin deleted the public and private keys used to connect to the m

Action No recommended action

Message NSM: Connection to NSM server at <ip_addr> is down

Meaning The connection between the NSM server and the NetScreen device is

Action Investigate the reason for the connection failure. Check the cables on 
connections. Verify whether the NSM server is up and operational.

Message NSM: Connected to NSM server at <ip_addr> (<number> connect atte

Meaning The NetScreen device successfully connected to the NSM server after
connection attempts.

Action No recommended action
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Message NSM: Cannot connect to NSM server at <ip_addr>. Reason: <string> 

Meaning The NetScreen device tried and failed to connect to the NSM server a
connection attempts.

Action Investigate the reason for the connection failure. Check the cables on 
connections. Verify whether the NSM server is up and operational.

Message NSM: Sent <number> message

Meaning The NetScreen device sent the specified message to NSM.

Action No recommended action
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The following messages relate to events generated by the RD (Rapid Deploymen
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Message Error <id_num> occurred during configlet file processing.

Meaning During attempted execution of the Configlet file, the specified error co

Action Consult your Security-Manager admin.

Message Error <id_num> occurred, causing failure to establish secure managem

Meaning Security Manager uses two components to allow remote communicati

• The Management System, a set of services that reside on an extern
track, and store device management information exchanged betwee
Manager UI.

• The Agent, a service that resides on each managed NetScreen dev
configuration parameters from the external Management System an
Agent also monitors the device and transmits reports back to the M

This error message usually means that the Agent was unable establis
between the Agent and the Management System.

Action Consult your Security-Manager admin.
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Message Configlet file authentication failed.

Meaning Authentication failed during execution of the Configlet.

Action Consult your Security-Manager admin.

Message Configlet file decryption failed.

Meaning Decryption of the Configlet file was unsuccessful.

Action Consult your Security-Manager admin.

Message Secure management established successfully with remote server.

Meaning Management communication between the Agent (on the device) and t
external host) is now established.

Action No recommended action.

Message Rapid Deployment cannot start because gateway has undergone conf

Meaning Because RD (Rapid Deployment) requires factory-default settings, a N
non-default configurations cannot use RD.

Action Reset the device to factory default settings by executing the CLI comm
reset .
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The following messages relate to the Network Time Protocol (NTP).
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Message Administrator <admin_name> changed the Network Time Protocol ma
<number> to <number> seconds 

Meaning The named admin changed the maximum time adjustment value to the
value represents the acceptable time difference between the NetScree
time received from an NTP server. 

Action No recommended action

Message Administrator <admin_name> changed the Network Time Protocol au

Meaning The named admin set the authentication mode for NTP traffic to either

Action No recommended action

Message Network Time Protocol settings changed.

Meaning An admin changed the NTP settings.

Action No recommended action
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Message Network Time Protocol adjustment of <milliseconds_adjustment> ms f
exceeds the allowed adjustment of <millisecond_adjustment1> ms.

Meaning The difference between the time received from the named NTP server
device system clock exceeds the allowed number of milliseconds. The
synchronize its clock and proceeds to try the first backup NTP server c
device. If the NetScreen device does not receive a valid reply after tryi
it generates an error message in the event log.

Action Set a larger maximum adjustment value.

Message The system clock was updated from <server_name> NTP server type 
adjustment of <value> ms. Authentication was <auth_mode>. Update 

Meaning The NetScreen device synchronized its clock with the named NTP ser

Action No recommended action

Message An error occurred in setting the system clock.

Meaning An unspecific error occurred when a NetScreen device attempted to s

Action Try to initiate the NTP update again.
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Message The NetScreen device is attempting to contact primary NTP server <s

Meaning The NetScreen device is attempting to contact the specified primary N

Action No recommended action

Message The NetScreen device is attempting to contact primary backup NTP se

Meaning The NetScreen device is attempting to make a connection with the spe

Action No recommended action

Message The NetScreen device is attempting to contact secondary backup NTP

Meaning The NetScreen device is attempting to make a connection with the spe
server.

Action No recommended action

Message Primary NTP server <server_name> failed, primary backup server <se
backup server <server_name> are now acting as primary and primary

Meaning The primary NTP server failed; the primary backup server is now the a
backup server is now the primary backup server.

Action Check the network connection to the primary NTP server.
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Message Authentication failed for Network Time Protocol server <server_type> 
<failure_reason>

Meaning Authentication failed between the NetScreen device and the named N
reason.

Action Check the configurations on the NetScreen device and on the NTP se

Message NTP request cannot be sent. No key ID found for Network Time Protoc
<server_name>

Meaning The Netscreen device could not send a request to the NTP server bec
but a key ID was not assigned to the specified server.

Action Assign a unique key id and preshared key to each NTP server you con

Message NTP request cannot be sent. No key found for server <server_type> <

Meaning The Netscreen device could not send a request to the NTP server bec
but a preshared key was not assigned to the specified server.

Action Assign a unique key id and preshared key to each NTP server you con

Message <server_type> NTP server <server_name> could not be contacted.

Meaning The NetScreen device could not contact the specified NTP server. 

Action Check the cables and the network connections.
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Message No NTP server could be contacted.

Meaning The NetScreen device could not contact any of the configured NTP se

Action Common reasons for an inability to connect are a cable may be discon
may not be resolvable, or the NTP servers may be down. Test for all p
determine the cause, take the necessary action.

Message An acceptable time could not be obtained from <server_type> NTP se

Meaning The NetScreen device could not obtain a time from the NTP server tha
maximum adjustment value.

Action Configure a higher maximum adjustment value.

Message No acceptable time could be obtained from any NTP server.

Meaning The NetScreen device could not obtain a time from any of the configur

Action Configure a higher maximum adjustment value on the appropriate serv

Message An administrator aborted the NTP time update.

Meaning An administrator aborted the NTP update request.

Action No recommended action
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The following messages relate to the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) dynamic r
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Message LSA flood in OSPF with router-id <router_id> on interface <interface> 
packet.

Meaning The number of Link State Advertisements that attempted to enter the 
threshold value set for the interface. When more LSAs attempt to ente
administer, the interface drops packets.

Action Configure a higher LSA flood threshold value that enables the interfac
attempting to enter the interface. 

Message OSPF instance with router-id <router_id> received a Hello packet floo
<ip_addr>, router ID <neighbor_router_id>) on interface <interface> fo
packet.

Meaning The number of Hello packets that attempted to enter the interface is g
threshold value set for the interface. When more Hello packets attemp
packets.

Action Configure a higher Hello packet threshold that enables the interface to
packets attempting to enter the interface.

Message Link State Advertisement Id <lsa_id>, router ID <router_ID>, type <typ
real-time database in area <area>

Meaning A specific LSA has protections that block an administrator from deletin

Action Remove the delete protection from the LSA in the specific OSPF area
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Message The total number of redistributed routes into OSPF in vrouter <vrouter

Meaning The total number of routes that were redistributed into OSPF exceeds

Action No recommended action

Message { Set | Unset } virtual router <virtual_router> with the OSPF protocol <c

Meaning An admin either set or unset an OSPF virtual routing instance.

Action No recommended action

Message { Set | Unset } virtual router <virtual_router> with the configuration com

Meaning An admin either set or unset a virtual routing instance.

Action No recommended action

Message OSPF virtual routing instance in virtual router <virtual_router> {created

Meaning An administrator created or removed an OSPF routing instance in the 

Action No recommended action
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Message Neighbor routerID - <neighbor_router_ID> IpAddress - <neighbor_rou
to state <state>

Meaning An OSPF router goes through several states to form an adjacency. Th
and Adjacency. This message indicates the specified OSPF router cha

Action No recommended action

Message Link State Advertisement in Area -<area> with Id -<lsa_id> Router-Id <
aged out

Meaning When a Link State Advertisement remains in an OSPF area longer tha
to be there, the routing instance removes it or ages it out.

Action If you want LSAs to remain in an OSPF for a longer period of time tha
increase the age-out interval.

Message The system killed OSPF neighbor because the current router could not
changed state from <previous_state> to Init state, (neighbor router-id <
<neighbor_ip_address>

Meaning An OSPF router goes through several states to form an adjacency. Th
and Adjacency. The current virtual routing instance did not recognize a
neighbor router.

Action No recommended action
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Message The system killed OSPF neighbor because of elapsed Hello time <hell
<router_id>, ip-address <router_IP_address>

Meaning Each router has a Hello interval assigned to it which is the number of s
transmissions of a Hello packet. If the router waits more than the time a
the next Hello packet, it violates the rule and a consequence occurs. In
neighbor routing instance.

Action Configure a higher Hello interval value for the neighbor virtual routing 

Message Delaying killing OSPF neighbor <neighbor> by <seconds> seconds, la
<time> ms and last processed hello packet occurring at <time> ms.

Meaning Each routing instance has a flow received time and task received time
allowed so many seconds both can be delayed. Both the flow time and
than the delay time allowed.

Action Configure a higher delay time for both the flow received time and task r

Message OSPF interface <interface> has become inactive, kill neighbor (IpAddr
this interface

Meaning The specified interface is disabled and the neighbor adjacency was te

Action No recommended action
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 time <time> ms, and last 
c <seconds> 

g domain at a specified interval 
e indicates a neighbor did not 
 the specified time interval, 

e. If it is inactive, perform 
 higher value for the interval at 
ighbors.
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Message OSPF neighbor <neighbor> timeout, with last Hello packet received at
processed Hello packet occurring at time <time> ms current sys-up-se

Meaning A router sends a special packet to all its neighbors in the current routin
indicating it is active. This packet is called a Hello packet. This messag
receive the Hello packet from the current virtual routing instance within
indicating the router may be inactive.

Action Check to determine whether the current virtual routing instance is activ
necessary steps to determine why it crashed. if it is active, configure a
which the current virtual routing instance sends a Hello packet to its ne
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The following messages relate to Public Key Infrastructure (PKI).
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Message PKI: The device failed to generate the certificate request file in PKCS 

Meaning The NetScreen device was unable to generate a certificate request file
Syntax Standard) format.

Action Enter the get memory  command to see how much RAM has been all
available. If there appears to be sufficient RAM available, reboot the N
generate certificate request again. If there appears to be a severe me
attempt was also unsuccessful, contact Juniper Networks technical su
www.netscreen.com/cso. (Note: You must be a registered Juniper cus

Message PKI: Verified cert with subject name <name_str>

Meaning The NetScreen device was able to verify the validity of the certificate w

Action No recommended action

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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certificate chain—if the peer sent 
ertificate with the specified subject 
certificate.

te (or that of a trusted subordinate 
ed the one preceding it in the 
reloaded for it to accept the end 
 “trust anchor”.

t CA, obtain its certificate and load 
e a certificate from a different CA.

e_str>

e, the NetScreen device was 

e space and online. For online 
tribution point extension contained 
tribution point, the NetScreen 

ured on the NetScreen device. 
nd load it on the NetScreen device 
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Message PKI: Unable to get issuer cert for cert with subject name <name_str>

Meaning The NetScreen device checked its local storage space and the peer’s 
one—for the certificate of the CA (certificate authority) that issued the c
name, but it was was unable to locate it. Consequently, it rejected the 

Starting with an end entity certificate and ending with a root CA certifica
CA), a certificate chain is a hierarchy of certificates, each of which issu
chain. The NetScreen device must have the top of a certificate chain p
entity certificate. This topmost certificate in the hierarchy is known as a

Action Ask the peer that sent the certificate which CA issued it. If you trust tha
it on the NetScreen device. If you do not trust it, request the peer to us

Message PKI: Failed to obtain CRL for CA issuing cert with subject name <nam

Meaning When attempting to verify the certificate with the specified subject nam
unable to obtain the CA’s certificate revocation list (CRL).

The NetScreen device checks for CRLs in its internal PKI object storag
CRL checking, the NetScreen device uses the URL specified in the dis
in the end-entity certificate. If the certificate does not include a CRL dis
device uses the URL configured for that CA on the NetScreen device.

Action Check that the correct CRL options and CRL URL settings were config
Also verify that you can get the CRL online. If not, obtain a valid CRL a
manually.
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e certificate with the specified 

e authority’s public key and the 
ntity certificate.

ame_str>

e certificate revocation list (CRL) 
cified subject name. This event 
line but was unable to verify its 

blic key and the encryption 

ured on the NetScreen device for 
ck if the CRL is valid.

name_str>

ificate belonging to the CA that 

sts, verify the fingerprint on the CA 
ut of the get pki x509 cert 

m a different CA.
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Message PKI: Unable to decrypt signature of cert with subject name <name_str

Meaning The NetScreen device was unable to decrypt the digital signature of th
subject name. Consequently, it rejected the certificate.

To decrypt a digital signature, the NetScreen device uses the certificat
encryption algorithm that the CA used to encrypt a digest of the end-e

Action Ensure that the peer is using a valid end-entity certificate.

Message PKI: Unable to decrypt signature of CRL for cert with subject name <n

Meaning The NetScreen device was unable to decrypt the digital signature of th
for the certificate authority (CA) that issued the certificate with the spe
occurred when the NetScreen device attempted to retrieve the CRL on
signature.

To decrypt a digital signature, the NetScreen device uses the CA’s pu
algorithm that the CA used to encrypt a digest of the CRL.

Action Check that the correct CRL options and CRL URL settings were config
this particular CA. If the configuration is correct, contact the CA to che

Message PKI: Unable to decode issuer’s public key for cert with subject name <

Meaning The NetScreen device was unable to decode the public key in the cert
issued the certificate with the specified subject name.

Action Reload the CA certificate on the NetScreen device. If the problem persi
certificate. To do that, compare the fingerprint that appears in the outp
<id_num>  with the fingerprint published at the CA’s Web site.

If the problem still persists, arrange with the peer to use certificates fro
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he specified subject name.

ing three steps:

tal signature on the issued 
 its private key. The result of this 

A used to create the first hash.

n the signature is valid by virtue of 
me key pair as the public key that 

CA’s CA certificate, the private key 

 NetScreen device discovered that 
e end-entity certificate with the 

 private key. To check that 
crypt it. The NetScreen device 
irst hash. Finally, the NetScreen 
alid by virtue of the fact that private 
lic key that decrypted it. 
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Message PKI: Unable to authenticate cert with subject name <name_str>

Meaning The NetScreen device was unable to authenticate the certificate with t

To authenticate a certificate the NetScreen device performs the follow

1. The NetScreen device uses the CA’s public key to decrypt the digi
certificate. (The CA encrypted a digest of the issued certificate with
operation is known as a digital signature.)

2. The NetScreen device uses the same hashing algorithm that the C

3. The NetScreen device compares the two hashes. If they match, the
the fact that private key that encrypted the digest belongs to the sa
decrypted it. Furthermore, because the public key comes from the 
must also belong to the CA. 

Action Contact the peer and ask him or her to check if the certificate is valid.

Message PKI: CRL has bad signature for cert with subject name <name_str>

Meaning When attempting to authenticate a certificate revocation list (CRL), the
its digital signature was invalid. The CRL was for the CA that issued th
specified subject name.

A digital signature of the CRL is a digest that the CA encrypted with its
signature is valid, the NetScreen device uses the CA’s public key to de
then uses the same hashing algorithm that the CA used to create the f
device compares the two hashes. If they match, then the signature is v
key that encrypted the digest belongs to the same key pair as the pub
Furthermore, because the public key comes from the CA’s CA certifica
belong to the CA. 

Action Check that the correct CRL options and CRL URL settings were config
this particular CA. If the configuration is correct, contact the CA to che
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ubject name, it checked its validity 
n device rejected the certificate.

ubject name, it checked its validity 
sequently, the NetScreen device 

rly. If it is, ask the peer to use a 
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etScreen device is not set 
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Message PKI: Cert has expired (subject name <name_str>)

Meaning When the NetScreen device received the certificate with the specified s
period and discovered that it had expired. Consequently, the NetScree

Action Ask the peer to use a certificate that is currently valid.

Message PKI: Cert is not yet valid (subject name <name_str>)

Meaning When the NetScreen device received the certificate with the specified s
period and discovered that the starting date had not yet occurred. Con
rejected the certificate.

Action Check whether the system clock on the NetScreen device is set prope
certificate that is currently valid.

Message PKI: CRL is not yet valid for cert with subject name <name_str>

Meaning When the NetScreen device checked the certificate revocation list (CR
certificate with the specified subject name, it discovered that the startin
had not yet occurred.

Action The typical cause for such a message is that the system clock on the N
properly. Therefore, check the system clock.
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L) for the CA that issued the 
might already be expired.

t name <name_str>

subject name from a peer, it 
er, because either the “notBefore” 
 unable to verify if the certificate 

 the one sent is valid.

 subject name <name_str>

L) for the CA that issued the 
 “lastUpdate” or “nextUpdate” field 
nable to verify if the CRL was valid.
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Message PKI: CRL has expired for cert with subject name <name_str>

Meaning When the NetScreen device checked the certificate revocation list (CR
certificate with the specified subject name, it discovered that the CRL 

Action Obtain a currently valid CRL.

Message PKI: Format error in the { notBefore | notAfter } field of cert with subjec

Meaning When the NetScreen device received the certificate with the specified 
checked the period of time during which the certificate is valid. Howev
or “notAfter” field was improperly formatted, the NetScreen device was
was valid.

Action Notify the IKE peer to use a different certificate because it is unclear if

Message PKI: Format error in CRL { lastUpdate | nextUpdate } field for cert with

Meaning When the NetScreen device retrieved the certificate revocation list (CR
certificate with the specified subject name, it discovered that either the
was improperly formatted. Consequently, the NetScreen device was u

Action Obtain another CRL with correct formatting.
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ect name <name_str>

rtificate certificate with the 
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Message PKI: Out of memory. Cannot process cert with subject name <name_s

Meaning The NetScreen device was unable to process the certificate with the s
did not have sufficient memory available.

Action Reboot the NetScreen device.

Message PKI: Received a self-signed cert with subject name <name_str>

Meaning The NetScreen device received a certificate that was signed by the pe
authority (CA). The NetScreen device rejected the certificate.

Action Request the peer to use another certificate that is not self-signed.

Message PKI: Received a self-signed cert in a certificate chain for cert with subj

Meaning The NetScreen device received a certificate chain for the end-entity ce
specified subject name.One of the certificates in the chain was signed
by an issuing certificate authority (CA). The NetScreen device rejected

Starting with an end entity certificate and ending with a root CA certifica
CA), a certificate chain is a hierarchy of certificates, each of which issu
chain. The NetScreen device must have the top of a certificate chain p
entity certificate. This topmost certificate in the hierarchy is known as a

Action Request the peer to use another certificate that does not include a sel
chain.
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e_str>)
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>
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Message PKI: Unable to get local issuer cert for cert with subject name <name_

Meaning The NetScreen device did not have the CA certificate for the CA that is
specified subject name. The NetScreen device rejected the certificate.

Action Load the CA certificate for the CA that issued the IKE peer’s certificate
certificate chain containing the issuing CA’s certificate.

Message PKI: Unable to verify first cert in a certificate chain (subject name <nam

Meaning The NetScreen device received a certificate chain, but was unable to v
chain. (The first certificate is identified in the message by its subject na
rejected the certificate.

Action Notify the peer that the NetScreen device was unable to verify the sign
him to investigate.

Message PKI: Certificate chain is too long for cert with subject name <name_str

Meaning The NetScreen device received a certificate chain with more than eigh
the chain is identified by its subject name. Because the chain was too 
rejected the certificate.

Action Notify the peer to use a shorter certificate chain, or load a CA certifica
shorten the chain between the peer’s certificate and the trust anchor. (
loaded on the NetScreen device that verifies the validity of other certific
of trust.)
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l (OCSP) to perform a certificate 

chain that the NetScreen device 
through OCSP might exceed the 

 accurate, check how long the 
e and responding.

<name_str>

n for the certificate authority (CA) 

 correctly configured.

e_str>

t name without checking its status 
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Message PKI: Cannot return to the original certificate chain. Cookies: (<id_num1
(<id_num4>)

Meaning While the NetScreen device used the Online Certificate Status Protoco
revocation check, the certificate chain sent by the peer expired.

Action Evaluate the verification checking procedure for the certificates in the 
forwards to the OCSP server. Verifying multiple certificates in a chain 
certificate verification timeout interval.

Also, check that the revocation check settings are accurate. If they are
revocation check took. If it took a long time, check if the server is onlin

Message PKI: Internal configuration error. Cannot verify cert with subject name 

Meaning The NetScreen device cannot find the internal configuration informatio
that issued the certificate with the specified subject name.

Action Verify that the CA certificate is loaded and that its attribute settings are

Message PKI: No revocation check, per config, for cert with subject name <nam

Meaning The NetScreen device accepted the certificate with the specified subjec
on a certificate revocation list (CRL). (Note: For security reasons, NetS
disabling CRL checking.)

Action No recommended action
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e_str>, but derived <name_str>.

(CA) for the remote peer to use. 
f the derived chain.
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Message PKI: Cannot decrypt public key of cert with subject name <name_str>

Meaning After processing the peer certificate with the specified subject name, th
decrypt its public key, possibly because the certificate became corrupt

Action Contact NetScreen technical support.

Message PKI: Top cert of chain for peer’s cert was wrong. Config required <nam

Meaning The local NetScreen device designated a specific certificate authority 
However, the peer sent a certificate that had a different CA at the top o

Starting with an end entity certificate and ending with a root CA certifica
CA), a certificate chain is a hierarchy of certificates, each of which issu
chain. The NetScreen device must have the top of a certificate chain p
entity certificate. This topmost certificate in the hierarchy is known as a

Action Do either of the following:

• On the local NetScreen device, designate the CA that the peer used

• Contact the remote IKE peer to use the CA that you prefer.

Message PKI: CRL has expired. (CA <name_str>)

Meaning The certificate revocation list (CRL) for the specified certificate authori

Action Load a currently valid CRL.
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tting. (CA <name_str>)

 will soon attempt to refresh the 
is about to expire. 

te authority (CA) had not been 
CRL). However, when it did so, it 
en device was unable to use the 

 specified subject name was valid. 
ruct a certificate chain from the 

ust anchor loaded on the 
tScreen device that verifies the 
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Message PKI: CRL will be refreshed as configured on the interupdate refresh se

Meaning As configured on the interupdate refresh setting, the NetScreen device
certificate revocation list (CRL) for the specified CA because the CRL 

Action No recommended action

Message PKI: The CRL has a bad timestamp. (CA <name_str>)

Meaning In attempting to verify that a certificate issued by the specified certifica
revoked, the NetScreen device checked the certificate revocation list (
discovered that the timestamp was invalid. Consequently, the NetScre
CRL.

Action Reload the CRL, or obtain a new CRL from the CA.

Message PKI: Unable to verify the validity of cert with subject name <name_str>

Meaning The NetScreen device was unable to verify that the certificate with the
For example, the NetScreen device might not have been able to const
peer certificate to a trust anchor.

Action Make sure that the certificate chain links the peer’s certificate with a tr
NetScreen device. (A trust anchor is a CA certificate loaded on the Ne
validity of other certificates issued under it in a hierarchy of trust.)
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ges surrounding this PKI 
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(subject name <name_str>)
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ration instructs the NetScreen 
e CRL, the NetScreen device 

e <name_str>

t (CRL) from the CA that signed 

ured on the NetScreen device for 
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Message PKI: An incoming certificate is broken.

Meaning The NetScreen device was unable to decode the certificate data that i
that the peer’s certificate was incorrectly formatted.

Action To determine the source of the certificate, consult the event log messa
messages—most likely IKE or SSL messages. Then ask the peer to ch
to send it again.

Message PKI: Per config, accepted cert even though CRL has a bad signature. 

Meaning The NetScreen device was unable to verify the digital signature on the
and, therefore, was unable to trust the CRL. Still, because the configu
device to accept certificates even if it cannot verify the signature on th
accepted the certificate with the specified subject name.

Action Verify that the configured behavior is intentional.

Message PKI: CRL is not issued by the CA that signed the cert with subject nam

Meaning A different certificate authority (CA) signed the certificate revocation lis
the certificate with the specified subject name.

Action Check that the correct CRL options and CRL URL settings were config
this particular CA.
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Message PKI: Invalid certificate (subject name <name_str>)

Meaning The NetScreen device has determined that the certificate with the spe

Action Request the peer to use a different, valid certificate.

Message PKI: Certificate has been revoked (subject name <name_str>)

Meaning After checking a certificate revocation list (CRL), the NetScreen device
authority (CA) had revoked the certificate with the specified subject na

Action Request the peer to use a different, valid certificate.

Message PKI: Per config, accepted cert even though revocation check was inco
<name_str>)

Meaning The NetScreen device accepted the certificate with the specified subje
possible to determine its current revocation status.

Action No recommended action
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te (or that of a trusted subordinate 
ed the one preceding it in the 

in except the topmost certificate, 
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CRL) for the certificate with the 
ited available RAM.

ocated and how much is still 
etScreen device and attempt to 
or if your second attempt was also 
tscreen.com/cso. (Note: You must 
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Message PKI: Cannot build certificate chain for cert with subject name <name_s

Meaning The NetScreen device was unable to build a certificate chain for the ce
name.

Starting with an end entity certificate and ending with a root CA certifica
CA), a certificate chain is a hierarchy of certificates, each of which issu
chain. The NetScreen verifies the validity of each certificate in the cha
which must be preloaded on the NetScreen device and is considered a

Action Request the peer to use a different certificate.

Message PKI: Cannot load CRL for cert with subject name <name_str>

Meaning The NetScreen device was unable to load a certificate revocation list (
specified subject name from an outside source to RAM because of lim

Action Enter the get memory  command to see how much RAM has been all
available. If there appears to be sufficient RAM available, reboot the N
load the CRL again. If there appears to be a severe memory problem 
unsuccessful, contact NetScreen technical support by visiting www.ne
be a registered NetScreen customer.)

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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blem persists, contact NetScreen 
t be a registered NetScreen 

 is earlier than the current version. 

sh memory.
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Message PKI: Cannot load item from flash. Reason: { erroneous input | insufficie
cannot decode | lost in RAM | reason unknown } , type: { CA CERT | L
PAIR OF USER | DSA PBULIC KEY PAIR OF USER | CRL | PENDIN
OF CA CERT | OTHER PKI OBJECT}, DN: <name_str>

Meaning When the NetScreen device attempted to load PKI objects from flash m
process, it was unable to load the object with the specified distinguishe
indicates the type of PKI object and the reason it was unable to load it

Action Check which object the NetScreen device was unable to load. If possi
from an external source. Then reboot the NetScreen device. If the pro
technical support by visiting www.netscreen.com/cso. (Note: You mus
customer.)

Message PKI: Loaded a flash file with PKI data in an earlier format (version 0).

Meaning The NetScreen device loaded a version of the certificate database that
This action can occur if the NetScreen device is an older model.

Action No recommended action

Message PKI: Saved PKI objects to flash.

Meaning The NetScreen device successfully saved PKI objects from RAM to fla

Action No recommended action

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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RL server did not respond to the 

L URL settings for the CA that 

_str>
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he NetScreen device to 
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Message PKI: PKI storage file is empty.

Meaning This message appears after completing the bootup process if there ar
certificates, certificate revocation lists (CRLs), or key pairs—on the Ne

Action No recommended action

Message PKI: No response for status inquiry for cert with subject name <name_

Meaning The NetScreen device attempted to validate the status of the certificat
by checking an online certificate revocation list (CRL). However, the C
inquiry.

Action Check that the NetScreen device has the correct CRL options and CR
issued the certificate whose status you want to validate.

Message PKI: LDAP bind operation timed out for cert with subject name <name

Meaning While attempting to retrieve a CRL from an online LDAP server to che
peer’s certificate with the specified subject name, the bind operation ti

The first operation between the NetScreen device (acting as an LDAP
bind operation. This operation initiates a protocol session and allows t
authenticate itself to the server.

Action Check that the LDAP server settings are correct for the certificate auth
certificate.
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Message PKI: LDAP operation timed out for cert with subject name <name_str>

Meaning When the NetScreen device attempted to retrieve a CRL for the peer’s
subject name, the search operation timed out before it was completed

Action Check that the LDAP server settings are correct for the CA that issued

Message PKI: Cannot connect to LDAP server { <ip_addr> | <dom_name> }:<po

Meaning The NetScreen device was unable to establish a connection to an LDA
and port number through the specified outgoing interface.

Action Check that the LDAP server settings are correct and that the NetScree
connection with the LDAP server. 

Message PKI: LDAP cannot search for DN (<name_str>) using filter (<string>)

Meaning While attempting to retrieve a CRL from an online LDAP server to che
certificate, the search filter employed by the LDAP server was unable to
name (DN).

Action Check that the LDAP server settings are correct.
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Message PKI: Cannot contact HTTP server at URL <url_str>

Meaning The NetScreen device was unable to contact the Hypertext Transfer P
specified URL address while attempting to do one of the following ope

• Request a certificate using Simple Certificate Enrollment Protocol (S

• Check the status of a peer’s certificate using Online Certificate Statu

• Retrieve a CRL from an online CRL server

Action Check that the NetScreen device has network connectivity to the serve

Message PKI: Received bad LDAP response for cert with subject name <name_

Meaning The NetScreen device received a response from an LDAP server that 

Action Check that the LDAP server settings are correct for the CA that issued

Message PKI: Cannot save CA config (CA cert subject name <name_str>)

Meaning An admin’s attempt to save CA configuration settings for a CA was un
objects in the internal PKI storage space had already reached the max

Action Remove obsolete or unneeded PKI objects from the internal PKI stora
objects below the maximum limit.

Consult the data sheet for your NetScreen device to see the maximum
the internal PKI storage space. Each device has a different maximum.
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he certificate authority (CA) whose 
er of objects in the internal PKI 

ge space to lower the number of 

 number of PKI objects allowed in 

onfiguration settings for that CA in 

 | county/locality | organization | 
ing1>’ to none | none to ‘<string2>’ 

he distinguished name (DN) of a 
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Message PKI: Cannot store config for CA with cert subject name <name_str>

Meaning An admin unsuccessfully attempted to save configuration settings for t
CA certificate contains the specified subject name. However, the numb
storage space had already reached the maximum limit.

Action Remove obsolete or unneeded PKI objects from the internal PKI stora
objects below the maximum limit.

Consult the data sheet for your NetScreen device to see the maximum
the internal PKI storage space. Each device has a different maximum.

Message PKI: Saved CA config (CA cert subject name <name_str>)

Meaning An admin saved the CA certificate with the specified subject name or c
the internal PKI storage space.

Action No recommended action

Message PKI: A configurable item ‘DN’s { Name | phone | e-mail | country | state
unit/department | IP address | e-mail to }’ field has changed from { ‘<str
| ‘<string1>’ to ‘<string2>’ }.

Meaning An admin has changed the specified common name (CN) field within t
X509 certificate request.

Action No recommended action
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bled’ to ‘disabled’ | ‘disabled’ to 

) field in the distinguished name 

anged from { ‘full’ to ‘partial’ | 

 partial or from partial to full.

y checking all the CAs in the 
ficate chain”) until it verifies a 
 NetScreen device.

t is not self-signed as a trust 
vice that verifies the validity of 

tring1>’ to ‘<string2>’.

(FQDN) field in an X509 certificate 
���
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Message PKI: A configurable item ‘raw CN setting’ field has changed from { ‘ena
‘enabled’ }.

Meaning An admin has enabled or disabled the limit of one common name (CN
(DN) of the X509 certificate request.

Action No recommended action

Message PKI: A configurable item ‘default certificate validation level’ field has ch
‘partial’ to ‘full’ }.

Meaning An admin has changed the certificate validation level either from full to

“Full” means that the NetScreen device validates a peer’s certificate b
hierarchical PKI validation path of the peer’s certificate (that is, a “certi
self-signed root CA certificate, which must previously be loaded on the

“Partial” means that the NetScreen device accepts a CA certificate tha
anchor. (A trust anchor is a CA certificate loaded on the NetScreen de
other certificates issued under it in a hierarchy of trust.)

Action No recommended action

Message PKI: A configurable item ‘certificate FQDN’ field has changed from ‘<s

Meaning An admin has changed the contents of the fully qualified domain name 
request.

Action No recommended action
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 from { ‘<ip_addr1>’ to 

LDAP server that stores the 

ged from ‘<string1>’ to ‘<string2>’.

he certificate revocation list (CRL) 

ld has changed from ‘<number1>’ 

ice can send an X509 certificate 

anged from ‘<number1>’ to 

uency field in an X509 certificate 
���
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Message PKI: A configurable item ‘default LDAP server name’ field has changed
‘<ip_addr2>’ | ‘<dom_name1>’ to ‘<dom_name2>’ }.

Meaning An admin has changed the IP address or domain name of the default 
certificate revocation list (CRL).

Action No recommended action

Message PKI: A configurable item ‘default LDAP server CRL URL’ field has chan

Meaning An admin has changed the URL for the default LDAP server at which t
is accessed.

Action No recommended action

Message PKI: A configurable item ‘e-mail address to send certificate request’ fie
to ‘<number2>’.

Meaning An admin has changed the e-mail address to which the NetScreen dev
request.

Action No recommended action

Message PKI: A configurable item ‘default CRL Refresh Frequency’ field has ch
‘<number2>’.

Meaning An admin has changed the certificate revocation list (CRL) refresh freq
request.

Action No recommended action
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ged from ‘<string1>’ to ‘<string2>’.

ateway interface (CGI) on the CA 
A). The CGI identifies the name of 

 Certificate Enrollment Protocol 

field has changed from 

 CA IDENT uniquely identifies the 
. The end entity (EE) can use the 
alidate its identity when requesting 

d from { ‘0’ to ‘1’ | ‘1’ to ‘0’ }.

to check the integrity of CRL 
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Message PKI: A configurable item ‘SCEP’s { CA | RA } CGI URL’ field has chan

Meaning An admin has changed the HTTP URL or LDAP URL of the common g
server for either the certificate authority (CA) or registration authority (R
the application used by the CA server to process the incoming Simple
(SCEP) request.

Action No recommended action

Message PKI: A configurable item ‘SCEP’s { CA IDENT | challenge password }’ 
‘<name_str1>’ to ‘<name_str2>’.

Meaning An admin has changed the CA IDENT or the Challenge password. The
CA receiving a Simple Certificate Enrollment Protocol (SCEP) request
challenge password, included in the PKCS #10 certificate request, to v
the CA to revoke the EE’s certificate.

Action No recommended action

Message PKI: A configurable item ‘CRL’s signature verification’ field has change

Meaning An admin has enabled (1) or disabled (0) the use of digital signatures 
content that the NetScreen device references.

Action No recommended action
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nual’ | from ‘manual’ to ‘auto’ }

 via the Simple Certificate 
 auto (1 to 0).

re its fingerprint (a hash of part of 
e (such as at the CA’s Web site). If 

st or distrust the CA certificate. 
tically trusts CA certificates 

tScreen device distrusts them until 
ki auth <cert_id_number> scep 

| DSA PBULIC KEY PAIR OF 
T | OTHER } has been deleted. 

the certificate with the specified 

>

ate with specified subject name to 
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Message PKI: A configurable item SCEP mode has changed { from ‘auto’ to ‘ma

Meaning An admin has changed the mode for trusting a CA certificate received
Enrollment Protocol (SCEP) from auto to manual (0 to 1) or manual to

To verify the integrity of a newly loaded CA certificate, you can compa
the certificate) with the hash of the same certificate available elsewher
the two hashes match, you can trust that its integrity is intact.

Until you have confirmed its integrity, you can determine whether to tru
When the SCEP mode is set to auto (0), the NetScreen device automa
received via SCEP. When the SCEP mode is set to manual (1), the Ne
you have confirmed their integrity and manually approved them (set p
authentication { failed | passed }.

Action No recommended action

Message PKI: { CA CERT | LOCAL CERT | RSA PBULIC KEY PAIR OF USER 
USER | CRL | PENDING LOCAL CERT | REFERENCES OF CA CER
(subject name <name_str>)

Meaning An admin or PKI process has removed either an IKE object related to 
subject name or the certificate itself.

Action No recommended action

Message Cannot save the key-pair object for cert with subject name <name_str

Meaning An admin unsuccessfully attempted to save the key-pair for the certific
flash memory but the key pair was corrupted.

Action Try to generate a new key pair.
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 <name_str>

ey pair.

c/private key pair. If this action 
visiting www.netscreen.com/cso. 

A certificate containing the 

at the NetScreen device produces 
en altered between the creation of 

 OF USER | DSA PBULIC KEY 
 CA CERT | OTHER } with subject 

ecified subject name to flash 

ge space to lower the number of 

 number of PKI objects allowed in 
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Message Cannot { locate | delete } the key-pair object for cert with subject name

Meaning The NetScreen device was unable to locate or delete a public/private k

Action If the NetScreen device fails to locate a key pair, generate a new publi
does not correct the problem, contact NetScreen technical support by 
(Note: You must be a registered NetScreen customer.)

Message PKI: Incorrect fingerprint for CA cert with subject name <name_str>

Meaning The NetScreen device rejected the fingerprint, or hash digest, of the C
specified subject name.

The digest is used to verify the integrity of the certificate. If the digest th
does not match the digest that the peer sent, the content might have be
the two digests and thus cannot be trusted.

Action Contact the CA and request another CA certificate.

Message Cannot save the { CA CERT | LOCAL CERT | RSA PBULIC KEY PAIR
PAIR OF USER | CRL | PENDING LOCAL CERT | REFERENCES OF
name <name_str>

Meaning An admin unsuccessfully attempted to save the PKI object with the sp
memory.

Action Remove obsolete or unneeded PKI objects from the internal PKI stora
objects below the maximum limit.

Consult the data sheet for your NetScreen device to see the maximum
the internal PKI storage space. Each device has a different maximum.

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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tside source to RAM. The filename 

ocated and how much is still 
tScreen technical support by 
creen customer.)

d_num)

ot synchronized when an admin 
ject conflicted with the number that 
 both hexadecimal and decimal 

SRP members first, and then add 

 try to resolve the problem by 
e the object again. However, such 
blem persists, contact NetScreen 
t be a registered NetScreen 
���
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Message PKI: Cannot load <filename> file.

Meaning The NetScreen device cannot load the specified PKI object from an ou
can be the name of a certificate or certificate revocation list (CRL).

Action Enter the get memory  command to see how much RAM has been all
available. If there appears to be a severe memory problem, contact Ne
visiting www.netscreen.com/cso. (Note: You must be a registered NetS

Message PKI: Cannot obtain object <name_str> with ID (<hex_id_num>) (dec_i

Meaning Because the PKI objects stored in two NSRP cluster members were n
attempted to add a new object, the ID number of one member’s PKI ob
the other tried to assign the new object. The ID number is presented in
formats.

Action For a situation involving NSRP: Synchronize the PKI objects on both N
the new item.

If this occurs while the NetScreen device is operating by itself, you can
removing some unused or obsolete objects and then attempting to sav
an issue might might indicate an internal problem. Therefore, if the pro
technical support by visiting www.netscreen.com/cso. (Note: You mus
customer.)

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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USER | DSA PBULIC KEY PAIR 
ERT | OTHER PKI OBJECT} with 

h memory.

o store in its database is greater 

e key pairs, local certificates, 
te authority configurations.

jects from the database.

o the specified URL.

OCSP certificate revocation 

has been allocated and how much 
 low, contact NetScreen technical 

istered NetScreen customer.)
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Message PKI: Saved { CA CERT | LOCAL CERT | RSA PBULIC KEY PAIR OF 
OF USER | CRL | PENDING LOCAL CERT | REFERENCES OF CA C
subject name <name_str>

Meaning An admin saved the PKI object with the specified subject name to flas

Action No recommended action

Message PKI: Number of PKI objects exceeds storage maximum (<number>)

Meaning The number of PKI objects that the NetScreen device has attempted t
than the maximum limit specified.

Typical PKI objects are certificate revocation lists (CRLs), public/privat
certificate authority (CA) certificates, pending certificates, and certifica

Action Free up space in the flash memory by removing obsolete or unused ob

Message PKI: Cannot compose HTTP packet to send to URL <url_str>

Meaning The NetScreen device was unable to create an HTTP packet to send t

The NetScreen PKI module uses HTTP for online certificate retrieval, 
checking, SCEP certificate requests.

Action Check if the amount of available RAM is low. (To see how much RAM 
is still available, use the get memory  command.) If it is unaccountably
support by visiting www.netscreen.com/cso. (Note: You must be a reg

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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nize PKI data with another 
attempted a cold sync of its PKI 
ronization commands failed:

ch as certificate revocation lists 
(CA) certificates, and certificate 
ration synchronizes the objects in 
ster members can make up to a 

uration is correct and the problem 
n.com/cso. (Note: You must be a 

 synchronize SCEP CA 

 synchronize added CA 

 synchronize deleted CA 

 synchronize added CRLs

 synchronize deleted RSA keys

 synchronize deleted DSA keys
���
�����������	����������� �		!"��#�"���$�������%�
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Message PKI: Cannot sync data to NSRP peer. (command <id_num>)

Meaning The local NetScreen device in an NSRP cluster was unable to synchro
member in the NSRP cluster. When one member of an NSRP cluster 
objects with another member of the cluster, one of the following synch

The cold sync operation automatically synchronizes all PKI objects su
(CRLs), public/private key pairs, local certificates, certificate authority 
authority configurations between two NSRP cluster members. The ope
blocks of 30 items each. If a cold sync attempt is unsuccessful, the clu
total of 30 attempts to synchronize them.

Action Check that the devices are correctly configured for NSRP. If the config
persists, contact NetScreen technical support by visiting www.netscree
registered NetScreen customer.)

• 0x00010000: synchronize certificate files

• 0x00020000: synchronize RSA key files

• 0x00030000: synchronize DSA key files

• 0x00040000: synchronize deleted X.509 
objects

• 0x00050000: synchronize the refreshed trust 
store

• 0x00060000: synchronize deleted CRLs

• 0x00070000: synchronize SCEP local 
certificates

• 0x00080000:
certificates

• 0x00090000:
configurations

• 0x000A0000:
configurations

• 0x000B0000:

• 0x000C0000:

• 0x000D0000:

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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IR OF USER | DSA PBULIC KEY 
 CA CERT | OTHER PKI OBJECT} 

nize the specified PKI object with 

l identifying number for the type of 

so. (Note: You must be a 

me_str>)

A certificate with the specified 
ificate Enrollment Protocol (SCEP).

at the NetScreen device produces 
en altered between the creation of 
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Message PKI: Cannot sync { CA CERT | LOCAL CERT | RSA PBULIC KEY PA
PAIR OF USER | CRL | PENDING LOCAL CERT | REFERENCES OF
to NSRP peer. (command <id_num>)

Meaning The local NetScreen device in an NSRP cluster was unable to synchro
another member in the NSRP cluster.

The command number at the end of the message represents an interna
data being sent.

Action Contact NetScreen technical support by visiting www.netscreen.com/c
registered NetScreen customer.)

Message PKI: Received CA cert with bad fingerprint (CA cert subject name <na

Meaning The NetScreen device rejected the fingerprint, or hash digest, of the C
subject name that the NetScreen device received through Simple Cert

The digest is used to verify the integrity of the certificate. If the digest th
does not match the digest that the peer sent, the content might have be
the two digests and thus cannot be trusted.

Action Contact the CA and report the problem.

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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subject name <name_str>

through the Simple Certificate 
t file using the Public Key 
tandard.

 generates both an inner and outer 

ommand. If a sufficient amount of 
uest. If there appears to be a 
ontact NetScreen technical 

istered NetScreen customer.)

emory | encode cert req | encode 
<name_str>

tificate request with the specified 
nal processing command, and the 

ommand. If a sufficient amount of 
uest. If there appears to be a 
ontact NetScreen technical 

istered NetScreen customer.)
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Message PKI: Cannot wrap SCEP request. Error: <string>, for cert request with 

Meaning When the NetScreen device attempted to submit a certificate request 
Enrollment Protocol (SCEP), it was unable to wrap a certificate reques
Cryptography Standards (PKCS) #7 Cryptographic Message Syntax S

When submitting a certificate request via SCEP, the NetScreen device
envelope in PKCS #7 format.

Action Check the available amount of memory by entering the get memory c
memory appears to be available, attempt to resubmit the certificate req
severe memory problem or if your second attempt was unsuccessful, c
support by visiting www.netscreen.com/cso. (Note: You must be a reg

Message PKI: Cannot generate SCEP data. Cmd: <id_num>, error: { input | no m
issuer-subject | reason unknown }, for cert request with subject name 

Meaning The NetScreen device was unable to generate the data to make a cer
subject name through SCEP. The command identifier refers to an inter
error identifies the type of error that caused the failure.

Action Check the available amount of memory by entering the get memory c
memory appears to be available, attempt to resubmit the certificate req
severe memory problem or if your second attempt was unsuccessful, c
support by visiting www.netscreen.com/cso. (Note: You must be a reg

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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wn }, for cert request with subject 

 certificate request with the 
error that caused the failure.

ommand. If a sufficient amount of 
e SCEP server. If there appears to 
ful, contact NetScreen technical 
istered NetScreen customer.)

t name <name_str>

tificate request with the specified 

he certificate request, and attempt 
e message, contact the CA admin 

he specified subject name through 

ommand. If a sufficient amount of 
e SCEP server. If there appears to 
sful, contact NetScreen technical 
istered NetScreen customer.)
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Message PKI: Cannot extract SCEP SUCCESS response. Error: { input | no mem
| bad outer p7 [ data ] | dec outer p7 data | bad content | reason unkno
name <name_str>

Meaning The NetScreen device was unable to extract data from a response to a
specified subject name through SCEP. The error identifies the type of 

Action Check the available amount of memory by entering the get memory c
memory appears to be available, make another certificate request to th
be a severe memory problem or if the second attempt was unsuccess
support by visiting www.netscreen.com/cso. (Note: You must be a reg

Message PKI: Received a SCEP FAILURE message for cert request with subjec

Meaning A Simple Certificate Enrollment Protocol (SCEP) server rejected a cer
subject name.

Action Check the SCEP configuration on the NetScreen device. Regenerate t
to submit it to the CA through SCEP again. If you receive another failur
about the problem.

Message PKI: PKI: Cannot initiate SCEP request with subject name <name_str>

Meaning The NetScreen device was unable to initiate a certificate request with t
SCEP.

Action Check the available amount of memory by entering the get memory c
memory appears to be available, make another certificate request to th
be a severe memory problem or if your second attempt was unsucces
support by visiting www.netscreen.com/cso. (Note: You must be a reg

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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Enrollment Protocol (SCEP), the 
 pair.

 ID number: get pki x509 list 

ate request through the Simple 

rivate key | nsrp sync | reason 

ed a request via Simple Certificate 
name.

onfiguration. For example:

ame in the certificate request.

visiting www.netscreen.com/cso. 
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Message PKI: Cannot locate key pair with ID <id_num> for SCEP.

Meaning When attempting to submit a certificate request via Simple Certificate 
NetScreen device was unable to locate the specified public/private key

Action Use the following CLI command to check that a key pair exists for this
key-pair .

Message PKI: Completed SCEP cert request.

Meaning The NetScreen device successfully generated and submitted a certific
Certificate Enrollment Protocol (SCEP).

Action No recommended action

Message PKI: SCEP error: { bad subject dn | no cert | rm old cer | rm old key | p
unknown }, for cert with subject name <name_str>

Meaning The NetScreen device encountered the specified error when it submitt
Enrollment Protocol (SCEP) for a certificate with the specified subject 

Action When possible, use the indicated error type to correct the SCEP and c

• Change one or more of the elements composing the distinguished n

• Regenerate the key pair.

• Remove an existing certificate identical to the requested certificate

Then, regenerate the certificate request and resubmit it.

When the problem is unclear, contact NetScreen technical support by 
(Note: You must be a registered NetScreen customer.)

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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he certificate with the specified 
P) as prescribed in the SCEP 

 signer certificate when loading a 

e ScreenOS image.

 in PKCS #10 (Certificate Request 
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Message PKI: Renewing cert through SCEP (subject name <name_str>)

Meaning The NetScreen device automatically submitted a renewal request for t
subject name through the Simple Certificate Enrollment Protocol (SCE
interval configuration. 

Action No recommended action

Message PKI: Cannot verify cert for ScreenOS image authentication.

Meaning The NetScreen device was unable to verify the signature of the image
new ScreenOS image.

Action Check the signature of the image signer certificate.

Message PKI: Successfully loaded image signer’s public key. 

Meaning An admin has successfully updated the DSA key that authenticates th

Action No recommended action

Message PKI: Cannot generate PKCS #10 data for cert request.

Meaning The NetScreen device was unable to generate a certificate request file
Syntax Standard) format.

Action Enter the get memory  command to see how much RAM has been all
available. If there appears to be sufficient RAM available, reboot the N
generate certificate request again. If there appears to be a severe mem
attempt was also unsuccessful, contact NetScreen technical support b
(Note: You must be a registered NetScreen customer.)

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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quest to the specified e-mail 

ttings on the NetScreen device 

y length of 0, which is invalid. To 
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e_str>
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so. (Note: You must be a 

name_str>)

 when requesting a certificate.

so. (Note: You must be a 
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Message PKI: Cannot send PKCS #10 cert request to e-mail address <e-mail_a

Meaning The NetScreen device was unable to send the PKCS #10 certificate re
address.

Action Ensure that the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) configuration se
and the e-mail address of the recipient are correct, and then try again.

Message PKI: Adjusted key pair length from 0 to 1024 bits.

Meaning An admin has attempted to generate a public/private key pair with a ke
correct this problem, the NetScreen device automatically adjusted the 

Action No recommended action

Message PKI: Cannot generate { RSA | DSA } key pair with subject name <nam

Meaning The NetScreen device was unable to generate an RSA or DSA public/
requesting a certificate with the specified subject name.

Action Contact NetScreen technical support by visiting www.netscreen.com/c
registered NetScreen customer.)

Message PKI: Cannot generate cert request. Reason: <string> (subject name <

Meaning The NetScreen device was unable to generate a PKCS #10 file to use

Action Contact NetScreen technical support by visiting www.netscreen.com/c
registered NetScreen customer.)

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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 existing cluster member started a 
ly arrived member.

ch as certificate revocation lists 
(CA) certificates, and certificate 
ration synchronizes the objects in 
ster members can make up to a 

pecting <number2> of 

ter, the local NetScreen device 
pected to receive item <number2> 

sender notifies the receiver of the 
ich they appear in the PKI object 
 the current cold sync attempt, and 
mpts to synchronize PKI objects.

ronize the PKI objects, manually 

fig run (which does not require 

fig save, and then reset the 
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Message PKI: NSRP cold start sync for <number> items.

Meaning When the local NetScreen device came online in an NSRP cluster, an
cold sync of the specified number of PKI objects from itself to the new

The cold sync operation automatically synchronizes all PKI objects su
(CRLs), public/private key pairs, local certificates, certificate authority 
authority configurations between two NSRP cluster members. The ope
blocks of 30 items each. If a cold sync attempt is unsuccessful, the clu
total of 30 attempts to synchronize them.

Action No recommended action

Message PKI: NSRP cold start sync. Received item <number1> out of order, ex
<total_number>.

Meaning During a cold start sync operation between members of an NSRP clus
received an PKI item out of numerical order. The NetScreen device ex
but received item <number1> instead.

When NSRP cluster members perform a cold sync of PKI objects, the 
total number of objects to expect. It then sends them in the order in wh
table in flash memory. If an object arrives out of order, the devices stop
begin another one. Cluster members can make up to a total of 30 atte

Action If, after 30 attempts, the NSRP cluster members were unable to synch
synchronize the objects by entering one of the following commands:

If RTO synchronization is enabled, enter exec nsrp sync global-con
resetting the device), and then exec nsrp sync rto pki from peer .

If RTO synchronization is disabled, enter exec nsrp sync global-con
device.
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ster, the local NetScreen device 
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sender sends the objects in the 
smission begins with any object 
, and begin another one. Cluster 
jects.

ronize the PKI objects, manually 

fig run (which does not require 

fig save, then reset the device.

e local NetScreen device received 
topped the current cold sync 

 can make up to 29 more attempts 

ch as certificate revocation lists 
(CA) certificates, and certificate 
ration synchronizes the objects in 

ronize the PKI objects, manually 

fig run (which does not require 

fig save, then reset the device.
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Message PKI: NSRP cold start sync. Received item <number> before first item.

Meaning At the start of a cold sync operation between members of an NSRP clu
initially received an PKI object other than the first one in the PKI objec

When NSRP cluster members perform a cold sync of PKI objects, the 
order in which they appear in the PKI table in flash memory. If the tran
other than the first one, the devices stop the current cold sync attempt
members can make up to a total of 30 attempts to synchronize PKI ob

Action If, after 30 attempts, the NSRP cluster members were unable to synch
synchronize the objects by entering one of the following commands:

If RTO synchronization is enabled, enter exec nsrp sync global-con
resetting the device), and then exec nsrp sync rto pki from peer .

If RTO synchronization is disabled, enter exec nsrp sync global-con

Message PKI: NSRP cold start sync session interrupted by normal sync item.

Meaning During a cold sync operation between members of an NSRP cluster, th
an PKI object that was not in the list of items being synchronized and s
attempt. If one cold sync attempt is unsuccessful, the cluster members
to synchronize them.

The cold sync operation automatically synchronizes all PKI objects su
(CRLs), public/private key pairs, local certificates, certificate authority 
authority configurations between two NSRP cluster members. The ope
blocks of 30 items each.

Action If, after 30 attempts, the NSRP cluster members were unable to synch
synchronize the objects by entering one of the following commands:

If RTO synchronization is enabled, enter exec nsrp sync global-con
resetting the device), and then exec nsrp sync rto pki from peer .

If RTO synchronization is disabled, enter exec nsrp sync global-con
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Message PKI: NSRP cold start sync session cannot locate item <id_num>

Meaning When attempting to cold sync PKI objects between members of an NS
was unable to locate the specified object.

The cold sync operation automatically synchronizes all PKI objects su
(CRLs), public/private key pairs, local certificates, certificate authority 
authority configurations between two NSRP cluster members. The ope
blocks of 30 items each. If a cold sync attempt is unsuccessful, the clu
total of 30 attempts to synchronize them.

Action If, after 30 attempts, the NSRP cluster members were unable to synch
synchronize the objects by entering one of the following commands:

If RTO synchronization is enabled, enter exec nsrp sync global-con
resetting the device), and then exec nsrp sync rto pki from peer .

If RTO synchronization is disabled, enter exec nsrp sync global-con
device.
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e NetScreen devices were unable 

ch as certificate revocation lists 
(CA) certificates, and certificate 
ration synchronizes the objects in 
ster members can make up to a 

ronize the PKI objects, manually 

fig run (which does not require 

fig save, then reboot the device.

e NetScreen devices were unable 
zation attempts (30).

ch as certificate revocation lists 
(CA) certificates, and certificate 
ration synchronizes the objects in 
ster members can make up to a 

ronize the PKI objects, manually 

fig run (which does not require 

fig save, then reset the device.
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Message PKI: NSRP cold start sync attempt <number> failed.

Meaning During a cold sync operation between members of an NSRP cluster, th
to synchronize all PKI objects at the specified cold sync attempt.

The cold sync operation automatically synchronizes all PKI objects su
(CRLs), public/private key pairs, local certificates, certificate authority 
authority configurations between two NSRP cluster members. The ope
blocks of 30 items each. If a cold sync attempt is unsuccessful, the clu
total of 30 attempts to synchronize them.

Action If, after 30 attempts, the NSRP cluster members were unable to synch
synchronize the objects by entering one of the following commands:

If RTO synchronization is enabled, enter exec nsrp sync global-con
rebooting the device), and then exec nsrp sync rto pki from peer.

If RTO synchronization is disabled, enter exec nsrp sync global-con

Message PKI: NSRP cold start sync failed.

Meaning During a cold sync operation between members of an NSRP cluster, th
to synchronize all PKI objects after the maximum number of synchroni

The cold sync operation automatically synchronizes all PKI objects su
(CRLs), public/private key pairs, local certificates, certificate authority 
authority configurations between two NSRP cluster members. The ope
blocks of 30 items each. If a cold sync attempt is unsuccessful, the clu
total of 30 attempts to synchronize them.

Action If, after 30 attempts, the NSRP cluster members were unable to synch
synchronize the objects by entering one of the following commands:

If RTO synchronization is enabled, enter exec nsrp sync global-con
resetting the device), and then exec nsrp sync rto pki from peer .

If RTO synchronization is disabled, enter exec nsrp sync global-con
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 each. If a cold sync attempt is 
pts to synchronize them.

reenOS earlier than ScreenOS 
l storage space for all certificate 
 NetScreen device was unable to 
tScreen device automatically 
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om the global configuration.
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Message PKI: Completed NSRP cold start sync after <number> attempts.

Meaning NSRP cluster members were able to successfully complete a cold syn
attempt. The operation synchronizes PKI objects in blocks of 30 items
unsuccessful, the cluster members can make up to a total of 30 attem

Action No recommended action

Message PKI: Cannot locate config for CA with ID <id_num>

Meaning An admin upgraded the device to ScreenOS 5.0.0 from a version of Sc
4.0.0. Because these earlier ScreenOS versions used a global interna
authority (CA) configurations instead of storage on a per-CA basis, the
find a CA-specific configuration. During the upgrade procedure, the Ne
created individual storage spaces for each CA.

Action No recommended action

Message PKI: Updated config for CA with ID <id_num> from a global CA config.

Meaning An admin upgraded the device to ScreenOS 5.0.0 from a version of Sc
4.0.0. If a certificate authority (CA) configuration used global settings i
NetScreen device duplicated an individual storage space for this CA fr

Action No recommended action
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Y PAIR OF USER | DSA PBULIC 
S OF CA CERT | OTHER PKI 

ified subject name into RAM from 
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L) because it has become 

str>

 from the specified certificate 

tificate Status Protocol (OCSP) for 

 consult the data sheet for your 
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Message PKI: Cannot retrieve the { CA CERT | LOCAL CERT | RSA PBULIC KE
KEY PAIR OF USER | CRL | PENDING LOCAL CERT | REFERENCE
OBJECT} for cert with subject name <name_str>

Meaning The NetScreen device was unable to load the PKI object with the spec
the PKI storage space in flash memory.

Action Contact NetScreen technical support by visiting www.netscreen.com/c
registered NetScreen customer.)

Message PKI: Cannot decode CRL data.

Meaning The NetScreen device cannot decode the certificate revocation list (CR
corrupted when loading it from flash memory.

Action Save a new CRL on the NetScreen device.

Message PKI: CRL is too big (<number>) to load. Max: <number>, CA: <name_

Meaning The NetScreen device cannot load the certificate revocation list (CRL)
authority (CA) to RAM because it is too big. 

Action Consider checking the revocation status of certificates from Online Cer
this CA.

To see the maximum limit for storage space in flash memory per CRL,
NetScreen device. Each device has a different maximum.

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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possible, you need to ensure that 
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llment Protocol (SCEP), the 
the requested one on the device. 

move the existing request.

 subject name <name_str>
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P server.
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Message PKI: Cannot save CRL to flash. Max: <number>, CA: <name_str>

Meaning The NetScreen device cannot save the certificate revocation list (CRL
authority (CA) because it would exceed the maximum limit for storage

Action Remove unused or expired CRLs to free up more space. If that is not 
the CRL is available online, or manually load it after each device reboo

Message PKI: Cert requested already exists for subject name <name_str>

Meaning When making a certificate request through the Simple Certificate Enro
NetScreen device detected that it already has a certificate identical to 
Consequently, the NetScreen device aborted the certificate request.

Action Do not repeat the certificate request for that particular certificate, or re

Message PKI: Cannot access OCSP server to get revocation status for cert with

Meaning The NetScreen device attempted to check the revocation status of the
subject name online using Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP), 
OCSP server.

Action Check that the NetScreen device has network connectivity to the OCS
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ame <name_str>
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o verify the digital signature on the 
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Message PKI: Cannot verify signature on OCSP response for cert with subject n

Meaning When checking the revocation status of the certificate with the specified
Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP), the NetScreen device was unable t
response from the OCSP server.

Action Contact the OCSP server admin to check that the signature on the OC
correct private key.

Message PKI: OCSP response was inconclusive for cert with subject name <na

Meaning The result of the revocation status check of the certificate with the spe
Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) was inconclusive.

Action Check that the correct OCSP server is configured for the certificate au
specified certificate.

Message PKI: Cannot verify OCSP responder cert with subject name <name_st

Meaning When checking the revocation status of the certificate with the specified
Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP), the NetScreen device was unable
response from the OCSP server.

Action Contact the OCSP server admin to check that the signature on the OC
correct private key.
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Message PKI: Cannot send HTTP packet through socket to URL <url_str>

Meaning The NetScreen device was unable to contact the Hypertext Transfer P
specified URL address while attempting to do one of the following ope

• Request a certificate using Simple Certificate Enrollment Protocol (S

• Check the status of a peer’s certificate using Online Certificate Statu

• Retrieve a CRL from an online CRL server

Action Check that the NetScreen device has network connectivity to the serve
route table entry exists for to reach the server.

Message PKI: Cannot create a socket to URL <url_str>

Meaning The NetScreen device was unable to contact the Hypertext Transfer P
specified URL address while attempting to do one of the following ope

• Request a certificate using Simple Certificate Enrollment Protocol (S

• Check the status of a peer’s certificate using Online Certificate Statu

• Retrieve a CRL from an online CRL server

Action Check that the NetScreen device has network connectivity to the serve
route table entry exists for to reach the server.
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The following messages relate to the configuration of access policies.
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Message Deny policy alarm

Meaning The NetScreen device detected traffic denied by a policy, which trigge

Action No recommended action

Message Policy (<id_num>, global, <src_addr> -> <dst_addr>, <svc_name>, { p

Meaning A policy name was added to the current device.

Action Confirm that the action was appropriate, and performed by an authoriz

Message Default policy of the device has been changed to { permit | deny }

Meaning An admin changed the default policy of the NetScreen device.

Action Confirm that the action was appropriate, and performed by an authoriz
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t_addr>, <svc_name>, { permit | 
by admin <name_str>

s policy with the following 

ed admin.

e_str>

ied policies (<id_num1> and 

ed admin.

r has occurred and the 
ice cannot find the destination 
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 The kind of traffic (such as 
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y matches traffic received:
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ffic through a VPN tunnel
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Message Policy (<id_num>, { <zone1> -> <zone2> | global }, <src_addr> -> <ds
deny | tunnel }) was { added | modified | deleted | enabled | disabled } 

Meaning An admin has added, modified, deleted, enabled, or disabled an acces
attributes:

Action Confirm that the action was appropriate, and performed by an authoriz

Message Policy <id_num1> has been moved { before | after } <id_num2> <nam

Meaning An admin (<name_str>) has exchanged the positions of the two specif
<id_num2>).

Action Confirm that the action was appropriate, and performed by an authoriz

• <id_num> – The ID number of the access 
policy.

• <zone1> – The zone from which traffic 
originates.

• <zone2> – The zone to which traffic travels.

• <src_addr> – The name of the source address 
from which the traffic is sent. (Note: If the 
source address appears as NULL Name, an 
error has occurred and the NetScreen device 
cannot find the source address name.)

• <dst_addr> – The name of the destination 
address to which the traffic is sent. (Note: If 
the destination address appears as NULL 

Name, an erro
NetScreen dev
address name

• <svc_name> –
HTTP, FTP, or
of traffic)

• The action tha
when this polic

- Permitting tra
- Denying traff
- Tunneling tra
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Message cell_obj_name was { added | deleted } policy <id_num> cell_name

Meaning An admin added or deleted an attack object from the specified policy.

Action Confirm that the action was appropriate, and performed by an authoriz

Message Policy <id_num> attack was modified

Meaning An admin modified the attack objects in the specified policy.

Action Confirm that the action was appropriate, and performed by an authoriz

Message Policy <id_num> application was modified to <string>

Meaning The application to which the policy applied was changed to the one sp

Action Confirm that the action was appropriate, and performed by an authoriz

Message Policy <id_num> attack severity was modified

Meaning An admin modified the severity level of attacks in the specified policy.

Action Confirm that the action was appropriate, and performed by an authoriz
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The following messages relate to the configuration of PPP (Point-to-Point Protoco
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Message IP address pool <name_str> with range <ip_addr1> - <ip_addr2> has 

Meaning An admin created a PPPoE IP address pool encompassing the specif

Action No recommended action

Message IP address pool <name> with range <ip_addr1> - <ip_addr2> was rem

Meaning An admin removed a PPPoE IP address pool.

Action No recommended action

Message No IP pool has been assigned. You cannot allocate an IP address.

Meaning There is currently no assigned PPPoE IP address pool, so the device 

Action Define an address pool, either with the WebUI or the CLI command se
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Message Cannot allocate IP address from pool <name_str> for user <user_nam

Meaning The IP address pool is of insufficient size, or an IP address is already 

Action Possible solutions are as follows.

• Increase size of ip pool.

• Free an IP address by disconnecting one or more users from this L2
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The following messages relate to the configuration of Point-to-Point Protocol over
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Message PPPoE is { enabled | disabled } on <interface> interface.

Meaning Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet (PPPoE) is enabled or disabled 

Action No recommended action

Message Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet (PPPoE) settings changed.

Meaning PPPoE parameters on the NetScreen device changed.

Action No recommended action

Message Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet (PPPoE) connection failed to es
PADR }

Meaning The NetScreen device was unsuccessful in its attempt to establish a s
because either the PPPoE Activate Discovery Initiate (PADI) or PPPo
(PADR) timed out.

Action Increase the session timeout value.
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ablish a session. <string> received.
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 session has shut down.
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Message PPPoE session shut down, PPPoE disabled.

Meaning PPPoE is disabled so the session has shut down.

Action No recommended action

Message PPPoE session started negotiations.

Meaning The PPPoE client on the NetScreen device begins to initiate a session

Action No recommended action

Message Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet (PPPoE) connection failed to est

Meaning The PPPoE connection was unable to create a session. A message st

Action No recommended action

Message PPPoE session shut down. Idle timeout.

Meaning The PPPoE session has been idle for the specified idle timeout so the

Action No recommended action
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Message PPPoE session shuts down for <interface> instance due to system res

Meaning The device has been reset so the session has shut down.

Action No recommended action

Message PPPoE session shut down by user.

Meaning A user terminated the Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet (PPPoE) s

Action No recommended action

Message Failed to set PPPoE interface IP address.

Meaning The device failed to assign an IP address to a host.

Action No recommended action

Message Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet (PPPoE) connection failed to est
assigned.

Meaning After attempting to establish a PPPoE session on the NetScreen devic
address was assigned.

Action No recommended action
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Message Failed to set PPPoE interface gateway.

Meaning After attempting to establish a PPPoE session on the NetScreen devic
gateway was assigned.

Action No recommended action

Message PPPoE session was successfully established.

Meaning PPPoE successfully assigned an IP address for a session.

Action No recommended action

Message PPPoE failed to establish a session: <string>

Meaning PPPoE encountered a failure (<string>) during an attempt to establish
<string> include:

• LCP, CHAP/PAP, IPCP link setup

• LCP Keep alive

• CHAP/PAP Authentication

Action No recommended action
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Message PPPoE session closed by AC.

Meaning The access concentrator to which the NetScreen device connects term

Action No recommended action

Message AC <name_str> is advertising URL <url_str>

Meaning The access concentrator to which the NetScreen device connects adv

Action No recommended action

Message Message from AC <name_str>: <string>

Meaning The access concentrator to which the NetScreen device connects sen

Action No recommended action
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The following messages relate to the Routing Information Protocol (RIP) dynamic
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Message Virtual router <vrouter_name> that received an update packet flood fro
<neighbor_ip_address> on interface <interface_name> dropped a pac

Meaning Routing instances send update packets to neighbor virtual routing inst
changes that occurred in their routing tables. Sometimes a neighbor s
update interval than a routing instance can process. When this event o
routing instance is mapped may respond by dropping packets entering

Action Provide a higher value for the RIP update packet interval on the virtua
packets.

Message RIP instance in virtual router <vrouter_name> was {created | removed

Meaning An administrator successfully created or removed a RIP instance on th

Action No recommended action

Message <vrouter_name> vrouter <protocol> protocol RIP received configuratio

Meaning The RIP router simply received a configuration command issued to it.

Action No recommended action
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Message {set | unset} virtual router <vrouter_name> with the configuration comm

Meaning An administrator set a value on the RIP virtual routing instance using a

Action No recommended action

Message RIP neighbor <neighbor_ip_address> in virtual router <vrouter_name>

Meaning The current RIP routing instance received the new address of a neighb
table.

Action No recommended action

Message RIP neighbor <neighbor_ip_address> in virtual router <vrouter_name>

Meaning The current RIP routing instance removed an existing neighbor addres

Action No recommended action
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The following sections provide descriptions of and recommended actions for Scre
route-related events.
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Message A new route cannot be added to the device because the maximum nu
<maximum_route_number> has been exceeded

Meaning A new route could not be added because the number of route entries e
number of routes. 

Action Check the network topology and try to reduce the number of routes.

Message An error occurred on virtual router <vrouter> while removing route <rou
from virtual router route table.

Meaning While attempting to remove a route in the specified virtual routing insta
occurred that prevents the administrator from successfully removing th
issue with permission level for the administrator attempting to remove 

Action Configure the network administrator with the proper permissions that e
from the virtual routing instance.
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 virtual router <vrouter> because 
 number of routes <number> 

f routes it accepts. Once the 
alue, the routing instance cannot 
ble to add a route to its route table 
um value.

k> to virtual router 

’s route table, an error occurred 
fully adding the route. db_insert is 

 may be running out of memory.

k> to virtual router 
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Message A route <route_address>/<subnetwork_mask> cannot be added to the
the number of route entries in the virtual router exceeds the maximum
allowed

Meaning Each virtual routing instance’s routing table has a maximum number o
number of routes in the route table surpasses the maximum number v
add any more routes to the table. The virtual routing instance was una
because the number of routes in its route table has reached the maxim

Action Change the virtual router’s maximum routes value.

Message Error occurred while adding route <route_address>/<subnetwork_mas
<vrouter_name> route table because the db_insert function failed.

Meaning While attempting to add a route to the specified virtual routing instance
with the db_insert function that prevents the administrator from success
a function that adds a route to a virtual routing instance’s route table.

Action Look at other system parameters like memory usage, etc. The system

Message Error occurred while adding route <route_address>/<subnetwork_mas
<vrouter_name> route table because the prefix add function failed.

Meaning While attempting to add a route to the specified virtual routing instance
with the prefix_add function that prevents the administrator from succes
is a function that adds a route to a virtual routing instance’s route table

Action Look at other system parameters like memory usage etc. The system 
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irtual routing instance.
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Message Route(s) in virtual router “<vrouter>” with an IP address <ip_address>/
<gateway_address> has been deleted

Meaning One or more routes were removed from the route table of the current v

Action No recommended action

Message A route in virtual router “<vrouter>” that has IP address <ip_address>/
interface <interface> and gateway <gateway_address> with metric <m

Meaning A route with the specified parameters was created in the route table of

Action No recommended action

Message A route has been created in virtual router “<vrouter_name>” with an IP
<ip_address>/<subnetwork_mask> and next-hop as virtual router “<vr

Meaning A route with the specified virtual router as the next hop was created in 

Action No recommended action
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te_address>/<subnetwork_mask> 

 rather than destination IP. This 

te_address>/<subnetwork_mask> 
> with metric <metric> was 

 rather than destination IP. This 

 <route_map_name>, virtual router 

 virtual routing instance. This 
.
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Message Source route(s) in virtual router <vrouter> with route addresses of <rou
and a default gateway address of <gateway_address> was removed.

Meaning Source routes are used when doing a route lookup based on source IP
message indicates a source route was removed.

Action No recommended action

Message Source route(s) in virtual router <vrouter> with route addresses of <rou
through interface <interface> and a default gateway address <address
created.

Meaning Source routes are used when doing a route lookup based on source IP
message indicates a source route was created.

Action No recommended action

Message Route entry with sequence number <sequence_number> in route map
<vrouter_name> was removed. 

Meaning A route map performs an action on a packet that attempts to enter the
message indicates a specified sequence in a route map was removed

Action No recommended action
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removed.

 virtual routing instance. This 
l routing instance.

e_str> in virtual router <vrouter> 

r <virtual_router1> and virtual 
{ created | deleted }

 virtual routing instance. Route 
ort routes from other specified 
e should export routes from its 
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Message Route map <route_map_name> in virtual router <vrouter_name> was 

Meaning A route map performs an action on a packet that attempts to enter the
message indicates a specified route map was removed from the virtua

Action No recommended action

Message Route map entry with sequence number <number> in route map <nam
was created.

Meaning An administrator added a new route entry in the identified route map. 

Action No recommended action

Message An { import | export } rule applied to a connection between virtual route
router <virtual_router2> with IP prefix <prefix/subnetwork_mask> was 

Meaning A route import or export rule was created or removed from the current
import rules determine whether the virtual routing instance should imp
routers. Route export rules determine whether a virtual routing instanc
routing table to other specified routers. 

Action No recommended action
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router> with route map 

tual routing instance. Route import 
port routes from other specified 

e should export routes from its 

_number> that {permits | denies} 
ual router <vrouter>

at either permitted or denied entry 
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 device.

from virtual router <vrouter_name>
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Message An { import | export } rule in virtual router <vrouter> to virtual router <v
<route_map> and protocol <protocol> was { created | deleted }

Meaning A route import/export rule was created or removed from the current vir
rules determine whether the specified virtual routing instance should im
routers. Route export rules determine whether a virtual routing instanc
routing table to other specified routers. 

Action No recommended action

Message Access list entry <access_list_id> with a sequence number <sequence
IP address <IP_address>/<subnetwork_mask> was removed from virt

Meaning The specified access list entry on the current virtual routing instance th
into the device was removed. Access lists provide filtering mechanism
packets attempting to enter a device must fulfill to be forwarded to the

Action No recommended action

Message Access list entry <access_list_name> was {added to | removed from} 

Meaning The specified access list entry was added to or removed from the virtua
removed, all conditions and resulting actions that this entry enforced a
instance.

Action No recommended action
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number> with an action of { permit 
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at either permitted or denied entry 
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Message Access list entry <access_list_id> with sequence number <sequence_
| deny } with an IP address and subnetwork mask of <ip_address>/<su
virtual router <virtual_router>

Meaning The specified access list entry on the current virtual routing instance th
into the device was added. 

Action No recommended action
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The following messages relate to schedules created for use in access policies.
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Message Schedule <name_str> has been { added | modified | deleted }.

Meaning An admin has added, modified, or deleted the specified schedule.

Action No recommended action
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 the named service group
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The following messages relate to user-defined and predefined services, and serv
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Message Service <serv_name> has been { added | modified | deleted }

Meaning An admin has added, modified, or deleted the specified user-defined s

Action No recommended action

Message Service group <grp_name> has been { added | deleted | modified }

Meaning An admin has added, modified, or deleted the specified service group

Action No recommended action

Message Service group <grp_name> has { added member | deleted member } <

Meaning An admin has added the specified service to or deleted a service from

Action No recommended action
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lue of <seconds> seconds.

s default value. The media 
ll can remain active without any 

 <seconds> seconds.

e for activity on the call. If the call 
device removes the call. This 
t timeout value to its default value.

 <seconds> seconds.

ue for activity on the call. If the call 
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The following messages relate to the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), a standard 
and terminating multimedia sessions over the Internet. 
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Message An administrator set the media inactivity timeout value to its default va

Meaning A network administrator has set the media inactivity timeout value to it
inactivity timeout parameter indicates the maximum length of time a ca
SIP signaling traffic.

Action No recommended action

Message An administrator set the SIP invite timeout value to its default value of

Meaning When the device receives a SIP INVITE request, it sets a timeout valu
has no activity within the amount of time specified by the timeout, the 
message indicates a network administrator set the SIP INVITE reques

Action No recommended action

Message An administrator set the SIP trying timeout value to its default value of

Meaning When the device receives a SIP Trying response, it sets a timeout val
has no activity within the amount of time specified by the timeout, the 
message indicates a network administrator set the SIP Trying respons

Action No recommended action
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f <seconds> seconds.

lue for activity on the call. If the call 
evice removes the call. This 
se timeout value to its default 

fault value of <seconds> seconds.

o its default value. If no signaling 
inactivity timeout value, then the 

s> seconds.

e. The media inactivity timeout 
ve without any SIP signaling traffic.
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Message An administrator set the SIP ringing timeout value to its default value o

Meaning When the device receives a SIP Ringing response, it sets a timeout va
has no activity within the amount of time specified by the timeout, the d
message indicates a network administrator set the SIP Ringing respon
value.

Action No recommended action

Message An administrator set the SIP signaling inactivity timeout value to its de

Meaning A network administrator set the SIP signaling inactivity timeout value t
occurs for the call within the amount of time specified by the signaling 
device removes the call. 

Action No recommended action

Message An administrator set the SIP media inactivity timeout value to <second

Meaning A network administrator has modified the media inactivity timeout valu
parameter indicates the maximum length of time a call can remain acti

Action No recommended action
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e for activity on the call. If the call 
 the device removes the call. This 
efault timeout value.
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 the device removes the call. This 
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Message An administrator set the SIP invite timeout value to <seconds> second

Meaning When the device receives a SIP INVITE request, it sets a timeout valu
has no activity within the amount of time specified by the timeout, then
message indicates a network administrator modified the SIP INVITE d

Action No recommended action

Message An administrator set the SIP trying timeout value to <seconds> second

Meaning When the device receives a SIP Trying response, it sets a timeout valu
has no activity within the amount of time specified by the timeout, then
message indicates a network administrator modified the SIP Trying tim

Action No recommended action

Message An administrator set the SIP ringing timeout value to <seconds> secon

Meaning When the device receives a SIP Ringing response, it sets a timeout va
has no activity within the amount of time specified by the timeout, then
message indicates a network administrator modified the SIP Ringing t

Action No recommended action
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gh memory to process the call.

.com/cso. (Note: You must be a 

 the SIP ALG request.

.com/cso. (Note: You must be a 
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Message An administrator set the SIP signaling inactivity timeout value to <seco

Meaning A network administrator modified the SIP signaling inactivity value. If n
within the amount of time specified by the signaling inactivity timeout v
call. 

Action No recommended action

Message The device cannot allocate sufficient memory for the SIP ALG request

Meaning During the process of an incoming call, the device does not have enou

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message The device cannot register the Network Address Translation vector for

Meaning The device cannot write the NAT vector being requested by the call.

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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P headers.
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Message The device cannot register the SIP ALG request to RM.

Meaning During the initialization of the SIP Application Layer Gateway (ALG) wh
the gateway module could not contact the Resource Manager.

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message SIP parser error <error_name>

Meaning The SIP Application Layer Gateway parser which processes SIP mess
error.

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message NetScreen devices do not support multiple IP addresses <ip_addresse
headers <header_field>

Meaning NetScreen devices do not support multiple IP addresses or ports in SI

Action No recommended action

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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Message NetScreen devices do not support multicast IP addresses <ip_address

Meaning The NetScreen device received a SIP message in which the destinatio
address, but NetScreen does not currently support multicast with SIP.

Action No recommended action

Message Too many call segments.

Meaning The device does not have enough resources to process the current ca

Action No recommended action

Message Transaction data is too long.

Meaning The size of some of the SIP header fields exceeds the maximum size 
able to process the call.

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message SIP structure corrupted.

Meaning A non-specific internal error occurred in the SIP Application Layer Gat

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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Message Too many call segments for response.

Meaning The device does not have enough resources to process the current ca

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message Transaction data too long for response.

Meaning The size of some of the SIP header fields exceeds the maximum size 
able to process the call.

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message Cannot allocate SIP call because device fielding too many calls.

Meaning The device does not have enough resources to process the current ca

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
http://www.netscreen.com/cso
http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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Message SIP call information data is too long.

Meaning The size of some of the SIP header fields exceeds the maximum size 
able to process the call.

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message SIP ALG is unregistered by RM.

Meaning A non-specific internal error occurred in the SIP Application Layer Gat

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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The following messages pertain to the Simple Network Management Protocol (SN
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Message SNMP listen port has been changed from <port_num1> to <port_num

Meaning An admin has changed the user-configured SNMP listen port number 
number. 

Action Advise the SNMP admin to change the port number on the SNMP ma
requests.

Message SNMP system location has been changed to <loc_str>.

Meaning An admin has modified the information about the physical location of t

Action No recommended action

Message SNMP system contact has been changed to <name_str>.

Meaning An admin has modified the SNMP contact name.

Action No recommended action
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e SNMP version type is incorrect.

ever, the SNMP manager making 
ot respond to the request.

 use SNMP version 1 or 2c.
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Message SNMP system name has been changed to <name_str>.

Meaning An admin has modified the SNMP system name.

Action No recommended action

Message SNMP request from <ip_addr1>:<port_num> has been received, but th

Meaning A request from the specified SNMP manager has been received. How
the request uses a different version of the protocol and the agent cann

Action If the request is from a legitimate SNMP manager, advise the admin to

Message SNMP request from an unknown SNMP community <name_str> at <ip
received.

Meaning A request from the specified SNMP manager has been received. How
not recognize the specified SNMP community name.

Action If the SNMP manager IP address and port number are legitimate, advi
configuration.
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Message SNMP request has been received from an unknown host in SNMP com
<ip_addr1>:<port_num1>.

Meaning An SNMP request from an unknown host in the specified SNMP comm

Action If the SNMP request is from a legitimate SNMP community member, a
the SNMP community configuration on the NetScreen device.

Message SNMP request has been received from host <ip_addr1>:<port_num1>

Meaning An SNMP request from a host at the specified IP address and port num
been received.

Action If you want the host to have read/write privileges, change the configura
that SNMP community to permit it.

Message SNMP request has been received from host <ip_addr1>:<port_num1>

Meaning An SNMP request from a host at the specified IP address and port num
been received.

Action If you want the host to have read privileges, change the configuration 
SNMP community to permit it.
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Message SNMP: NetScreen device at <ip_addr>:<port_num> has responded su

Meaning The SNMP agent located in the specified NetScreen device has succe
request from the specified SNMP manager. 

Action No recommended action

Message SNMP response to the SNMP request from <ip_addr1>:<port_num1> 

Meaning When the NetScreen device responded to an SNMP request, a BER c
BER (Basic Encoding Rules) converts data into bits and bytes and is t

Action Advise the SNMP admin to retry.
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PKA RSA challenge for the 
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process.
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The following messages relate to events generated during configuration or opera
version 1).
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Message SSH: NetScreen device failed to generate a PKA RSA challenge for S
<ip_addr>:<port_num> (Key ID <id_num>)

Meaning The NetScreen device, acting as the SCS server, failed to generate a 
specified SSH user during the SCS connection procedure. The challen
respond with an appropriate password to complete the authentication 

Action Check that the SSH user has the PKA RSA public key (bound to that u
loaded on the SSH client. Also check that the user has configured the
containing that PKA RSA public key during the log in process.

Message SSH: Unable to validate cookie from the SSH client at <ip_addr>.

Meaning The specified SSH client sent an invalid cookie during the SSH conne

Action An attempted security attack might be in progress. First, validate the s
you repeatedly receive this message, you might want to disable SSH 

Message SSH: NetScreen device failed to generate a PKA RSA challenge for S
(Key ID <key_num>).

Meaning The NetScreen device unsuccessfully performed a FIPS self test durin

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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Message SSH: FIPS self test failed.

Meaning The NetScreen device unsuccessfully performed a FIPS self test durin

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message SSH: Unable to perform FIPS self test.

Meaning The NetScreen device unsuccessfully attempted to perform a FIPS se
procedure.

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message SSH: Maximum number of SSH sessions (<number>) exceeded. Conn
<name_str> at <ip_addr> denied.

Meaning The maximum number of concurrent SSH sessions is five. Because fiv
active, the NetScreen device has denied the connection request from 

Action Advise the admin user to wait for one of the currently active sessions t
SCS connection.

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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Message SSH: NetScreen device failed to identify itself to the SSH client at <ip_

Meaning The NetScreen device, acting as the SCS server, failed to identify itsel
the SCS connection procedure. This most likely is the result of a low-le

Action Advise the SSH admin user to initiate another connection with the dev
the NetScreen device and have the SSH user try again.

Message SSH: Incompatible SSH version string has been received from SSH cl

Meaning The NetScreen device, acting as the SCS server, has received an inco
protocol from the specified SSH client during the SCS connection proc

Action Advise the SSH user to run SSH version 1 for compatibility with a NetS

Message SSH: Failed to send identification string to client host at <ip_addr>

Meaning The NetScreen device, acting as the SSH server, failed to identify itsel
the specified SSH client during the SSH connection procedure. This m
internal processing error.

Action Advise the SSH admin user to initiate another connection with the dev
the NetScreen device and have the SSH user try again.
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 NetScreen device but failed 
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 the SSH message exchange.
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Message SSH: Unsupported cipher type <name_str> requested from <ip_addr>

Meaning The specified SSH client attempted to make an SSH connection to the
because it requested a cipher not supported by the NetScreen device.

Action Recommend that the SSH client reconfigure its request, using a ciphe
device—DES and 3DES—and then attempt another SCS connection.

Message SSH: Host client has requested NO cipher from <name_str>

Meaning The host client has requested that no encryption algorithm be used for

Action The SSH client should reconfigure its request, using a cipher algorithm
device, to make the connection more secure.

Message SSH: Disabled for <name_str> Attempted connection failed from <ip_a

Meaning The specified SSH client has attempted to make an SSH connection to
However, because SSH is not enabled for that virtual system, the atte

Action If you want the SSH client to be able to access the specified virtual sys
system and enable SSH manageability.
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Message SSH: SSH user <name> at <ip_addr> tried unsuccessfully to log in to 
interface. SSH disabled on that interface.

Meaning The specified SSH user failed to make an SSH connection to the spec
the untrusted interface with the root system.

Action Because the NetScreen device uses the host and server keys of the ro
system—when sharing the untrusted interface, make sure that the SS
the root system loaded on its system. 

To allow SSH management of a virtual system sharing the untrusted in
sure that SSH is enabled at the root level.

(Optional) Create a separate untrusted subinterface for that virtual syst
on its untrusted subinterface.

Message SSH: SSH client at <ip_addr> tried unsuccessfully to establish an SSH
<interface> with IP <ip_addr> SSH disabled on that interface.

Meaning The specified SSH client has attempted to make an SCS connection to
specified interface. However, because SCS was not enabled on that in
unsuccessful.

Action If you want the SSH client to be able to access the device on the specif
manageability for that interface.
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Message SSH: SSH client at <ip_addr> tried unsuccessfully to make an SSH co
with IP <ip_addr> SSH not enabled on that interface.

Meaning The specified SSH client has attempted to make an SCS connection to
specified interface. However, because SCS was not enabled on that in
unsuccessful.

Action If you want the SSH client to be able to access the device on the specif
manageability for that interface.

Message SSH: SSH client <name_str> unsuccessfully attempted to make an SS
not completely initialized for that system.

Meaning The SCS utility was unable to generate the host and server keys for th
NetScreen device before the connection request timed out.

Action Recommend that the SSH client wait one minute and then attempt ano

Message SSH: SSH { enabled | disabled } for <vsys>

Meaning An administrator enabled or disabled SSH for the NetScreen device.

Action No recommended action
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Message SSH: Key regeneration interval has been changed from <number1> to

Meaning An admin changed the interval between automatic updates of SSH ke

Action No recommended action

Message SSH: SSH user <name_str> has been authenticated using password f

Meaning The named admin user has been authenticated.

Action No recommended action

Message SSH: SSH user <user_name> at <ip_addr> has requested password a
for that user.

Meaning An admin attempted to authenticate using a password that does not be

Action No recommended action

Message SSH: SSH user <user_name> at <ip_addr> has requested PKA RSA a
supported for that user.

Meaning An admin attempted to use PKA RSA authentication without the neces

Action No recommended action
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Message SSH: SSH has been { enabled | disabled } for <vsys> with <number1>
<number2> SSH user(s).

Meaning The specified vsys has been enabled for SSH. The vsys now has the s
(<number1>), which are bound to the specified number of users (<num

Action No recommended action

Message SSH: Connection has been terminated for admin user <user_name> a

Meaning The connection to a host running an SSH session with the NetScreen 

Action No recommended action

Message SSH: SSH user <user_name> has been authenticated using PKA RSA
<id_num>)

Meaning An admin successfully authenticated with the NetScreen device via SS

Action No recommended action

Message SSH: SSH user <user_name> at <ip_addr> failed the PKA RSA challe

Meaning An admin tried to establish an SSH session with the NetScreen device
failed.

Action No recommended action
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The following messages relate to events generated during configuration or opera
version 2).
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Message SSH: Failed to retrieve PKA key bound to SSH user <user_name> (Ke

Meaning The NetScreen device unsuccessfully attempted to retrieve the specifi
admin user attempting to log in using SSH.

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message SSH: Error processing packet from host <ip_addr> (Code <id_num>)

Meaning The device received an invalid SSH packet, and dropped the packet.

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper customer.)

Message SSH: Device failed to send initialization string to client at <ip_addr>

Meaning The NetScreen device, acting as the SCS server, failed to identify itse
the specified SSH client during the SCS connection procedure. This m
internal processing error.

Action Advise the SSH admin user to initiate another connection with the dev
the NetScreen device and have the SSH user try again.

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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Message SCP: Admin user ’<user_name>’ attempted to transfer file { to | from } 
privilege.

Meaning An admin attempted to transmit a file using SSH without the necessary

Action Check the permissions granted by the NetScreen device.

Message SSH: Failed to { bind | unbind } PKA key from admin user ’<user_nam

Meaning An admin unsuccessfully attempted to bind or unbind the specified PK

Action If binding is the problem, it might be that the specified PKA key is alrea
user or that four PKA keys (the maximum) are already bound to him o
first unbind one of the other keys from the user before binding the new

If unbinding is the problem, verify that the specified key is actually bou

Message SSH: Attempt to bind duplicate PKA key to admin user ’<user_name>’

Meaning An admin attempted to bind a PKA key to an admin user, when the ke

Action Verify that the specified key is actually bound to the specified admin u
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Message SSH: Maximum number of PKA keys (<number>) has been bound to us
(Key ID <id_num>)

Meaning An admin unsuccessfully attempted to bind PKA key to the specified a
number of keys allowed for that user.

Action First unbind one of the other keys from the user before binding the new

Message SSH: Client at <ip_addr> attempted to connect with invalid version stri

Meaning The first step of the SSH connection process is for the client and the s
strings. During this process, the NetScreen device, acting as the SCS 
incompatible version of the SSH protocol from the specified SSH clien
procedure.

Although the NetScreen device supports SSHv1 and SSHv2, it only su
time. For example, if the device device is configured for SSHv2 and a 
device with an SSHv1 application, the device generates this message

In addition, this message could mean that a remote host inappropriatel
device. This could mean that an attacker is trying to gain access to the

Action Advise the SSH user to run whatever SSH version the device uses, fo
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Message SSH: Failed to negotiate encryption algorithm with host <ip_addr>

Meaning The device could not resolve the encryption algorithm with a host and 

Action Verify that the SSH client is configured to negotiate an encryption algo
supports. Note: For this release, SSH v2 implementation on the devic
encryption algorithm.

Message SSH: Failed to negotiate MAC algorithm with host <ip_addr>

Meaning The device and the SSH client failed to negotiate a MAC algorithm. Th
client attempted to create with the device was not created.

Action Verify that the SSH client is configured to use a MAC algorithm suppo
Note: For this release, NetScreen devices currently support the SHA M

Message SSH: Failed to negotiate key exchange algorithm with host <ip_addr>

Meaning The device failed to establish a session key because an error occurred

Action Verify that the SSH client is configured to use a KEX algorithm support
NetScreen devices currently support the Diffie-Hellman KEX algorithm
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Message SSH: Failed to negotiate host key algorithm with host <ip_addr>

Meaning The device and the SSH client could not agree on a host key algorithm
algorithm to authenticate the device to a SSH client during the initial S

Action Verify that the SSH client is configured to support a host key algorithm
this time the device only supports the DSA algorithm for host key auth

Message SSH: Disabled for ’<vsys>’. Attempted connection failed from <ip_add

Meaning The NetScreen device, acting as the SCS server, was unable to authe
during the SCS connection procedure.

Action Advise the SSH admin user to verify that the SSH client software is co
cipher that the NetScreen device supports—DES and 3DES.

Message SSH: Admin user <user_name> at host <ip_addr> requested unsuppo
<string>

Meaning While attempting to make an SSH connection to the NetScreen device,
an authentication mode that had not been configured for that user.

Action Enable the requested authentication method on the NetScreen device
application to use the method already enabled on the NetScreen devic
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Message SSH: Admin user ’<user_name>’ at host <ip_addr> requested unsupp

Meaning While attempting to make an SSH connection to the NetScreen device,
an authentication mode (such as password or PKA RSA)—that had no

Action Enable the requested authentication method on the NetScreen device
application to use the method already enabled on the NetScreen devic

Message SCP: Admin '<user_name>' at host <ip_addr> executed invalid scp co

Meaning The specified admin executed an SCP (Simple Control Protocol) comm

SCP is a protocol with which files can be transferred to or from the NetS
SSH protocol provides the security of SCP, which includes authenticati
SCP connection.

Action Advise the user to retry the command.

Message SCP: Disabled for '<user_name>'. Attempted file transfer failed from h

Meaning The specified SSH client has attempted to make an SCP connection to
However, because SCP is not enabled for that virtual system, the atte

Action If you want the SSH client to be able to access the specified virtual sys
system and enable SCP manageability.
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Message SSH: Password authentication (successful | failed } for admin user ’<u

Meaning The NetScreen device, acting as the SCS server, was able or unable t
client during the SCS connection procedure. Failure occurs due to inco

Action If failure occurs, advise the SSH admin user to verify password. Other

Message SSH: PKA authentication ( successful | failed } for admin user ’<user_n

Meaning The NetScreen device, acting as the SCS server, was unable to authe
during the SCS connection procedure.

Action Advise the SSH admin user to verify that the SSH client software is co
cipher that the NetScreen device supports—DES and 3DES.

Message SCP: Admin user '<user_name>' transferred file '<filename>' (<numbe
<ip_addr>

Meaning An admin used SCP to transfer a file to memory on the device from th
address.

Action No recommended action
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Message SCP: Admin user ’<user_name>’ transferred file ’<filename>’ (<numbe
<host_name>

Meaning An admin used SCP to transfer a file from the device to the host residi

Action No recommended action

Message SSH: SSH { enabled | disabled } for <vsys>

Meaning An admin enabled SSH for the specified virtual system (<vsys>).

Action No recommended action

Message SSH: Host key deleted for <vsys>

Meaning An administrator removed a host key for the specified vsys.

Action No recommended action
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Message SSH: PKA key has been { bound to | unbound from } admin user <use

Meaning The root admin has either bound the RSA public key with the specified
admin user, or unbound the key from him or her. The admin user uses
herself via Public Key Authentication (PKA) when making an SCS con

Action No recommended action

Message SSH: Upgrade peformed (to version <id_num>)

Meaning An administrator performed an upgrade of SSH to new version.

Action No recommended action

Message SSH: SCP { enabled | disabled } for <vsys>

Meaning An administrator enabled or disabled SCP for the specified vsys.

Action No recommended action
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The following messages relate to the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) protocol.
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Message Web SSL port changed from <port_num1> to <port_num2>

Meaning An admin has changed the port used for managing the device via SSL

Action No recommended action

Message Web SSL has been { enabled | disabled }

Meaning An admin has either enabled or disabled an SSL connection.

Action No recommended action

Message <certificate_authority> SSL Certificate Authority changed to none 

Meaning A network administrator unset the specified Secure Socket Layer (SSL

Action No recommended action
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Message <certificate_authority> SSL CA changed to none 

Meaning A network administrator unset the specified Secure Socket Layer (SSL

Action No recommended action

Message Web SSL cipher name changed from <cipher_name1> to <cipher_nam

Meaning A network administrator changed the cipher used by the NetScreen de

Action No recommended action

Message <certificate_name1> SSL certificate changed to <new_certificate_nam

Meaning A network administrator changed the SSL certificate.

Action No recommended action

Message <ca_name> SSL Certificate Authority name changed to <new_ca_nam

Meaning A network administrator changed the SSL Certificate Authority.

Action No recommended action
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Message No context exists for the SSL connection. The device is not ready for a

Meaning The device cannot make a Secure Socket Layer (SSL) connection bec

Action Configure SSL on the NetScreen device.

Message Firewall-only system does not allow “<ssl_connection_name>” SSL cip

Meaning The specified cipher type is not allowed on a firewall-only system.

Action Currently, 3DES is the only cipher type that is not allowed on a firewall-
to secure communications.

Message The subject field of the SSL certificate reports a mismatch with subjec
while expecting subject name <subject_name>

Meaning The Secure Socket Layer (SSL) context on the device received a certif
PKI service on the device.

Action Make sure the CA certificates match on both the Web server and the N
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The following messages pertain to configuring and enabling syslog and WebTren
messages are divided into the following two sections:

• “Syslog” on page 331

• “WebTrends” on page 335
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Message Syslog cannot connect to the TCP server <serv_name>; the connectio

Meaning The NetScreen device cannot connect to the syslog server using the T

Action Check the network connections.

Message Syslog has been { enabled | disabled }.

Meaning An admin has either enabled or disabled the syslog facility or traffic lo

Action No recommended action
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Message Syslog VPN encryption has been { enabled | disabled }.

Meaning An admin has either enabled or disabled VPN encryption of all syslog m
device to the syslog host.

Action No recommended action

Message Syslog server <serv_name> was { added | removed }.

Meaning An admin has either added or removed the specified syslog server.

Action No recommended action

Message All syslog servers were removed.

Meaning An admin removed all syslog servers.

Action No recommended action

Message Syslog { facility | security facility } for <ip_addr> | <name_str> has bee
local2 | local3 | local4 | local5 | local6 | local7 | auth/sec }

Meaning An admin has changed the name of the syslog facility or security facili
syslog host. 

Action No recommended action
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Message Syslog server <serv_name> host port number has been changed to <

Meaning An admin has changed the port number to which the NetScreen devic
syslog host.

Action No recommended action

Message Traffic logging for syslog server <serv_name> has been { enabled | dis

Meaning An admin has either enabled or disabled traffic logging via syslog.

Action No recommended action

Message Event logging for syslog server <serv_name> has been { enabled | dis

Meaning An admin has either enabled or disabled the syslog facility.

Action No recommended action

Message Syslog server <serv_name1> host name has been changed to <serv_

Meaning An admin has changed the name of the syslog host.

Action No recommended action
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Message Socket cannot be assigned for syslog.

Meaning The NetScreen system cannot allocate an IP socket for the syslog fac

Action To free up a socket, close other management facilities that use socket
Telnet or the Web, and which are not currently in use.

Message All syslog message levels have been cleared.

Meaning An admin removed the severity levels for the messages sent to the sy

Action Select a severity level. If you do not specify a severity level, the NetSc
message to the syslog host.

Message Syslog source interface has been changed to <interface>

Meaning An admin modified the specified source interface.

Action No recommended action

Message Syslog source interface was removed.

Meaning An admin removed the source interface.

Action No recommended action
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Message Transport protocol for syslog server <serv_name> was changed to { tc

Meaning An admin changed the transport protocol for syslog messages to eithe

Action No recommended action

Message Attempt to enable WebTrends has failed because WebTrends settings

Meaning An admin has attempted to enable the WebTrends facility before confi
Consequently, the attempt has failed.

Action Before attempting to enable WebTrends, configure the WebTrends se

Message WebTrends has been { enabled | disabled }

Meaning An admin has either enabled or disabled the WebTrends facility.

Action No recommended action
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Message WebTrends VPN encryption has been { enabled | disabled }

Meaning An admin has either enabled or disabled VPN encryption of all WebTr
NetScreen device to the WebTrends host.

Action No recommended action

Message WebTrends host { domain name | port number } has been changed to 

Meaning An admin has changed the IP address or domain name of the WebTre
which the NetScreen device sends packets bound for the WebTrends 

Action No recommended action

Message Socket cannot be assigned for WebTrends

Meaning The NetScreen device cannot allocate an IP socket for the WebTrends

Action To free up a socket, close some other facilities, such as Telnet, which 
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The following sections provide descriptions of and recommended action for Scree
system-related events.
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Message <reset_log_string>

Meaning This message is a string that indicates the state the device is in during
message can display strings indicating the following states: request to
configuration, waiting for confirmation of initialization request, initializa
executed, initialization process aborted, and not enough power in the e
NetScreen-5000 systems)

Action If message indicates the initialization aborted, try resetting the device a
enough power was available for a NetScreen-5000 system, check to m
units are working properly. If you feel you need to add an additional po
5000 System Installer’s Guide.

Message Session threshold has been changed to percentage <percent>

Meaning An admin has changed the session threshold to the specified percenta

Action No recommended action
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Message Hostname set to “<hostname>”

Meaning A network administrator changed the existing hostname for the device

Action No recommended action

Message Domain set to <domain_name>

Meaning A network administrator set the name of the domain under which the d
name.

Action No recommended action

Message An optional ScreenOS feature has been activated via a software key.

Meaning A network administrator successfully enabled an optional feature.

Action No recommended action
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Message System clock configurations have been changed by admin <name_str

Meaning An admin has changed the configuration for the system clock.

Action Confirm that the action was appropriate, and performed by an authoriz

Message System clock is changed manually.

Meaning An admin changed the clock of the NetScreen device by synchronizing
CLI. 

Action No recommended action

Message System up time is shifted by <number> seconds.

Meaning The NetScreen device changed the system up time by the specified nu

Action No recommended action
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Message System configuration has been erased.

Meaning An admin has erased the system configuration. This may be due to a s
via a console connection, or successful execution of the unset all com

Action The system configuration must be reconfigured.

Message Session utilization has reached <number>, which is <percent> of the s

Meaning The NetScreen device has reached the identified number of concurren
percentage of system capacity.

Action No recommended action

Message The user limit has been exceeded and <ip_addr> cannot be added.

Meaning The NetScreen device has reached the user limit and cannot add a ne

Action Decrease the number of users or upgrade the NetScreen device by ob
unrestricted number of users.
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Message Invalid config size (<number>)

Meaning The size of the configuration file exceeds the allowed file size of the N

Action If this message displays after you attempted to upload a configuration 
configuration file. You can also upgrade to a device with increased cap

Message System is operational.

Meaning The system has become initialized and is now operational.

Action No recommended action

Message System was reset at <date><time>

Meaning An administrator or other user shut the system down.

Action No recommended action
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Message Unsupported command <command>

Meaning The network administrator typed a command in a console session with
not support.

Action Identify the command that caused the problem and replace it with a co

Message Administrator <administrator_name> issued command <command> to

Meaning The network administrator typed a command in a console session that
destination other than the device.

Action No recommended action

Message Environment variable <variable_name> changed to <string>

Meaning This message indicates an administrator issued a command in the Scr
setting of an environment variable.

Action No recommended action
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Message Environment variable <variable_name> unset.

Meaning A network administrator unset an environment variable.

Action No recommended action

Message Environment variable <variable_name> set to <variable_name>

Meaning A network administrator changed an environment variable to a new na

Action No recommended action

Message System configuration saved 

Meaning A network administrator saved the system configuration file.

Action No recommended action

Message All system configurations saved 

Meaning Every time a network administrator issues a command to ScreenOS th
Interface, the system saves it in Flash memory. This message indicate
parameters for multiple configurations on the device.

Action No recommended action
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Message Save configuration to IP address <ip_address> under filename <filena
<administrator_name>

Meaning The network administrator saved the device configuration to the specif

Action No recommended action

Message The system configuration was loaded from <ip_address> under the file
<filename> by administrator <administrator_name>

Meaning The admin copied the system configuration from the specified file and 
memory card.

Action No recommended action

Message The system configuration was loaded from IP address <ip_address> u
administrator <administrator_name>

Meaning The network administrator loaded the configuration file from the specif

Action No recommended action

Message The system configuration was loaded from slot <filename>

Meaning A network administrator loaded the system configuration from the spec

Action No recommended action
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Message The system configuration was not saved <string> by administrator <na
<name_str>

Meaning The first admin could not save to the configuration file because the sec
configuration file in flash memory.

Action No recommended action

Message New software saved from slot <filename> to flash memory by adminis

Meaning The specified admin copied a ScreenOS image from a file (<filename>
memory.

Action No recommended action

Message Send new software from flash memory to slot filename <filename> by 

Meaning The specified admin copied a ScreenOS image from flash memory to 
card

Action No recommended action
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Message The system configuration was loaded from flash memory to slot <filena

Meaning The named network administrator loaded a configuration file from flash
a memory card.

Action No recommended action

Message Send new software to IP address <ip_addr> under filename <filename

Meaning The named network administrator saved the software to the specified 

Action No recommended action

Message Send new software from IP address <ip_addr> under filename <filena
administrator <name_str>

Meaning The named administrator saved the software from the specified filenam
file on the memory card.

Action No recommended action

Message Save new software from <ip_addr> under filename <filename> to flash

Meaning The named administrator saved the software from the specified filenam
on the NetScreen device.

Action No recommended action
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Message Lock configuration started by task <task_name>, with a timeout value 

Meaning The configuration file was locked either by an admin via the CLI or by 
(NSM) application. If the NetScreen device does not receive a CLI com
value, it restarts using the configuration file that was previously locked

Action No recommended action

Message Lock configuration aborted explicitly by task <task_name>

Meaning The lockout was aborted either by an admin via the CLI or by NSM.

Action No recommended action

Message Lock configuration aborted because <minutes> minutes timeout was e

Meaning The lockout was aborted because the NetScreen device did not receiv
specified timeout value

Action No recommended action

Message Lock configuration ended by task <task_name>

Meaning The configuration file is no longer locked. 

Action No recommended action
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Message New GMT zone ahead or behind by <number> seconds.

Meaning An admin set the time zone by specifying the number of seconds by w
behind the Greenwich Mean Time (GMT).

Action No recommended action

Message Daylight Saving Time { has started | ended ).

Meaning Daylight saving time has started or ended. The NetScreen device auto
time if the option was previously set.

Action No recommended action

Message Timer reset from NSRP Peer by admin <usr_str>

Meaning An admin reset the timer from a peer unit in a NSRP cluster.

Action No recommended action
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The following messages relates to the configuration of traffic shaping. Traffic sha
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Message Traffic shaping is turned { on | off | auto }

Meaning An admin enabled or disabled traffic shaping. Traffic shaping is the all
of network bandwidth to every user and application on an interface. Th
is defined as cost-effective carrying capacity at a guaranteed Quality o
NetScreen device to shape traffic by creating policies and by applying
class of traffic going through the NetScreen device.

Action No recommended action
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Message Communication error with Websense server { ip_addr }: SrvErr (error_
(string),Connected (string)

Meaning An error occurred during communication with the Websense server.

Action Check the documentation for the Websense server, and confirm that i

Message URL Filtering server name has been changed to <name_str>

Meaning An admin changed the object name of the URL filtering server.

Action No recommended action

Message URL Filtering server port has been changed to <port_num>

Meaning An admin changed the server port number.

Action No recommended action
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Message URL Filtering fail mode has been changed to { fail-permit | fail-block }

Meaning An admin changed the fail mode to permit or block.

Action No recommended action

Message URL Filtering timeout has been changed to <number>

Meaning An admin changed the timeout for communication with the URL server

Action No recommended action

Message URL filtering message has been changed.

Meaning An admin changed the blocking message generated when URL filtering
to “NetScreen”).

Action No recommended action

Message URL Filtering message type has been changed to { NetScreen | Webs

Meaning An admin changed the message type, which specifies the source (the 
Websense server) of the message that the NetScreen device delivers 
URLs.

Action No recommended action
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Message URL Filtering socket count has been changed to <number>

Meaning The number of sockets that are open to communication with Webserve

Action No recommended action

Message { <enabled | disabled> } for vsys <vsys>

Meaning URL filtering was enabled or disabled for the specified vsys.

Action No recommended action

Message URL Filtering source interface has been changed to <interface>

Meaning The interface used for performing URL filtering was changed to the sp

Action No recommended action

Message URL filtering received an error from Websense (error <id_num>).

Meaning Status returned from a URL server is an error.

Action Check the documentation for the Websense server, and confirm that it
information, turn off “debug url receive” to see a buffer dump.
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Message URL Filtering has successfully connected Websense server (connectio

Meaning The NetScreen device established connectivity with the Websense se

Action No recommended action
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The following messages pertain to events that affect user settings and status.
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Message The user <usr_str> has been { enabled | disabled } by <name_str>

Meaning The named user was either enabled or disabled in the internal databa

Action No recommended action

Message The user group <grp_name> has been { added | deleted | modified } b

Meaning The named user group was added, deleted or modified by the specifie

Action No recommended action
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The following messages relate to virtual IP (Virtual IP) addresses.
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Message VIP server <ip_addr> cannot be contacted.

Meaning The specified VIP server is not responding to the heartbeat PINGs sen

Action Check that the server is powered up, that it is connected to the networ
correct.

Message VIP multi-port was { enabled | disabled }

Meaning An admin enabled multi-port mapping from a multi-port service to a VI

Action No recommended action

Message VIP (<ip_addr>:<port_num1> <svc_num> <port_num2>) has been { a

Meaning An admin has added, modified, or deleted the specified VIP.

Action No recommended action
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Message VIP server <ip_addr> is now alive.

Meaning The Virtual IP server has been brought up and is operational.

Action No recommended action

Message VIP server <ip_addr> is now in manual mode.

Meaning The admin disabled server auto-detection.

Action No recommended action
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The following messages relate to IPSec virtual private network (VPN) tunnels and
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Message VPN <name_str> [ for <usr_name> ] from <ip_addr> is up.

Meaning The status of the specified VPN tunnel has changed from down to up.

Action No recommended action

Message VPN <name_str> [ for <usr_name> ] from <ip_addr> is down.

Meaning The status of the specified VPN tunnel has changed from up to down.

Action No recommended action

Message VPN <name_str> has been bound to tunnel { interface <interface> | zo

Meaning An admin has bound the specified VPN tunnel to either an interface, a

Action No recommended action
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Message VPN <name_str> has been unbound from tunnel zone <zone>.

Meaning An admin unbound the specified VPN tunnel from the specified tunnel

Action No recommended action

Message VPN monitoring interval has been unset.

Meaning An admin has returned the VPN monitoring frequency to its default set
sends an ICMP echo request (PING) through a VPN tunnel from end to
down. The default setting is one PING per minute.

Action No recommended action

Message VPN monitoring threshold has been unset.

Meaning An admin has returned the VPN monitor threshold to its default setting

Action No recommended action

Message VPN monitoring interval has been set to <number> seconds.

Meaning An admin has changed the VPN monitoring frequency to the specified
monitoring feature sends an ICMP echo request (PING) through a VPN
specified frequency to check if the tunnel is up or down.

Action No recommended action
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Message VPN monitoring threshold has been set to <number>.

Meaning An admin has changed the VPN monitoring threshold to the specified 
monitoring feature sends an ICMP echo request (PING) through a VPN
specified frequency to check if the tunnel is up or down. The threshold
these requests that can be sent before determining if the tunnel is up o

Action No recommended action

Message VPN monitoring for VPN <name_str> has been enabled (src int <interf
{ enabled | disabled }, scalability optimization { enabled | disabled }).

Meaning An admin has enabled the VPN monitoring option for the specified VP
source interface and destination IP address. The admin has also enab
option and scalability optimization.

VPN monitoring sends ICMP echo requests through a VPN tunnel to c
the state changes from up to down and the IKE rekey option is enable
IKE Phase 2 negotiations (and possibly Phase 1 negotiations—if the P
When scalability optimization is enabled, the NetScreen device reduce
transmission of ICMP echo requests when the tunnel is active with oth

Action No recommended action

Message VPN monitoring for VPN <name_str> has been disabled.

Meaning An admin has disabled the VPN monitoring option for the specified VP

Action No recommended action
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Message IPSec NAT-T for VPN <name_str> has been { enabled | disabled }.

Meaning An admin has either enabled or disabled the NAT traversal (NAT-T) op

NAT traversal adds an extra layer of encapsulation, encapsulating the
or AH protocols) within a UDP packet.

Most NAT servers cannot recognize the ESP or AH protocols and drop
option is enabled, the sender encapsulates the ESP or AH packet with
recognizes the UDP protocol and sends it on. The recipient then strips 
the inner ESP or AH packet accordingly.

Action No recommended action

Message The DF-BIT for VPN <name_str> has been set to { clear | set | copy }.

Meaning For the specified VPN tunnel, an admin has cleared or set the Don’t F
of an encapsulated packet, or copied the DF-BIT setting from the insid

Action No recommended action

Message VPN <name_str> with gateway <name_str2> and P2 proposal <name
deleted }

Meaning An admin has added or deleted the specified VPN, or modified at leas

Action No recommended action
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Message VPN <name_str> with gateway <ip_addr> and SPI <hex_num1>/<hex
modified | deleted }

Meaning An admin has added or deleted the specified VPN, or modified at leas

Action No recommended action

Message A Manual Key VPN tunnel using AES encryption is not allowed for SS

Meaning When the NetScreen device was in FIPS mode, an admin logged in vi
attempted to define a Manual Key VPN tunnel using AES encryption. H
admin using an SSH connection, which does not support AES encrypt
a more secure encryption algorithm such as AES.

Action Configure the VPN tunnel with 3-DES or DES encryption.

Message IKE <ip_addr>: IP address of local int has been changed to 0.0.0.0, an

Meaning An admin has changed the IP address used for VPN termination on th
Consequently, no VPN traffic can reach or leave the device.

If the device is in NAT or Route mode, the admin has changed the IP a
0.0.0.0/0. If the device is in Transparent mode, the admin has changed

Action If you made the change by mistake, return the changed address to its 
change intentionally (for example, you changed the operational mode 
Transparent mode) and you want to maintain VPN activity with existing
notify all remote gateway admins of the address change so they can re
configurations. 
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Message IKE <ip_addr>: IP address of local int has been changed from 0.0.0.0 

Meaning An admin has changed the IP address that the local device can use fo
the specified IP address.

Action No recommended action

Message IKE <ip_addr>: Policy ID <id_num> failed over from SA <id_num1> to

Meaning The monitoring device in a redundant VPN group failed over VPN traff
association (SA) <id_num1> to the tunnel with the SA <id_num2>. The
targeted remote gateway to which the VPN traffic has been redirected
the policy that references this particular redundant VPN group.

Action No recommended action

Message IKE <ip_addr>: VPN ID number cannot be assigned.

Meaning During VPN tunnel configuration, NetScreen device was unable to ass
possibly because the maximum number of tunnels had been reached. 
the VPN tunnel was unsuccessful.

Action Check if the number of the defined VPN tunnels has reached the maxi
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Message VPN monitoring for VPN <name_str> has deactivated the SA with ID <

Meaning The NetScreen device determined that the VPN monitoring status for t
from up to down. Consequently, the NetScreen device deactivated the
association (SA).

Action No recommended action

Message Phase 2 SA for tunnel ID <id_num> has been idle too long. Deactivate
peer.

Meaning Because the specified Phase 2 security association (SA) has been idle
deactivated the SA and sent a “delete” message to its peer.

Action No recommended action
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The following sections provide descriptions of and recommended actions for Scre
virtual router-related events.
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Message A <virtual_router_type> virtual router using name <vrouter> and id <id

Meaning An admin created the identified virtual on the routing domain on the N

Action No recommended action

Message A virtual router with name “<vrouter>” and ID <id_num> has been rem

Meaning An admin removed the specified virtual router. 

Action No recommended action

Message The auto-route-export feature in virtual router <vrouter> has been { en

Meaning An admin has either enabled or disabled auto-exporting for the current
process of automatically exporting routes defined on routable interface
routers like the trust-vr and vsys virtual routers.

Action No recommended action
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Message The maximum number of routes that can be created in virtual router “<

Meaning An admin has set the maximum number of routes that can be set for th
number of routes in the route table equals this maximum number, the r

Action No recommended action

Message The router-id that can be used by OSPF, BGP routing instances in virtu
to <id_num>

Meaning An admin set the router ID for the specified virtual router.

Action No recommended action

Message The routing preference for protocol <name_str> in virtual router “<vrou

Meaning An admin has set a local preference parameter for the specified protoc
preference parameter specifies the desirability of a path. The lower the
path. 

Action No recommended action

Message The virtual router “<vrouter>” has been made default virtual router for 

Meaning An administrator has bound the specified virtual routing instance to the
be the default virtual router on the Vsys.

Action No recommended action
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Message The virtual router “<vrouter>” has been made { sharable | unsharable }

Meaning An admin designated the current virtual router sharable to other virtua
systems are visible to other vsys’s.

Action No recommended action

Message The system default-route through virtual router “<vrouter1>” has been 

Meaning The default route used in a specified virtual router has been added to a
route can be used by another virtual routing instance.

Action No recommended action

Message The maximum routes limit in virtual router <vrouter> has been remove

Meaning An admin has unset the maximum number of routes that can be set for
it to the default value. Once the number of routes in the route table eq
router cannot learn any new routes.

Action No recommended action

Message The router-id of virtual router “<vrouter>” used by OSPF, BGP routing 

Meaning An admin uninitialized the router ID. The router ID is a value that ident
on the network. 

Action No recommended action
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Message The routing preference for protocol <name_str> in virtual router “<vrou

Meaning The local preference parameter specifies the desirability of a path to a
the value, the more desirable the path. An admin has unset a previousl
specified virtual routing instance, returning the value to its default setti

Action No recommended action

Message The system default-route in virtual router <vrouter> has been removed

Meaning An admin has deleted the default route in the specified virtual router.

Action No recommended action

Message Source-based routing { enabled | disabled } in virtual router <vrouter>

Meaning An admin has enabled or disabled source-based routing in the specifie
routing is the process of a virtual router using a source address to dete
than a destination address. 

Action No recommended action.

Message SNMP trap made { private | public } in virtual router <vrouter>

Meaning A network administrator set SNMP traps for the dynamic routing MIBs 
is available only for the default root-level virtual router. 

Action No recommended action
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Message Routes defined on inactive interfaces { will | will not } be exported into 
virtual router (<vrouter>)

Meaning Routes on inactive interfaces can be advertised to other routers. This f
disabled.

Action No recommended action

Message The subnetwork conflict checking feature for interfaces in virtual router

Meaning The subnetwork conflict checking feature allows interfaces in the virtua
subnetwork addresses. This message indicates this feature was disab

Action No recommended action.

Message Subnetwork conflict checking for interfaces in virtual router (<vrouter>)

Meaning The subnetwork conflict checking feature allows interfaces in the virtua
subnetwork addresses. This message indicates this feature was enab

Action No recommended action.
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The following sections provide descriptions of and recommended action for Scree
vsys-related events.
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Message Vsys <name_str> has been { created | removed } by configuration cha

Meaning A root level administrator created the specified vsys.

Action No recommended action

Message Vsys <name_str> has been changed to <id_num1> by configuration c

Meaning A root level administrator changed the ID of the specified vsys.

Action No recommended action

Message Vsys <id> ID has been changed from <vsys_id> to <vsys_id> by confi

Meaning A root level administrator changed the name of the specified vsys.

Action No recommended action
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Message NSRP VSD group ID for Vsys <name_str> has changed from <id_num
change <command>

Meaning A root level administrator changed the NSRP Virtual Security Device g

Action No recommended action.

Message IP classification has been { enabled | disabled } on zone <zone>

Meaning Virtual system IP classification is now enabled or disabled. Such class
with particular virtual systems, as opposed to VLAN tagging.

Action No recommended action

Message IP classification object { net <ip_addr1>/<mask> | range <ip_addr2>-<
deleted on } zone <zone>

Meaning An admin added or deleted an IP address and subnet mask, or an add
zone.

Action No recommended action
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Message Vsys administrative user <username> has logged on via the console.

Meaning A root level administrator changed the NSRP Virtual Security Device g

Action No recommended action

Message Vsys Admin User <username> has logged on via Telnet from remote I
<port>

Meaning A root level administrator changed the NSRP Virtual Security Device g

Action No recommended action
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The following messages relate to security zones and tunnel zones.
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Message New zone <zone> (ID <id_num>) was created.

Meaning An admin successfully created a new zone with the indicated ID numb

Action No recommended action

Message Zone <zone> (ID <id_num>) was deleted.

Meaning An admin successfully deleted the specified zone.

Action No recommended action

Message Zone <zone> was bound to virtual router <vrouter>

Meaning An admin successfully bound a specified zone to a specified virtual ro

Action No recommended action

Message Zone <zone> was unbound from virtual router <vrouter>

Meaning An admin successfully unbound a specified zone, either trust or untrus

Action No recommended action
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Message Tunnel zone <zone1> was bound to out zone <zone2>

Meaning An admin successfully bound a specified tunnel zone to a specified ou

Action No recommended action

Message Intra-zone block for zone <zone> was set to { on | off }

Meaning This action turns the intra-zone block on or off for a given zone.

Action No recommended action

Message Zone <zone> was changed to { shared | non-shared }.

Meaning An admin changed a zone’s attribute from shared to non-shared, or fro

Action No recommended action

Message IP/TCP reassembly for ALG was { enabled | disabled } on zone <zone

Meaning Layer-3 IP or Layer-4 TCP packet reassembly has been enabled or di

Action No recommended action
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Message Asymmetric vpn was{ enabled | disabled } on zone <zone> 

Meaning An admin enabled or disabled the asymmetric VPN feature on the spe
option allows any incoming VPN traffic in a zone to match any applicab
origin for the original VPN tunnel.

Action No recommended action
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